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Abstract
The liver is the body’s main synthetic and metabolic organ and one of the main targets for 

gene therapy. Conventional viral and synthetic gene delivery vectors have so far resulted in 

limited clinical application due to concerns over viral re-activation, immune-toxic 

responses and lack of tissue specificity. Recently, novel composite vectors have emerged 

which incorporate a synthetic or viral base with a cell-targeting moiety.

Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) has been suggested as a potential liver-specific 

targeting protein, due to its highly hepato-tropic properties. This thesis describes work 

carried out to clone, express, characterise recombinant HBsAg in vitro and attempt to 

utilise it as part of a liver-targeting vector. The full-length large (L) surface antigen gene 

was cloned into a baculovirus expression system and expressed in insect cells. Secretion of 

recombinant HBsAg into culture medium was severely retarded due to intracellular 

retention. A variant HBsAg construct was engineered by fusing the hepatotropic preSl 

domain (amino ac ids 21-47) onto the carboxyl terminal domain of the S gene, in order to 

eliminate the retention sequences in preSl. The engineered constructs (HBS-TS and HBS- 

TS-[His]) were expressed and purified from mammalian COS? cells. The recombinant 

HBsAg products were spherical particles of ~20nm in diameter with buoyant densities of 

1.21g/ml, and thus very similar to wild type HBsAg particles found in infected plasma. 

Western blot analysis revealed a principle protein of 27 kDa, reactive to anti-S and anti- 

preSl antibodies. HBS-TS particles, radio-labelled with ^̂ S Methionine, demonstrated 

specific binding to hepatic cells, while HBS-TS probed with fluorescent antibodies showed 

extensive binding to primary human hepatocytes.

Two composite, lipid-based vectors were constructed using HBS-TS as the targeting ligand 

within a LipofectAMINE-DNA complex and second a DOPE-DOGS-DNA composite. 

Both resulted in limited gene transfer and conferred no improvement on gene transfer 

efficiency. Reconstituted HBS-TS micelles were produced, which demonstrated high 

hepato-tropicity and a potential for use as liver-targeting vectors.
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AAV Adeno-associated virus

Bac-Sl Baculovims-expressed large surface HBsAg construct

DOGS DiOctadecylamidoGlycylSperminel (Transfectam'^^)

DOPE Dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine
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HBV Hepatitis B virus
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HCV Hepatitis C virus
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HRP Horse Radish Peroxidase

LB Luria Bertani

Lipo feet AMINE (2,3-dioleoyloxy-N-(2(spermidinecarboxamido)ethyl)-N,N- 

dimethyl-1 -propanaminium trifluoroacetate (DOSPA) and (DOPE) 

3:1 (w/w);

LTR Long Terminal Repeat

MOI Multiplicity of Infection

PBS Phosphate Buffered Saline

PCR Polymerase Chain reaction

Pfu Plaque forming units

RME Receptor-mediated Endocytosis

S.D. Standard Deviation

SEM Standard Error of the Mean

S-TS Small HBsAg with an engineered preSl extension



S-TS-[His] Small HBsAg with an engineered preS 1 extension and a 

poly- histidine tag

TE Tris-EDTA

TES Tris EDTA buffer pH 8.0

Tris Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane

U.V Ultraviolet

v/v Volume / Volume

w/w Weight / Weight

w/v Weight / Volume

X-gal 5-bromo-4-chloro-3 indolyl-(-D-galactopyranoside)
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Chapter 1
General introduction



1.1 Gene therapy; The principles

In recent years there has been a major drive to develop targeted delivery systems to 

transfer genes, proteins and other therapeutic agents to human cells in order to treat 

diseases. Gene therapy is based on the idea that a defective gene resulting in a disease 

phenotype can be replaced, either physically or functionally, by introduction of a gene 

encoding the correct product. Presently all efforts at gene therapy are aimed at somatic 

cells. Altering the genotype of germ cells, with the possibility of transmission to progeny, 

is currently opposed on ethical grounds.

The overall aim of a gene therapy strategy varies according to the disease. One may 

wish to introduce a corrective gene into the cell without excision of the defective 

sequence from the cell genome (gene augmentation). This approach would be effective 

for diseases such as haemophilia in which the disorder stems from a complete loss in gene 

function, and the expression of a therapeutic gene cassette elsewhere in the genome could 

result in reversal of the disease phenotype.

Alternatively one may wish to replace a defective gene with the correct version or to 

disrupt the expression of a gene. Whole gene excision or replacement would require 

homologous recombination to take place between the appropriate locus on the host 

chromosome and the exogenous DNA.

Proto-oncogenes and viral genes are examples of targets for anti-sense strategies, where 

oligonucleotide strands which are antisense to the mRNA transcript of the harmful gene, 

are introduced into the cell in order to inhibit its translation into protein.

Other approaches aim to induce an immune response (e.g. against hepatitis C virus), or 

introduce a ‘suicide gene’ which will convert a pro-drug into a toxin against the cell (e.g. 

against tumour cells). Many gene augmentation protocols are currently in use (Lemoine 

and Cooper, 1996). There have been many successes with animal models of disease and 

to a lesser extent in clinical trials.

Numerous gene-transfer protocols have been proposed in the past 15 years, which have 

been increasingly innovative and successful in animal models of hepatic disease.
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Unfortunately this degree of success has not been reflected in clinical trials of such 

protocols, although there are encouraging exceptions, such as the successful transfer of 

the factor IX gene to haemophilia patients and correction of homozygous Familial 

Hypercholesterolaemia among others (Grossman et al., 1994; Kay, 1998).

Despite the successes however, in 2001 only 5 of 553 global gene therapy protocols had 

managed to progress to phase m  stage (Vorburger and Hunt, 2002). The chief factors 

obstructing rapid progress of gene therapy are concerns over safety of viral delivery 

vehicles and the need for tissue specificity of DNA transfer. Thus far, most gene transfer 

protocols have used retroviruses and adenoviruses as delivery vectors. Despite the 

demonstrable success of these vehicles, they carry associated risks such as possibility of 

insertional mutagenesis, cytotoxicity or immunogenic responses.

Recent controversy following a death during a clinical trial for adenoviral gene therapy of 

OTC (Ornithine Transcarbamylase) deficiency highlighted the extent to which gene 

transfer technology has yet to develop in order to overcome practical and ethical 

obstacles.

There are two general approaches to therapeutic gene transfer into liver cells:

1) ex vivo gene therapy

Hepatocytes can be harvested from surgical liver resections and cultured in vitro, 

providing a pure population of liver cells, which are then transfected with the transgene 

using the most effective vector system (often retroviruses). The successfully transfected 

cells are then implanted into the liver to repopulate the organ and express the therapeutic 

protein. In this approach, the tissue-selectivity of the delivery vehicle is not paramount. 

There are however major limitations to the use of ex-vivo methods, such as the inability to 

maintain in vitro cultures of human hepatocytes, difficulty in selecting for successful 

transfections, high cost of the procedure and major practical problems with numbers of 

viable cells extracted and re-implanted.
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2) In vivo gene therapy

The preferable route for hepatic gene transfer is systemic administration of the therapeutic 

vector into the bloodstream. This approach eliminates the need for primary hepatocyte 

culture and re-implantation and is the most widely used approach. The principle 

drawback is that the administered vector must be tissue-specific to avoid delivery of the 

DNA to other cell types. This would result in a loss of transfection efficiency, as well as 

possible side- effects to healthy or non-hepatic cells. To address this issue, many novel 

vectors have been proposed and developed in recent years, incorporating targeting 

elements for the target cell type. This first section of the introduction looks at the 

application of these vehicles in the context of liver-specific delivery and expression of the 

therapeutic genes. Although vehicle-free methods of transfer such as micro injection and 

electroporation have been used successfully, they currently confer very low levels of 

expression and present many practical problems preventing them being of general use in a 

clinical setting.

1.2 Target diseases of the liver

The liver acts the body’s main centre for the metabolic process. A wide range of 

functions are performed by the liver including production and secretion of bile, clotting 

factors and plasma proteins such as albumin and degradation/detoxification of alcohol, 

drugs and hormones, as well as regulating the blood glucose levels. It is due to this vast 

functional diversity that many inborn human disorders are manifested in the liver 

(Sherlock and Dooley, 2003). Many of these diseases as well as cancers of the liver and 

chronic viral disease may benefit from the gene transfer approach. Below are examples of 

liver diseases with the various gene transfer protocols for them discussed in section 1.3.

Haemophilias

Haemophilia’s A and B are X-linked disorders resulting from defects in clotting factor 

Vm  and Serine protease clotting factor IX respectively, with an incidence of 1 in 6000 

(Lynch, 1999). It is thought to be due to a defect in a 7 Kb sequence coding for these 

enzymes. Conventional clinical treatment involves regular injection of factors collected
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from large plasma pools, which is a lengthy and expensive process, with associated risk 

of viral disease transmission. Replacement or augmentation of the defective gene could 

result in stable and even permanent expression of the clotting factors.

Familial Hypercholesterolaemia (FH)

This is an autosomal dominant deficiency of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptors on 

hepatocytes, which regulate cholesterol homeostasis. The homozygote genotype results 

in severe hypercholesterolaemia and premature onset of coronary heart disease (Sherlock 

and Dooley, 2003). Conventional treatment comes in the form of liver transplantation. 

The target for gene therapy is the defective 2.6 Kb sequence coding for the hepatic LDL 

receptors (Schneider et al., 1999). A convenient animal model of the disease exists in 

Watanabe hyperlipidémie rabbits (Aliev and Bumstock, 1998).

Alpha 1-antitrypsin deficiency

This is the phenotype resulting from a deficiency in the plasma anti-protease inhibitor a l -  

AT, which acts on neutrophil elastase (Propst et al., 1994). The inhibitor protein is coded 

for by a 1.2 Kb cDNA (Zem et al., 1999). The pro tease imbalance leads to degradation of 

lung parenchyma and abnormal a l-A T  accumulation results in 50% chance of cirrhosis 

(Sherlock and Dooley, 2003).

Crigler-Najaar Syndrome

The type 1 of this inborn error of metabolism is an autosomal dominant defect of bilirubin 

UDP-glucuronosyl-transferase activity, causing hyperbilirubinaemia at infancy (Forbes 

and Hodgson, 1997). Normal rat hepatocytes have been successfully transplanted into 

Gunn (hyperbilirubinaemic) rats with partial correction of the diseased phenotype, while 

others have shown partial benefits in patients using ex vivo human hepatocyte 

transplantation. The Gunn rat has also been exploited in a number of experimental gene- 

transfer attempts (Fox et al., 1998; Kren et al., 1999).
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Viral hepatitis

Hepatitis B and C globally account for the vast majority of liver failure cases with a high 

risk of progression to liver cancer. Conventional therapeutics have not been entirely 

successful, therefore anti-sense targeting is increasingly explored as an alternative gene 

therapy strategy (Forbes and Hodgson, 1997). These synthetic complementary RNA 

constructs are targeted and hybridised to the various regions of the viral genome, 

preventing viral gene expression. This technology has already been tested on HBV in 

vitro (Goodarzi et al., 1990) and in vivo in animal models (Offensperger et ah, 1993).

The above are few of a plethora of liver diseases for which currently the only long term 

treatment is orthotopic liver transplantation. Aside from the problems with global 

shortage of donated organs, patients will often need life-long immune therapy to fight 

organ rejection.

The liver’s cell biology makes it an excellent target organ for gene transfer. The majority 

of hepatocytes in adult liver are stable and well differentiated and thus capable of long

term expression of transfected gene. However, the mitotic quiescence of hepatocytes 

makes them resistant to retroviral vectors and other vectors which require cell cycling in 

order to integrate their DNA into the target genome (Forbes et ah, 1998). The cell cycle 

in hepatocytes can be induced (and thus gene expression kick-started) by partial 

hepatectamy of the liver (Sherlock and Dooley, 2003).

1.3 Vectors for gene delivery

The rapid advances in molecular biology during the 1980’s were accompanied by 

development of the first clinically applicable vectors. These vectors were broadly divided 

into two groups, viral and non-viral. The natural affinity of viruses for cell surfaces, and 

the efficiency, with which they infect host cells by transferring their genome into the cell, 

makes them convenient vehicles for therapeutic gene delivery. Numerous virus-based 

vector systems have been developed.
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1.3.1 Viral vectors

Several classes of viruses have been adapted as vehicles of gene delivery. Some of the 

main conventional viral vectors have been described below.

1. Retrovirus vectors

Retroviruses are single stranded RNA viruses whose life cycle involves reverse 

transcription of their RNA genome into double-stranded DNA, and integration of this 

provirus into the host cell genome at a random locus (Schnierle and Groner, 1996). The 

integrating nature of retrovirus vectors mean that the transgene expression can be stable 

and long term, which is the aim in most correction/augmentation strategies.

The retrovirus genome consists of three genes, gag (capsid protein), pal (reverse 

transcriptase) and env (surface proteins). These genes are flanked by LTR sequences 

(Bowen, 2002).

The most widely used retroviral vectors, are the derivatives of the Moloney Murine 

Leukaemia Virus or MoMuLV. The gag/pol/env sequences have been deleted on the 

vector and recombinant virus is produced in special ‘packaging cell lines’, with the three 

proteins supplied in trans (Lemoine and Cooper, 2003).

Retroviral vectors can carry up to 8 Kb of exogenous DNA. They have therefore been the 

vectors of choice for targeting genes for monogenic liver diseases such as Familial 

Hypercholesterolaemia (Zem and Kresina, 1997).

In experiments involving Watanabe hyperlipidémie rabbits (WHHL), transfection of a 

functioning copy of the LDL receptor gene resulted in 30-50% reduction in serum 

cholesterol levels (Chowdhury et al., 1991). Pre-clinical trials of retroviral therapies 

against FH have also been encouraging (Sandig et al., 1996a). For other diseases of the 

liver, including hepatic tumours, retroviral vector protocols have resulted in significant 

reduction in diseased phenotype in various animal models (Ferry and Heard, 1998).

Apart from their relative lack of specificity, the major disadvantage of retrovirus systems 

in relation to the liver is the requirement for the target hepatocyte to enter S-phase before 

integration can take place (Forbes and Hodgson, 1997).
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2. Adenoviral vectors

Adenoviruses are non-enveloped DNA virus with linear double stranded, 35 Kb genomes. 

They are thought to enter the host cells by receptor mediated endocytosis (RME). 

Adenoviral vectors can carry up to 7.5 Kb of DNA, and have a deletion in the El-locus of 

their DNA, to render them replication defective (Lemoine and Cooper, 2003; Rosenfeld et 

al., 1992).

Adenoviral vectors have been used to transfer a correct copy of the CFTR gene 

(associated with cystic fibrosis) into billiary epithelial cells in rats (Yang et al., 1993). 

Encouraging results have also been obtained in transfecting hepatocytes among many 

other tissues in animal models using such vectors. Other papers have reported success of 

adenoviral vectors in treating diseases models for haemophilia, type I and II tyrosinemia 

and LDL receptor deficiency (Ishibashi et al., 1993; Kozarsky et al., 1994; Smith and Wu, 

1999). Although unlike retroviruses, adenoviruses can infect non-proliferating cells, they 

have a disadvantage in that their DNA does not integrate into host genome. Therefore 

Adenoviral vectors commonly give only transient expression (Forbes and Hodgson, 

1997).

3. Other Viral vectors

One of the most exciting possibilities is the use of vectors derived from Lentiviruses 

(such as HIV-1). These virus are able to transfect cells in a quiescent stage (potentially 

ideal for hepatocytes) and integrate into the host chromosomes, and have already been put 

to the test by transferring Factor VUI and IX genes into a mouse liver model (Park et al., 

2000b; Park et al., 2000a). There are obvious concerns regarding the safety of 

Lentiviruses, which may be alleviated by development of packaging cell lines and helper 

plasmids (Fuller and Anson, 2001).

One of these alternatives is Adeno Associated virus (AAV), a small virus that integrates 

into the human genome at chromosome 19 in a locus-specific manner, and is not 

associated with any known human disease. AAV’s relative safety and efficacy has 

attracted interest, and it has been extensively used to treat Haemophilia B in pre clinical 

models, by transfer of factor IX gene into hepatocytes (Mount et al., 2002; Koeberl et al..
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1997). Other viral alternatives include Baculoviruses (Sandig et ah, 1996b) and SV40 

derived vectors (Sauter et al., 2000).

Despite the advantages of the viral systems of DNA transfer, concerns remain about the 

safety of these vectors. A retroviral vector inserting inappropriately to activate an 

oncogene for instance is an unlikely event, yet one with serious consequences. There are 

also immunological considerations, as most viral vectors inevitably present the host 

system with immunogenic surface antigens. The other important consideration is the liver 

specificity of these viral vectors. Current lentivirus-derived vectors for example, 

although highly efficient, lack the ability to specifically target hepatocytes following 

systemic administration (Federico, 1999).

1.3.2 Non- viral vectors 

1. Liposomes

Non-viral alternatives for gene targeting/transfer have been developed, the most widely 

used of which is Lipofection. Liposomes are bipolar phospholipid structures capable of 

encapsulating or binding DNA molecules. These have been shown to transfect 

hepatocytes both in vivo (intravenous / intraportal injection) and in vitro (Li and Huang, 

1997).

The pioneering work on lipid mediated gene transfer was carried out by Feigner (1987). 

They found that certain lipids could form insoluble ‘liposomes’ in aqueous solution and 

that these structures can form complexes with DNA molecules which in turn could be 

transferred into cells (Feigner et al., 1987). Cationic lipids eventually replaced calcium 

phosphate transfection which had been the most widely used form of gene transfer. 

Cationic liposomes interact well with DNA and the cell membrane, both of which are 

negatively charged (Mahato et ah, 1998).

One of the major factors affecting the efficiency of gene delivery using liposomes is their 

lipid composition. Depending on the tissue type being targeted, the ratio of the cationic 

to anionic lipids has been shown to alter the marker gene delivery ability of the vector 

(Caplen et ah, 1995b; Caplen et ah, 1995a). Liposomal vectors are believed to gain entry
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to the cells by simple endocytosis, which allows their nucleic acid content to gain entry 

into the cytoplasm and avoid a high degree of lysosmal degradation.

Poly-L-lysine conjugates

Poly-L-lysine (PL) is another compound that can be complexed with the therapeutic 

DNA. The advantage of both of these DNA-complex systems is that ligands with specific 

receptors on hepatocyte surface (e.g. asialoglycoprotein) can be incorporated into the 

complex to increase specificity (Perales et al., 1997; Wu and Wu, 1988). Synthetic 

vectors generally result in relatively little immune reaction, although toxicity can be a 

problem. The advantage of both of these DNA-complex systems is that ligands with 

specific receptors on hepatocyte surfaces (e.g. asialoglycoprotein) can be incorporated 

into the complex to increase specificity (Martinez-Fong et al., 1994).

1.3.3 O ther methods for gene transfer

Other methodologies include direct DNA injection into tissue, which gives low efficiency 

and transient expression. The transfer of nucleic acids into cells in vitro can also be 

achieved by rendering the cells permeable using an electrical field. The mechanism of 

this entry is poorly understood. Nevertheless, this method is used routinely in 

laboratories and has been successful in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells including 

hepatocytes (Neumann et al., 1982; Tur-Kaspa et al., 1986). The application of this 

phenomenon however is likely to remain limited to in vitro use, as there are clear 

practical problems with electrically permeablising cells in vivo.
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Transfer system Advantages Disadvantages

Adenovirus -Transfect quiescent cells 

-High titres achievable 

-Systemic affinity for the liver

- Transient expression

- Can be Immuno-toxic

Adeno-Associated Virus - Chromosome specific

- Stable expression

- No immunogenicity/ toxicity

- Limited DNA capacity

Retrovirus

Lentivirus

Baculovirus

Liposomes

- Integrate in host genome

Reduced immunogenicity 

Infects quiescent cells 

Long-term expression 

High titres 

Large DNA capacity 

Non replicating 

Large DNA capacity 

Non immunogenic 

Flexibility in vector design

Require cell proliferation 

Low titres

Non specific for liver 

No tissue specificity

- Non specific for the liver

No tissue specificity

Direct injectio No DNA size limit 

Direct access to tissue

- Inefficient

- No cell specificity

Table 1.1 Summary of advantages and disadvantages of conventional gene delivery 

systems currently available.
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1.3.4 N ovel alternatives to viral and non-viral vectors

The two chief concerns when considering a gene delivery vector, are specificity and 

safety. Simple liposome vector systems have been shown to be very effective, however 

systemic introduction of DNA-bound liposomes has resulted in non-specific delivery and 

a degree of toxicity (Lemoine and Cooper, 2003), In recent years it has been recognised 

that one can combine the electrostatic and non-immunogenic properties of synthetic 

vehicles with the ability of viruses to gain cellular entry. This has given rise to a new 

generation of composite or hybrid vectors.

1. HVJ-liposome

One of these composite vectors is the HVJ-liposome which acts by incorporating a 

fusigenic domain of the hemagglutinating vims of Japan (HVJ) or Sendai vims, which 

effectively acts as the key to the gates of the cell by fusing to the plasma membrane. HVJ 

uses two glycoproteins for fusion with plasma membrane; HN to bind to Sialic acid 

residues of cell surface receptors and F which can bind to lipids of both the cell 

membrane and the liposomes (Kaneda et al., 1999).

HVJ have recently been used to successfully transfer the HSVtk gene to the liver of SCID 

mice and inhibiting growth of hepatic cancer cells (Hirano et al., 2001). The pioneering 

work was carried out by Kaneda’s group in Japan who complexed ultraviolet-irradiated 

HVJ particles with liposomes consisting of lipids and the high mobility group-1 (HMGl) 

non-histone chromosomal protein (Kaneda et al., 1989; Kato et al., 1991). They managed 

to successfully transfer the human insulin gene and the hepatitis B surface gene into adult 

liver cells, albeit with transient expression. Later it was found that partial hepatectamy 24 

hours prior to in vivo injection of the HVJ-liposome into livers of rats significantly 

improves the length of transgene expression. Also, just like simple liposome vectors, 

HVJ vector efficiency can be improved by altering its lipid composition. It has been 

found that HVJ-liposome complexes containing a high proportion of cationic lipids are 

many times more efficient at transgene delivery than HVJ-anionic liposomes (Saeki et al.,

1997).
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HVJ-liposomes, via fusion with the cell membrane, provide a direct route to the 

cytoplasm, avoiding much of the lysosomal degradation that awaits simple liposome- 

DNA complexes. In addition these novel vectors are flexible in design and can be 

administered repeatedly with negligible immunogenic or toxic reaction (Hirano et al.,

1998). Two factors have thus far prevented HVJ-liposomes from progressing to clinical 

studies. First is that the complex is highly labile and can only be stored at 4 °C for 3 

weeks and second is the vector’s lack of cell type specificity (Kaneda et al., 1999).

Liposome-DNA
complex Liposome-cell membrane interaction

4. Fusion

3. Endocytosis.
Adsorption

Cytoplasminter-membrane-transfer

rn

/ / / Endosome

NucleusLysosome / •

Figure 1.1 Schematic representations of the possible routes of cell entry by liposome- 

DNA complexes. The absorptive endocytosis theory is the most widely accepted. Taken 

from (Yanagihara et ah, 1995)
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2. Virus-like particles (VLPs)

With the advent of molecular cloning techniques, in recent years a number of groups have 

succeeded in producing self-assembling virus like particles (VLPs) by expressing 

structural genes in eukaryotic and prokaryotic systems (Forstova et ah, 1995; Neumann et 

ah, 2000 ). In the case of hepatitis B surface antigen particles, the synthetic particles have 

been engineered and expressed as effective anti-HBV vaccine candidates (Hui et ah,

1999). VLPs however also demonstrate the capacity to package therapeutic DNA or 

macromolecules and deliver them to target cells almost as efficiently as the full virus. 

Touze and Coursaget (1998) expressed papillomavirus-like particles, and following 

disruption and reconstitution steps, encapsulated theDNA plasmid into the particles and 

subsequently showed transfer into target cells in vitro (Touze and Coursaget, 1998). 

Parvovirus, Polyoma virus and Influenza VLPs with DNA delivery potential have also 

been recently produced and characterised (Forstova et al., 1995; Neumann et al.,). VLP- 

mediated gene transfer yields higher transgene expression than liposome vectors in vitro 

and the vectors are relatively easy to construct. The drawback for clinical use would be 

the immuogenicity and lack of cell-type specificity of such vectors.

3. Pseudotyped virus vectors

In order to overcome the lack of tissue specificity of the standard viral vectors, 

recombinant or ‘pseudotyped’ viral vectors have been under development, which 

incorporate elements of one or more viruses within them. Liu et al (1996) expressed in 

rat fibroblast cells, a retrovirus vector containing the G envelope protein from the 

vesicular stomatitis virus VSV (Liu et al., 1996). This protein allowed for concentration 

of the vector, which in turn significantly improved marker DNA transfer and stable 

transgene expression in primary mouse hepatocytes. Very recently a murine retroviral 

pseudotyped vector has been developed which carries the hepatocyte-targeting domain of 

hepatitis B virus envelope, the significance of which is discussed later in the chapter 

(Sung and Lai, 2002).
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1.4 A question of targeting

Certain liver disease-associated proteins such as CFTR and factors V m  and IX have a 

wide therapeutic window, and thus require no precise gene expression control (Coutelle 

and Williamson, 1996).

Controlling the expression of the transferred gene becomes a vital issue, when sustained 

expression is needed for therapeutic effect or when over-expression of the gene can be 

deleterious to the host cell. In hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the gene therapist 

applying a suicide gene protocol or trying to induce an anti-tumour immune response 

would be particularly keen to limit the transgene expression to the cancer cells as far as 

possible (Kanai, 2001).

1.4.1 Transcriptional targeting

Transcriptional control in the desired cell can be established by exploiting cw-acting 

promoter and enhancer elements on DNA, which have been well characterised for liver 

cells. Cell-specific promoters have been most commonly used with retroviral vectors. 

These RNA viruses integrate into the host genome and result in prolonged expression of 

the transgene, making transcriptional control important (Cao et al., 1996; Cao et al., 

2000).

1.4.2 C ellular targeting and receptor mediated endocytosis

Endocytosis is an energy-dependent internalisation mechanism used by the cells to import 

and translocate foreign molecules and recycle endogenous ones. Many molecules have 

their own specific receptor on the plasma membrane and are internalised by a process 

known as receptor mediated endocytosis (RME). Viruses use this mechanism via the cell 

surface receptor to gain entry into the cytosol and then the nucleus. Work in recent years 

has suggested that both synthetic and viral gene therapy vectors may transfect cells via 

receptor mediated endocytosis. So what is RME and why is it significant in liver-directed 

gene therapy?

The initial interaction of the ligand (natural ligand, viral antigen or ligand-vector 

complex) with a receptor on the cell surface is the beginning of a complex and highly pH-
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dependent pathway. The (probably electrostatic) ligand-receptor binding at pH7 leads to 

the invagination of the membrane into the cytoplasm (Smith and Wu, 1999). This is 

followed by the budding of the pit into a ‘primary endosome’, often with a coating of the 

protein clathrin on the outside. The clathrin-coated pits have a typical diameter of around 

150 nm (McGraw and Maxfield, 1990). This endosomal entity becomes an intricately 

pH-regulated shuttle service to the nucleus. What follows is even more complicated and 

the subject of much speculation.

A steady decrease in pH results in the loss of the clathrin coating which in turn results in 

the merging of primary endosomes into larger structures (sorting endosomes). The proton 

pumps in the vesicle membrane acidify the lumen of these structures, leading to a 

dissociation of the receptor-ligand complex. In keeping with the highly efficient nature of 

the cell, the receptor molecules then bud off from the sorting endosomes and are recycled 

back to the plasma membrane.

The next step determines the success of a DNA molecule in reaching the nucleus. The 

cell’s natural interior defence mechanism acts by unleashing hydrolytic enzymes (from 

the trans-golgi complex) into the endosomes, turning them into highly acidic lysosomes 

degrading the nucleic acid. The key to the success of viruses in transporting and 

integrating their genome into host cell DNA has been the evolution of the ability to 

escape this final degradation. Synthetic and hybrid gene transfer vectors also seek to at 

least partially emulate this trafficking and escape capability. There have been different 

suggestions about the ways in which a vector can be helped to exit the late endosomal 

entity before enzymatic degradation (Smith and Wu, 1999). The HVJ liposome system 

for instance, uses the membrane fusogenic domain to break out of the endosomal entity 

(Kaneda et al., 1999). Altering the amino acid residues in the targeting ligand or 

incorporating multiple ligand valencies into the vector complex, may also facilitate 

endosomal escape.
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1.4.3 L iver receptors in vector targeting

The biochemistry and kinetics of RME, despite remaining largely speculative, have been 

well studied in the hepatocyte (Wall et al., 1980; Smith and Wu 1999). Since 

conventional viral and synthetic vectors utilise RME to gain cellular entry, the challenge 

is to make this process liver-specific. This is where receptors expressed specifically on 

hepatocytes (or more abundant on hepatocytes, like the asialoglycoprotein receptor) come 

into play.

1) Asialoglycoprotein receptor

One of the most abundant identified receptors on surface of liver cells is the receptor for 

asialoglycoprotein (AsGp), with about 5x10^ molecules per cell (Ashwell and Harford, 

1982;De Meyer et al., 1997). It internalises its glycoprotein ligand by receptor mediated 

endocytosis (Wall et al., 1980). AsGp-R was thus the primary choice for receptor 

mediated liver-targeting strategies. Wu and co-workers carried out the pioneering work in 

this area (Wu and Wu, 1988). They created a covalent complex made of Poly-L-lysine 

(PL) and Asialo-orosomucoid (AsOr). This cationic conjugate was then electrostatically 

coupled with anionic DNA molecule (LCAT marker plasmid). This vector complex was 

shown in vivo to deliver the transgene specifically to liver cells of rats. The PL-AsOr 

conjugate was also used for in vivo liver-directed transfer of the LDL-receptor gene 

(Wilson et al., 1992) and human serum albumin gene (Wu et al., 1991) in hyperlipdaemic 

and albuminaemic rats, respectively. In all the cases the transgene expression in the 

hepatocytes was found to be transient, with the detectable protein levels disappearing 

between 72 hours and Iweek, a fact which highlights a major problem in liver gene 

therapy. The duration of expression can be significantly increased by partial hepatectomy 

or complexing of inactivated adenovirus to PL-AsOr (Cristiano et al., 1993). Neither of 

these interventions however would be very desirable in a clinical setting. Another 

alternative would be to use proteins or chemicals, which help the DNA cargo in the 

endosome to escape the lysosomal breakdown. Wagner et al (1992) used the N-terminal 

domain of the influenza virus hemagglutinin sub-unit, as a membrane destabilising agent 

to good effect. Galactosylated Polyethyenimine (PEI-Gal) has also been shown to
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permeablise the endosomal membrane in hepatocytes, allowing the escape of the 

transgene cargo, resulting in more efficient delivery (Zanta et al., 1997).

AsGp-R ligands have also been used in more technically innovative approaches to vector 

design. Researchers have recently engineered synthetic polymer ‘nanoparticles’, which 

are coated with galactose residues (Cho et ah, 2000; Park et ah, 2000c). The 

nanoparticle’s surface has high affinity for AsGp-R, while the interior can be preloaded 

with a therapeutic agent.

2) Transferrin receptor

This is also a receptor found abundantly but not exclusively on surface of hepatocytes. Its 

ligand transferring, has been successfully used as a part of a Poly-L-Lysine-based vector 

complex in vivo, with the transgene expression enhanced by coupling to adenovirus 

particles and influenza virus hemaglutinin peptides (Kircheis et ah, 2001). Others have 

shown favourable results in DNA transfer into cultured cells by using a liposome-DNA- 

transferrin complex (Cheng, 1996). Although work so far points to transferrin as a useful 

targeting molecule, the ubiquitous distribution of its receptor may reduce its applicability.

3) Insulin Receptor

Rosenkrantz (1992) demonstrated the efficient transfer of the SV40 large T-antigen gene 

into cultured hepatoma cells, using a polylysine-insulin conjugate as the vector 

(Rosenkranz et ah, 1992). Again,the inter-tissue ubiquity of insulin receptors renders 

such a vector ineffective in liver targeting.

There is a wide range of other receptors on hepatocyte membranes, which could 

potentially target a vector to the liver. These include serine protease receptors, mannose 

receptors and the LDL receptors. However, these receptors have been subject to limited 

exploration for liver gene therapy because they are too ubiquitous across tissues and thus 

do not satisfy the specificity criteria (Kawakami et ah, 2000; Sandig et ah, 1996a; Smith 

and Wu, 1999).

As well as high selectivity, we also desire our vectors to provide durable gene expression. 

This is inextricably linked to the fate of the DNA cargo at the late stages of RME. What
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the results of a decade’s work on receptor mediated gene transfer seem to suggest is that, 

while targeted vectors take the same endocytotic pathway as non-targeted vectors, the 

targeting process ensures that more therapeutic DNA molecules are internalised resulting 

in a higher proportion escaping the lysis. The choice of the chemical base for synthetic 

hybrid vectors also facilitates this escape. Work by Tachibana (1998) and Zanta (1997) 

provides a further way to enhance duration of gene expression by inclusion of ‘nuclear 

localisation signals’ which act by facilitating the nuclear transport of the transgene 

(Tachibana et al., 1998;Zanta et al., 1997).

1.5 Hepatitis B virus

In 1963 Blumberg studying novel antigens useful for blood and tissue-typing in 

haemophiliacs, discovered antibodies which recognised an antigen in the serum of an 

Australian aborigine (this came to be known as the ‘Australia antigen’). This is now 

known to have been the surface antigen of the hepatitis B virus (Blumberg et al., 1970). 

Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) is a serious health problem world wide with an estimated 300 

million carriers who have an increased risk of developing fatal disease such as cirrhosis, 

chronic hepatitis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). HBV is a member of the 

Hepadnaviridae family of DNA viruses. This highly hepato-tropic virus is transmitted 

into a susceptible individual, either sexually or via infected blood or blood products. In 

most infected adults, the primary infection is eventually resolved. In the case of acute 

infection however this clearance does not occur and the viraemia can persist for months 

or many years, in the case of chronic infections (Sherlock and Dooley, 2003). Although 

the virus itself is not cytopathic, infection induces an immune response in the host 

resulting in clearance of infected liver cells.

The attachment to hepatocytes and the subsequent uptake of HBV and the transport of its 

genome to the host cell nucleus is the first step in the complex life cycle of the virus. The 

initial interaction of the virus and the identity of the membrane receptor, remain poorly 

understood. The factor contributing most to this lack of knowledge is the absence of an 

in vitro system for sustained replication and propagation of HBV. Long term cultivation
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of human hepatocytes is extremely difficult and liver cell lines such as HepG2 and HUH7 

are not readily susceptible to HBV propagation. Primary hepatocytes are however 

permissive to HBV infection and have allowed researchers to use duck and woodchuck 

hepatitis viruses (DHBV and WHV) in order to extrapolate and speculate on mechanisms 

of HBV uptake (Botta et al., 2000; Galle et al., 1989; Robinson et al., 1984).

Initial experiments with DHBV suggested endocytosis as the mechanism for entry of the 

virus into duck hepatocytes, and the fusion of the viral membrane with endocytotic 

vesicles (Breiner and Schaller, 2000; Rigg and Schaller, 1992). In human hepatoma cell 

lines internalisation has been shown to occur (using super-physiological amounts of 

virus), but no release of viral genome from the nucleocapsid is observed. This is possibly 

due to a lack of cellular proteases in these cell lines, which results in an inability to 

propagate the virus.

An essential step in the initial stages of HBV infection is the transport of the genome into 

the nucleus, although this process is also poorly understood. On examination of the core 

protein sequence one finds a nuclear localisation signal (NLS) which would suggest 

transport of the whole core particle into the nucleus (Yeh et al., 1995). However with an 

estimated diameter of 30-34 nm, the capsids are unlikely to penetrate nuclear pores 

(diameter = ~30nm ). Studies using WHV have suggested that polymerase-DNA 

complex may acts a mediator to gain entry into the hepatocyte nucleus (Kann et al., 

1997).

1.5.1 Genetic structure o f HBV

The HBV capsid encloses a partially duplex DNA molecule of about 3.2 Kb in length 

(Seeger et al., 1986). The physical and open reading frame (ORF) maps of this genome 

are shown in Figure 1.2. This molecule is kept circular by 5’ cohesive ends and consists 

of minus and plus strands. The minus strand is covalently linked to the endogenous 

polymerase molecule at the 5’ end while the plus strand has an RNA cap at the same 

terminus. The 5’ ends of both strands map to short direct repeat (DR) regions, which 

have important priming function. The molecular map of the HBV genome reveals a
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highly compact organisation where almost 50% of the sequence is translated in more than 

one open reading frame.

1.5.2 Replication o f H BV  genome

The mechanism of HBV replication within the host cell nucleus and the subsequent virus 

maturation are far better understood than the initial stages outlined above, due to the 

availability of evermore sensitive molecular biology techniques. Figure 1.2 shows a 

simplified proposed scheme for the replication of the viral genome, based on information 

obtained during the past decades.

Hepadnaviruses are similar to retroviruses in that they replicate their genome by reverse 

transcription of an intermediate RNA species. For this initial transcription to occur, the 

partially double stranded HBV genome is first repaired, probably by viral DNA 

polymerase, which transforms the DNA structure into a covalently closed circular 

(cccDNA) structure. This template leads to the production of a pregenomic RNA, three 

subgenomic mRNAs coding for the envelope proteins and another mRNA coding for the 

X protein of HBV. All of these unspliced transcripts are capped and are also 

polyadenylated at a common position on the virus genome (Yao et al., 1996). The 

pregenomic mRNA codes for the synthesis of core protein (HBc) and the reverse 

transcriptase (polymerase). The reverse transcriptase then binds to its own mRNA 

molecule and is packaged into a capsid made of HBc subunits, initiating viral DNA 

synthesis (fîgurel.3). Following completion of the synthesis of the partially double 

stranded genome, the nucleocapsid undergoes a maturation process which allows it to 

acquire an outer envelope made of HBsAg subunits, by budding through the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) membranes. A proportion of capsids are recycled back into the nucleus to 

increase the copy number of cccDNA’s and maintain expression of the early genes.
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Figure 1.2 Schematic view of the HBV (genotype A) genomic organisation. (A) shows the physical m:m 
of the HBV genome and (B) the open reading frames encoding all the viral proteins. In (A), P denotes 
the polymerase molecule and the associated primase activity. The numbers in italic refer to the base p?ir 
position on the sequence map of HBV. DR = Direct Repeats.
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Figure 1.3 Replication cycle of HBV- (A-^B) Both the relaxed circular and linear DNA variants 

of the viral genome are converted to a covalently closed circular (ccc) DNA. (B ^C ) RNA 

pregenome is synthesised by the transcription of the cccDNA as the template. In the cytoplasm, 

reverse transcriptase (polymerase) binds to the hairpin loop structure (e) near the 5’ end of 

pregenome of its own mRNA, facilitating its packaging into viral cores. (C->D/E ) Protein 

priming mediates the synthesis of 4 bases covalently linked to the polymerase molecule, which 

subsequently translocates from the 5’ and of the RNA to the 3’ end where the 4 bases anneal to a 

complementary site. This acts as the priming site for the polymerase activity towards 5’ end, 

synthesising the minus DNA strand. The RNA pregenome meanwhile is degraded and the short 

fragment protected from this degradation acts as the primer for the polymerase synthesis of the 

plus DNA strand. This plusstrand is not completed until the next round in the life cycle of the 

virus. From Seeger and Mason (2000).
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1.5.3 HBV proteins

The highly compact organisation of the HBV genome allows the expression of a limited 

number of proteins, which are coded for by an overlapping series of open reading frames 

as shown in figure 1.2. The main proteins expressed by these ORFs are the 

replication/regulatory proteins, polymerase (Urban et al., 1998) and HBx protein 

(Murakami, 1999) and the structural proteins HBc (Bringas, 1997) and HBs (L, M and S). 

The HBsAg proteins are discussed in detail in section 1.6.

HBV protein Gene M olecular W eight 

(k D a )

Function

Polymerase HBp 95 Polymerase, RNaseH, 

Reverse transcriptase.

X-protein HBx 17 Unknown (possibly 

regulatory in trans)

Core antigen HBc 19 Genome encapsidation

Surface antigen 

Small (Major) 

Middle 

Large

HBs (S)

HBs (S+preS2) 

HBs
(S+preS2+preSl)

25 (gp 28) 

32 (gp36) 

39 (gp42)

Virus Envelopment, 

Receptor recognition 

Viral attachment

Table 1.2 Proteins of HBV and their properties. Relevant references for each protein are 

detailed in the main text.
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1.5.4 H BV  and liver cancer

The epidemiological link between infection with hepatitis B and cancer of the liver has 

been suspected and studied for many years. A chronically infected patient runs a 10-25% 

risk of developing hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in their lifetime (Hassan et al., 2002). 

Work in the early 1980s led to the detection of HBV DNA sequences in genomic DNA 

extracts from HCC and cell lines derived from HCC (Brechot et al., 1980; Chakraborty et 

al., 1980). Although the viral DNA was found to have integrated into the cellular 

genome, the site of integration was apparently random. This fuelled speculation that 

oncogene activation by insertional mutagenesis was the link between HBV and HCC. 

This theory was indeed supported by work in the woodchuck model in which WHV DNA 

was found to integrate within or at flanking regions of known hepatic proto-oncogenes 

(Fourel et al., 1990). No such clear-cut integration site however has been determined for 

HBV in human hepatocytes. The observation that the life-time incidence of WHV-related 

HCC in the woodchuck is dramatically higher than HBV-related HCC in humans (100% 

compared to 25%) points to an alternative mechanism for the HBV-cancer link.

This model has been partly elucidated by work on the mysterious HBV protein X. Oguey 

(1996) found that tumourigenesis in transfected mouse hepatocytes corresponded with 

higher expression of the HBx gene (Oguey et al., 1996). Later studies also found that 

HBx expression in CD-I transgenic mice resulted 10-fold increase in liver tumours 

(Koike et al., 1994). Other groups have since established similar links (Slagle et al., 

1996), but it appears that X does not act alone in tumourigenesis. It is more likely that 

HBx acts as a tumour promoter in trans in conjunction with other factors, affecting 

regulatory elements in the cellular genome, the mechanism of which is still not 

understood (Rabe et al., 2001). Other proteins suggested as possible links between HBV 

infection and hepatic cancer are the L-HBsAg protein (through its over- accumulation in 

the ER), truncated M-HBsAg and the tumour suppressorp53 (Chisari et al., 1989; Rabe et 

al., 2001). As with the HBx, these proteins are likely to affect mechanisms of DNA 

repair and apoptosis in trans, thereby facilitating progression to cancer. Again, the lack 

of an in vitro culture system for HBV has hampered progress.
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1.6 Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg)

The highly efficient genomic structure of HBV presents an unusual property in the nature 

of its surface proteins. The gene expressing these polypeptides, S  is within a single open 

reading frame but with three distinct ATG start codons. These three proteins have 

identical 226 amino acids at their carboxyl terminal end and are variably glycosylated. 

The HBs proteins are translocated to the endoplasmic reticulum where they bud out as 

empty subviral particles or surround the viral capsid to produce the Dane particles (HBV) 

virion. There is no crystallographic data available for HBsAg proteins and all the current 

information we have gained is via mutational, amino acid and DNA analysis.

The non-infectious sub-viral particles consisting o f HBsAg and phospholipids are 

detected in abundance within plasma of the infected individual and act as indicators of 

HBV infection. The three types of particles containing HBsAg proteins are spherical and 

filament shaped particles both devoid of DNA and the Dane (42 nm) particle containing 

full viral DNA (Figure 1.4).

The spherical HBsAg particles are about 22 nm in diameter with a lipoprotein wall 

approximately 4nm in length, and are typically found in infected plasma at concentrations 

of ~10’  ̂ particles/ml. The filamentous particles are about 20 nm wide and variable in 

length, with a density of about 10̂ * particles/ml. T he concentrations of spherical and 

filament sub-viral particles in chronically infected patients can reach concentrations of 

several hundred micrograms per ml (Seeger and Mason, 2000). In duck hepatitis B no 

filaments are observed.

As with all enveloped viruses the chief function of the HBV surface proteins is the 

attachment and entry into the host cell. Although the mechanism of this interaction is still
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Figure 1.4 Structure o f the three types o f HBV particles found infected serum. The 42nm 

double-shelled Dane particle contains full genomic machinery and is infectious. The 

smaller spherical and filamentous particles have no DNA and are non-infectious. 

Polypeptide domains preS2 and S are found in envelope o f all three particles, where as 

preSl is mainly found in the 42nm virus. Diagram from Seeger & M ason (2000).
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poorly understood, past studies have provided useful information about the role of 

HBsAg proteins in virus formation and infectivity.

Small (major) surface protein

All three types HBV particles described above consist chiefly, of the 226 amino acid 

small surface polypeptide whose protein sequence has been determined biochemically 

(Peterson et al., 1977). This protein has the strongest promoter and undergoes some N- 

glycosylation . The S-HBsAg is synthesised as an ER membrane protein and both amino 

acid sequencing and computer modelling of the secondary structure, suggest that it 

consists of 4-5 hydrophilic transmembrane subunits (Stirk et al., 1992). The topological 

model is elucidated by experiments on microsomal vesicles derived from ER membranes 

and also by mutation analysis (Hildt et al., 1993; Bruss et al., 1994; Frange & Streeck 

1995). A first signal peptide close to the amino end inserts into the ER membrane and 

causes the translocation of the very short upstream sequence to the membrane, leaving 

hydrophilic sequences in the cytoplasm. Later a second signal peptide is thought to insert 

into the ER and translocate the downstream sequences to the lumenal compartment of the 

ER (which might be the interior of the virus)

The S-HBsAg is detected as both a 24 KDa protein and a 27 KDa glycoprotein (Heerman 

et al 1984). On the external side of this membrane protein resides a region which has 

been found to be highly immunogenic and includes the a-determinant region used to 

subtype HBV isolates. Although the most obvious function of the S protein is to provide 

the basic structure of the lipoprotein envelope of the virus, it has also been put forward as 

a possible major player in viral attachment and entry (de Bruin et al., 1995). What is for 

certain is that the mainly membrane bound S polypeptide, is the essential base of the 

HBV envelope.

Middle surface protein

The M-HBsAg is a minor component of HBV envelope and is found in both types of 

subviral particles as well as the virion, being least abundant in the 22nm spherical 

particles. In the Dane particles, the middle surface protein together with the large
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constitute about 30% of the protein content of viral envelope (Heermann et al., 1987). 

This protein is the product of the MHBs mRNA, initiated at codon 3211 bp resulting in a 

protein consisting of the S polypeptide plus a 55 amino acid extension domain known as 

preS2 at its N-terminus (Stibbe and Gerlich, 1983). The PreS2 domain (unlike much of 

S) is highly hydrophilic, residing on the outer surface of the viral/sub viral particle. It has 

been found that M-HBsAg is not essential for the formation of the sub-viral particles in 

vitro and can be dispensed without adversely affecting particle morphology (Lanford et 

al., 1989).

Large surface protein

The most interesting of the surface proteins in the context of the HBV life cycle is the L- 

HBsAg due to its apparent role in both virion formation and virus-cell interactions. The 

42 KDa glycoprotein is produced by in-frame expression of the S, pres2 and preSl 

domains of the surface gene. Figure 1.5 shows the proposed model for the structure of L- 

HBsAg in the membrane of the virus or the endoplasmic reticulum. The structure is 

similar to that of M-HBsAg with an extra 174 amino acids at the N-terminal end. L- 

HBsAg however has several significant features, the most important being its dual 

topology in the membrane bi-layer, and the positioning of the preS domain on both the 

cytoplasmic and lumenal side of the virus or HBsAg particle membrane. T his is 

consistent with the protein’s dual functionality. Heerman (1984) reported that the 

Asparagine 4 of the preS2, which is glycosylated in the M-HBsAg, is not glycosylated in 

Large HBsAg. Since this modification is known to only occur within the lumen of the ER 

compartment, it was postulated that the entire preS sequence is initially positioned on the 

cytoplasmic side and this becomes the interior of the particle upon budding (Heermann et 

al., 1984).
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a)

b)

Lumen

Lumen
M

myr

Lumen

Figure 1.5 Schematic representation o f the structural arrangement o f the three HBsAg 

proteins within endoplasimc reticulum membranes, as postulated by Prange & Streeck 

(1995). The small (S) and middle (M) HBsAg consists o f  hydrophobic double helices 

spanning the membrane with the hydrophilic domains on the lumenal face while the L 

polypeptide is thought to have a dual morphology. 0  = the trans-membrane domain o f 

the S gene product, N-glycosylation on S and preS2 domains is indicated b y ^  and “m yr” 

denotes myristylation site.
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During maturation of LHBs, in about 50% of particles the preS region translocates to the 

lumenal side of the ER membrane surface of the particle, which will become the 

particle’s outer surface after budding (Bruss and Thomssen, 1994a). The translocation of 

part of the preS domain to the outer membrane surface can be observed in vitro at pH 5.5, 

which is similar to the pH of the ER/golgi compartment (Berting et al., 1995; Bruss and 

Thomssen, 1994).

The other interesting, as yet poorly understood feature of L-HBsAg is the phenomenon of 

Myristylation at the N-terminus of the preS 1 domain. A sequence signal at this region is 

thought to trigger the acylation of the preSl sequence with myristic acid, a Cm fatty acid 

(Persing et al., 1987). This Myristylation signal is dispensable for virion formation, but 

appears to be essential for in vitro infectivity (Bruss et al., 1996); (Le Seyec et al., 1999). 

Retention of LHBsAg within the intracellular membrane is another curious property of 

the HBV life cycle. This phenomenon appears to have a regulatory function in secretion 

and composition of viral and subviral particles, and is not essential for actual particle 

formation. In the spherical HBsAg particles, LHBsAg is present at very low levels 

whereas in the filament particles a higher proportion of L protein is detected. This is 

reflected in the high abundance of the spherical HBsAg particles secreted in comparisons 

to the filaments, which can be observed to accumulate in hepatocytes of mice over

expressing the L gene. The factor thought to be responsible for this retention was the 

myristylation signal at preSl (Kuroki et al., 1989; Prange et al., 1991). Groups have 

reported elimination of retention upon mutagenesis of the myristylation signal (Gazina et 

al., 1996; Gazina et al., 1998; Pfleiderer et al., 1996). Similar mutagenesis work has 

mapped this retention to sequence signals at the preSl, which can be deleted without 

disrupting particle formation (Hofmann et al., 1995). It appears this signal has the ability 

to override the powerful S promoter, which can explain why there is virtually no LHBsAg 

content in 22nm spherical particles. The L protein has also been suggested to have other 

regulatory functions. Breiner (2001) showed that in the duck model, L-DHBY binds to its 

dentified receptor carboxypeptidase (CPD) within cells and retains it in the post-golgi 

compartment, thus down-regulating CPD production and preventing super-infection 

(Breiner et al., 2001).
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1.6.1 Role o f surface proteins in virus assembly

HBV surface proteins are unique among surface proteins in that they form sub-viral non- 

infectious particles as well as the virion. Early electron microscopy studies on HBV 

infected liver sections and later, in vitro culture revealed accumulation of HBsAg 

particles in the cistemae of infected cells. All three (L,M and S) HBsAg proteins are 

inserted co-translationally into the ER membrane (Eble et al., 1986). The newly 

synthesised nucleocapsids bud through the ER membrane containing the HBsAg thus 

becoming enveloped (Bruss and Ganem, 1991a). No secretion of naked core particles 

has thus far been observed in vivo.

The force driving this complex coating mechanism is yet to be identified. It is possible 

that during genome maturation, changes take place in the core particles, which may 

facilitate this process. T he nature and the make up of the coat are relatively easier to 

study using molecular cloning techniques and several postulations can be made:

1. While L and S polypeptides are essential for full virion formation, MHBsAg can be 

deleted with no consequences (Bruss and Ganem, 1991b).

2. The ratio of the three HBsAg proteins expressed relative to each other is crucial for 

virion assembly. An over-expression of L for example retards virion formation and 

secretion whereas an excess of S is beneficial (Bruss and Ganem, 1991a; Ueda et al., 

1991).

3. Only the last 16 amino acids of the preSl domain of LHBsAg (which are sufficient to 

keep it on the cytosolic side) appear to be required for envelopment.

4. The crucial interaction of the preS domain of LHBs with the core has been suggested 

to be chaperoned by the cellular protein HscTO (Prange et al., 1999). This apparent 

chaperone is thought to act by facilitating protein folding and interaction of L-HBsAg 

with the nucleocapsid. An association has also been established between M-HBsAg 

and the protein calnexin.

5. Just like normal cellular proteins, the newly formed envelope is modified while 

translocating through the ER to the Golgi apparatus and eventually the cell surface 

(Gerelsaikhan et al., 1996). N-linked glycan side chains are trimmed in this process which 

appears to be necessary for virus secretion. This process can be inhibited chemically
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(Block et al 1994). No such inhibition has been reported for the HBsAg particles (Bruss 

and Thomssen, 1994).

HBsAg particle assembly

Early electron microscopy studies on HBV infected liver sections and later on in vitro 

culture revealed accumulation of HBsAg particles in the cistemae of infected cells. Later 

studies showed this site to be an intermediate compartment between the ER and Golgi 

complex (Hildt et al., 1993; Saito et al., 1989). The budding process itself differs from 

that of the Dane particle in that it appears to be driven by the aggregation of the HBsAg 

proteins at the ER membrane, and the lipid content of particles is relatively low. This 

ability to assemble envelope particles without involvement of other proteins is very 

specific to HBV. However, as with the Dane particles, the newly assembled spherical or 

filamentous particles pass through the Golgi complex where their carbohydrates 

attachments are modified (Bmss and Thomssen, 1994; Lu et al., 2001). This conversion 

of HBsAg carbohydrates to a glycosidase-resistant form appears to be the rate-limiting 

step in particle secretion (Lu et al., 1997).

1.6.2 HBsAg: liver specificity and attachment

When in 1989 Shih succeeded in expressing a transfected HBV genomic constmct in rat 

hepatoma cells it confirmed the view that the barrier preventing cross-species infection in 

HBV is in the early stages of infection (Shih et al., 1989). This barrier was always 

suspected to be at the membrane receptor level and with that in mind various groups have 

sought to elucidate the domain on the viral surface that attaches to the host cells.

HBV like all enveloped vimses utilises cell surface receptor-mediated entry to infect the 

target cell. Although the identity of this receptor(s) has been the subject of much 

controversy, all researchers in the field now agree that the preS domain of the large 

HBsAg is responsible for virus attachment to the hepatocyte. Crucial work by Neurath 

(1986) and Pontisso (1989) confirmed the preSl region, in particular the hydrophilic 

domain spanning amino acids 21-47, as the binding site for hepatocytes (Neurath et al., 

1986a; Pontisso et al., 1989a). The Neurath group bound HepG2 cells to immobilized 

HBV particles and found that the peptide associated with amino acids 21 -47 of the preS 1
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domain of large HBsAg and the antibodies against it, competed with this binding (Petit et 

ah, 1991). Directing an antibody against amino acids 30-36 of preSl also inhibited virus

cell binding in a similar fashion, whereas blocking amino acid domain 94-117 had no 

effect. The importance of the preSl domain in infectivity was further confirmed by 

advanced mutational analysis (Le Seyec et ah, 1999). Here contiguous deletions on the 

preSl, were used to established amino acids 3-77 on N-terminal end of preSl as the liver 

binding domain. I nterestingly it seems that preSl also has an affinity for white blood 

cells and monocytes, which would explain previous findings of HBV DNA in these cells 

(Neurath et ah, 1990). The preS2 and S proteins have also been proposed to have 

hepatocyte binding properties, but the extent of their direct involvement in infectivity is 

controversial (De Meyer et ah, 1997; Gerlich et ah, 1993). Human liver plasma 

membrane isolates, when treated with polymerised human serum albumin (pHSA), 

exhibit binding to recombinant MHBsAg (Pontisso et ah, 1989b) and an antibody against 

the 1-24 amino acid region of preS2 is able to neutralise HBV inoculums (Neurath et ah, 

1986b). In addition a synthetic preS2 peptide acted as an effective anti-HBV vaccine in 

chimpanzee model (Itoh et ah, 1986). The S-HBsAg which is essentially a membrane 

protein has also been implicated in work on binding of domains of S to apolipoproteinH 

(De Meyer et ah, 1997) ; Mehdi et ah, 1996).

1.6.3 The hunt for the HBV receptor

Several cell surface receptors and molecules on liver cells have been suggested as 

candidate docking sites for HBV. Although the candidate liver-binding domains on the 

HBV (in particular the preSl 21-47 amino acid epitope) have been investigated and 

characterised, the identity of the receptor(s) remain elusive. This can be again blamed on 

the lack of a sustainable in vitro HBV culture system. A plethora of membrane proteins 

and receptors have been put forward as candidates by many researchers in past 20 years. 

One of the first candidate molecules to be investigated as a mediator of HBV (preS2) 

binding to hepatocytes was pHSA (Imai et ah, 1979). Further experiments by Pontisso 

(1989) Neurath et al (1986) have also implicated pHSA. Other work however revealed 

this binding to be species non-specific (Pontisso et ah, 1989b).
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Work by Petit et al (1992) revealed a 35 KDa protein from HepG2 extracts, which avidly 

bound to the preSl domain of LHBS protein. Sequence analysis reveals a very high 

degree of homology between this protein and the trans-membrane glycolytic enzyme, 

glyceraldehyde-3 phosphate-dehydrogenase (Petit et ah, 1992).

Neurath et al (1992) proposed IL-6 to be the attachment mediator, providing evidence that 

cells transfected with human IL-6 cDNA acquired HBV binding properties (Neurath et 

ah, 1992). This interaction originates in preSl region amino acidS 21-47 and is mediated 

by amino acid 35-66 region of IL-6. Treichel (1994) suggested the asialoglycoprotein 

receptor (ASGPR) which is extremely abundant and exclusive to liver cell plasma 

membrane, as a convincing candidate for the HBV receptor. The ligand of ASGPR was 

shown to inhibit HBV uptake by liver cell lines (Cho et ah, 2000; Eto and Takahashi, 

1999; Treichel et ah, 1997). The potential importance of asialoglycoprotein was 

demonstrated when researchers significantly improved antiviral effects of inteferon (IFN- 

(3) by using an ASGP-IFN hybrid instead (Eto and Takahashi, 1999).

Annexin V (De Meyer et ah, 2000), apolipoprotein H (Mehdi et ah, 1996) and even the 

N-linked glycan at the amino acid end of preS2 (Gerlich et ah, 1993) have been put 

forward as other possible receptor candidates. In addition, several unidentified proteins 

have been discovered which bind specifically to domains on the HBsAg. One of these is 

an 80-KDa protein (Ryu et ah, 2000)

The duck model of hepatitis B (DHBV) has been a highly useful tool for attachment 

studies and although the two viruses are not directly comparable, extrapolations can be 

made to HBV (Tuttleman et ah, 1986). A receptor for DHBV has already been identified 

as the pl70/gpl80 protein carboxypeptidase D (Eng et ah, 1998; Tong et ah, 1999). 

Recombinant DHBsAg containing only the L-DHBV polypeptide was shown to inhibit 

infection of duck liver cells, and mutational analysis mapped the interaction site to amino 

acid residues 30-115 (Klingmuller and Schaller, 1993).

Despite the wealth of knowledge gained by the work on woodchuck and duck models 

and use of recombinant surface proteins, the identity of the HBV receptor remains 

unknown. Current data seem to point to the possibility of a co-receptor facilitating HBV 

attachment and entry with receptor mediated endocytosis as the likely route of uptake.
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However until a convincing in vitro propagation system is developed for EDBV, the early 

steps of the virus’s life cycle remain a mystery.

1.6.4 Entry o f HBV into the cell

While a variety of groups have over the years reported liver cell lines to be resistant to 

HBV infection, the same cells can be made to support produce and secrete the virus by 

transfection with HBV-rcDNA (Acs et ah, 1987). This suggests the barrier to be early in 

the infection process. A popular explanation is that cells such as HepG2s lack the 

appropriate proteases to process the interacting molecules. This theory is supported by 

the fact that by pre-treating HBV with glu-C protease, one can get full HBV DNA 

replication and secretion (Lu et ah, 1996). However no group has yet reported large scale 

and sustained in vitro HBV production using protease pre-treatment.

All enveloped viruses enter the host cell by fusion between viral and cellular (or 

endosomal) envelopes. In many well characterised enveloped viruses, the fusion peptide 

responsible is a hydrophobic stretch of amino acids, located near the N terminus of one of 

the envelope glycoproteins (Skehel and Wiley, 2000). A sequence comparison of HBV 

with retroviruses and paramyxoviruses reveals that the N-terminal of S-HBsAg 

polypeptide could also act as a fusion peptide (Rodriguez-Crespo et ah, 2000); 

Rodriguez-Crespo et al 1994). Synthetic peptides corresponding to this HBV fusion 

peptide have been shown to have destabilizing effect on phospholipid bilayers of plasma 

membranes (Rodriguez-Crespo et ah, 1994; Rodriguez-Crespo et ah, 2000). The actual 

process of entry into the cytoplasm is not exactly clear.
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1.7 HBV as a gene therapy vector?

The viral vectors of choice for liver-directed gene delivery have thus far been the 

retroviruses and adeno-viruses. However neither confers selectivity towards hepatocytes, 

an important requirement for systemic administration. The most obvious candidate for 

such a role would be hepadnaviruses, which infect the liver specifically.

The hepatitis B virus (HBV) has been the subject of intense study in the past 25 years. 

Much is known about the life cycle and pathology of this virus, but the exact nature and 

mechanism of its interaction with the hepatocytes is still largely uncovered. This is in no 

small part due to the lack of a sustainable in vitro culture system for HBV. For this 

reason, only the surface of the enormous potential of this virus in gene delivery has been 

scratched.

HBV virion as a vector

Several factors make HBV virion a suitable potential liver-targeting vector for the future. 

An HBV vector, for instance would allow cloning of up to 3 Kb of foreign DNA and 

integration of the transgene into host genome could be achieved by virtue of HBV’s 

natural DNA life cycle, with replication confined exclusively to hepatocytes. Another 

advantage is that HBV in itself is non-cytopathic, as long as there is no viral replication, 

and this would help the transgene to persist.

HBV vector research has been boosted immensely by the development of ‘packaging cell 

lines’ which supply in trans, the bare minimum required for the packaging of the 

therapeutic HBV genome construct into a viral capsid. Chaisomchit (1997) for example, 

used such a system to demonstrate potential for development of a non-replicative, liver 

specific recombinant virus. Another successful example of gene transfer, has been 

demonstrated with the duck model, where an interferon gene was introduced and shown 

to actively suppress wild type DHBV replication in hepatocytes (Protzer et al., 1999).

Such an HBV vector system (not surprisingly) presents practical and theoretical problems. 

One potential threat to the host cell with respect to the transferred DNA is the HBx gene 

product, which is believed to be able to stimulate transcription and possibly is involved in 

malignancy (Kim et al., 1991; Urban et al., 1997). Workers have managed to bypass this
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problem by development of packaging cell lines, which allow the exclusion of the HBx 

ORF from the system.

Another theoretical obstacle is the potential of the HBV genome to integrate at random 

sites in the host genome (unlike woodchuck HBV), which carries the slight associate risk 

of inappropriate/disruptive insertion. On a more practical level, the 3kb limit to the 

foreign gene capacity and the presence of anti-HBV neutralising antibody in immunised 

individuals, has thus far limited the room for manoeuvre in development of full HBV 

vector systems.

Potential o f  HBV surface antigens

The tendency of gene therapy vector development in recent years has been to steer clear 

of full viruses and risks and controversies associated with them. An alternative to the use 

of HBV is to utilise only the domains, which are responsible for viral entry into the cells, 

namely the Hepatitis B surface Antigen (HBsAg). As already discussed, the central role 

of HBsAg proteins in binding of HBV to hepatocytes was elucidated by the classic 

experiments of Neurath, Ganem and Pontisso among others (Ganem, 1991; Neurath et al., 

1986b; Neurath and Strick, 1994; Pontisso et al., 1989a). The picture we have today is of 

three co-terminal surface genes, the products of which are either expelled from the cell as 

non-infectious subviral particles, or become part of the full virus again. Of these three 

gene products, the small (S) and large (L) surface polypeptides are present in all 

infectious HBV variants, where as the middle (M) protein seems to be dispensable. The 

epitope that has been suggested as the strongest candidate for the hepatotropic domain of 

HBsAg is the amino acid 21-47 region of the L protein, which has been demonstrated in a 

series of experiments to interact with hepatic surface receptors.

The identities of these receptors remain speculative with a host of candidates being 

proposed during the past decade. Interestingly many of these proposed receptors are also 

the ones utilised most frequently by those seeking specific DNA transfer to the liver.

One innovative way to incorporate the hepatotropic properties of HBsAg is as part of a 

pseudotyped virus vector. This has been recently achieved by Sung & Lai (2002) who 

successfully produced MLV pseudotyped with human L-HBsAg and S-HBsAg. Their
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novel system seems to demonstrate strict tropism for primary human hepatocytes, thus 

eliminating the need to include liver-specific transcription elements in the retrovirus 

virus.

1.8 An ideal gene therapy vector

The concerns over cellular targeting and immunogenic responses to vectors only become 

an issue when a developed system is administered in vivo and systemically. A “perfect” 

gene delivery vector should be non-viral while incorporating useful properties of viral 

vectors (cell receptor targeting, membrane fusion, cytosolic and nuclear transport). It 

should also eliminate the adverse potentials of viral vehicles (immunogenic and cytotoxic 

responses).

An idealised gene delivery vector of the future has to meet certain physical and 

biochemical criteria:

1. The heterologous DNA must not be limited in length

2. Therapeutic DNA must carry tissue specific promoter(s), to allow cell type specificity

3. Should carry elements facilitating site specific integration into target cell genome

4. The outer surface of vector must contain exposed ligand molecules which mediate 

binding to specific cell surface factors

5. The envelope must be flisogenic towards the target membrane to allow an endocytotic 

internalisation pathway.

6. There should be limited degradation of the introduced nucleic acid within the cell.

7. The envelope must be non-immunogenic to allow repeated administration.

The above criteria can feasibly be achieved in the future. Much will also depend on 

identifying and understanding vector-host cell interaction, as well as novel ways to 

eliminate immunogenic response to a vector.
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1.9 The aims and objectives of this thesis

HBV, as the main hepatotropic virus in humans, clearly possesses great potential as a 

targeting vehicle for therapeutic genes. As we have seen however, there are major 

practical problems with the propagation of the virus in vitro as well as the obvious safety 

concerns. This virus however does have the unique property of producing empty sub-viral 

particles carrying the surface antigens of the virus. Although they do not carry the surface 

protein thought to be key in liver-targeting (L-HBsAg), with the help of genetic 

engineering these sub-viral envelopes could potentially be made into small sub-viral 

vectors carrying the essential liver targeting units. This was the idea which only a handful 

of groups have thus far investigated (Hofmann et al., 1995; Hui et al., 1999)

Here we aimed to take this novel idea further by:

1. Design, construction and expression of recombinant HBsAg with high yield.

2. Characterisation of the synthesised particles, immunologically, physically and 

visually.

3. Exploring the hepatocyte binding/interaction properties of the recombinant part icles.

4. Exploring the ability of these particles to bind to or enclose the transgene DNA..

5. Investigate the extent of DNA transfer to liver-derived cells using the recombinant 

HBsAg as the vector.
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Chapter 2

General methods



2.1 Preparation of plasmid DNA

The plasmid DNA into which a gene of interest is to be cloned and the products of 

cloning often need to be prepared and purified in bulk. In this section the preparation 

steps used to obtain the starting material for subsequent cloning, manipulation and 

expression steps have been described.

Plasmid vectors used for cloning in studies reported in this thesis are listed below. The 

schematic restriction map of each plasmid can be found in Appendix I.

pFASTBAC 1 (Invitrogen) 

pMEP4 (Invitrogen) 

pCDNA3.1-V5HIS’C ’ (Invitrogen)

2.1.1 Quantification o f plasm id DNA

For DNA concentrations of over 5pg/ml, simple spectrophotometric methods were 

employed for accurate quantification and determination of purity, as described in 

Sambrook et al., (1989).

Materials:

Plasmid DNA sample (concentration : >5pg/ml)

Glass cuvettes (path length=lcm)

UYIKON-930 Spectrophotometer 

Method:

The spectrophotometer was first set to zero optical density (O.D) value, against a blank 

of dH2 0 , at both 260 and 280 nm wavelength. DNA samples were then placed into the 

cuvette and O.D value measured at 260 and 280 nm.

The ratio of the O.D measured at 260nm and 280 nm gives a useful measure of the 

purity of the DNA sample, with the desirable A260/A280 value ratio >1.8.

The approximate concentration of the DNA was calculated by converting the A260nm 

value using the following constant:

1 O.D = 50 |ug/ml DNA.
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For DNA concentrations lower than 5)ag/ml, the DNA content was estimated by agarose 

gel electrophoresis followed by comparing the intensity of the resulting band to known 

standards. This comparison was either carried out visually or using the attached imaging 

software which measured band intensity.

2.1.2 Preparation o f agar culture plates 

Materials:

Agar

Bacto-Tryptone

NaCl

Yeast Extract 

Ampicilin or kanamycin

Method:

To prepare the Luria-Bertani (LB) broth, Bactotryptone (lOg), NaCl (lOg) and Yeast 

Extract (5g) were dissolved in 1 litre of dHiO, adjusting the pH to 7.4, followed by 

autoclaving at 123°C/20 minutes. Bacto-Agar (15g) was then added to the broth and 

autoclaved again.

The LB-agar solution was allowed to cool at room temperature until it reached a 

temperature of ~ 50°C. Antibiotics were added below this temperature to prevent heat 

damage to their structure.

Once sufficiently cool, -30ml of the LB-Agar was poured into each 100mm agar culture 

plates (Sterilin) and allowed to set. These processed were carried out in flame-sterilised 

conditions. The plates were stored at 4°C and dried before use.
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2.1.3 A m plification o f plasm id DNA in com petent E .coli

Competent cells are E.coli which readily incorporate plasmid DNA and can be grown in 

bulk for subsequent DNA preparation steps. Although competent E.coli can be made in 

the laboratory, commercially available cells were used in these studies.

Materials

Luria Broth medium: [1% w/v Bacto-Tryptone, 1% NaCl, 0.5% Yeast extract] in (IH2O. 

S.O.C medium (Invitrogen)

TOP 10™ one shot competent cell aliquots (Invitrogen)

Methods

To a tube of one-shot TOP 10 competent™ cells, 4pi of ligation mixture or 1/1000 to 

1/100,000 dilution of miniprep DNA was added, and the tube incubated on ice for 30 

minutes. Competent cells were then heat-shocked at 42°C for exactly 30 seconds 

followed by incubation on ice for a further 2 minutes. To the heat shocked cells, S.O.C 

medium (450pl) was added and tube was incubated for 1 hour in a 37°C shaker 

(225rpm). Transformed cells (100-200pl) were then spread onto agar plates containing 

the appropriate antibiotic.

Rapid miniprep method

The plasmid “mini-prep” procedure described is a modification of the alkaline/SDS 

method of Bimboin and Doly (1979) and was used to prepare medium quality plasmid 

DNA for manipulation and amplification.
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Materials

Solution I

Solution II

Solution III

Glucose 2% (w/v)

Tris. HCl pH 8.0 25 mM 

EDTApHS.O 10 mM 

NaOH 0.2M 

SDS 1% (w/v)

Potassium Acetate pH 5.0 5M

*Buffered Phenol 

pH 8.0 (2FC)

Ethanol (100% and 70%)

TE8  buffer (0.05M EDTA pH 8.0; 0.5M Tris pH8.0)

* Solid phenol was warmed at 55°C and washed with TE8  solution (0.5 M Tris; 0.05M EDTA pH 

8.0) until the organic phase was pH 8.0. The organic phase was twice more washed with water and

0.25 volumes of chloroform, 0.01 volumes of iso-amyl-alcohol and 0.5g/L of hydroxyquinoline 

added.

Methods

Cells from overnight mini-prep cultures (5ml) were collected by centrifugation at 2000 x 

g for 5 minutes and re-suspended in lOOp.1 of solution I. After 5 minutes of incubation at 

room temperature, 200pl of solution H was added and the mix incubated on ice for 5 

minutes. Protein was precipitated by the addition of 150pl of solution III and incubation 

on ice for a further 15 minutes. Preparations were centrifuged for 15 minutes at full 

speed (bench-top microfuge) and the supernatant removed to a clean tube. 500pl of 

buffered phenol was added and an emulsion formed by vortexing for 3 minutes. Tubes 

were centrifuged as before and the supernatant removed to a clean tube and 1 ml of ice- 

cold ethanol added; samples were incubated for at least one hour at -20° C. DNA was
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recovered by centrifugation as before and washed with 70% ethanol solution. Residual 

ethanol solution was evaporated to waste and pellets re-suspended in 30-50pl of TE 

buffer.

2.1.4 Qiagen plasm id m ini kit

Qiagen’s commercial DNA mini-prep system is also based on the alkaline lysis of 

bacterial cells except here the DNA is purified more thoroughly by adsorption onto silica 

in the presence of high salt. As well as eliminating the phenol step and the need for 

alcohol precipitation, this system is also time-effective and yields DNA pure enough to 

use in sensitive applications such as transfection.

The Qiaprep system comprises three basic steps:

1. Preparation and clearing of cell lysate.

2. Adsorption of DNA onto silica-gel membrane

3. Wash and elution of plasmid DNA

Materials

Qiaprep® miniprep system:

Buffer PI (re-suspension)

Buffer P2 (NaOH/SDS, lysis)

Buffer N3 (precipitation)

Qiaprep column (binding)

PB buffer (isopropanol, wash)

Nuclease-free H2O (Elution)

Methods

E.coli cultures (5ml) were pelletted by centrifugation at 2000g for 10 minutes at 4°C. 

The pellet from each culture was re-suspended in 250pl PI buffer containing 

ribonuclease-A (lOOpg/ml). Buffer P2 (250 pi) was added and tube contents mixed 

gently and left at room temperature for 4 minutes to facilitate lysis. High-salt 

precipitation buffer N3 was added and mixture thoroughly mixed, before centrifugation 

in a bench-top microfuge (13000rpm/room temperature/ 1 0  minutes).
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Cleared supernatant was applied to the column and microfuged for 30-60 seconds. After 

discarding flow-through, 750pl of wash buffer PB was applied to the column and 

centrifuged again for 30-60 seconds at 13,000 rpm. Following additional 1 minute spin 

to remove residual isopropanol, the column was moved into a fresh microfuge tube and 

30-50pl of dIÎ2 0  or TE buffer was applied to the column for -1 minute. Centrifuging the 

column at 13,000 rpm for a further 1 minute yielded the plasmid DNA product.

2.1.5 M axi prep m ethod

For large-scale preparation and purification of high quality plasmid DNA, we used a 

method adapted from Sambrook (1989). The method used is essentially a scale-up of 

the mini-prep method (2 .1 .2 ) but with an additional centrifugation step through caesium 

chloride to yield high purity DNA free of proteins, RNA or nicked plasmid DNA.

Materials

Plasmid purification solutions I, II and III (section 2.1.2)

Lysozyme (Sigma)

Ethanol

TES (0.05 M EDTA, 0.5 M Tris pHS.O)

Buffered phenol 

Sodium acetate 3M 

Caesium chloride (Sigma)

Caesium chloride saturated isopropanol 

LB broth

Antibiotics (Ampicilin, Kanamycin)

Ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml)
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Methods 

Cell expansion

Individual colonies were picked from an agar plate and used to inoculate 5 ml aliquots of 

LB containing the appropriate antibiotic and grown overnight at 37°C. This culture was 

used to inoculate 0.5 litres of LB broth and incubated (shaking at 225 rpm) at 37°C for 

~12 hours, because over-dense bacterial cultures tend to yield lower quality DNA.

Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 2000g for 5 minutes at 4°C, and re-suspended 

in 15ml of solution I. To this 0.5g of lysozyme was added and the suspension incubated 

at room temperature for 5 minutes. This was followed by the addition of solution II 

(30ml) with incubation on ice for 5 minutes and solution III (25ml) incubating on ice for 

15-20 minutes.

The viscous suspension was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 4°C and the supernatant 

removed and filtered through a clean cheese net to remove residual precipitate. Plasmid 

DNA was precipitated by the addition of 40 ml isopropanol with incubation at -20°C for

1-12 hours, followed by centrifugation at 5000 g for 15 minutes/ 4°C.

The pellet was washed thoroughly with 90% ethanol, air-dried before re-suspension in 

10-20ml ofTES.

To remove protein impurities, the DNA suspension was extracted once with buffered 

phenol and the DNA precipitated overnight at -20°C with 0.1 volume of 3M sodium 

acetate and 3 volumes of 100% ethanol. The DNA was collected by centrifugation as 

before and the pellet washed with 90% ethanol and air-dried. The pellet was re

suspended in 10 ml of TE8 .
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Continuous caesium chloride gradient

Ten grams of caesium chloride was mixed with 10ml of DNA solution and 0.8ml of 

ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml stock) was added. The solution was transferred to 

ultracentrifuge tubes (Beckman) and filled to capacity with caesium chloride solution 

(lOg/ml). Tubes were accurately balanced (to the nearest 0.0Ig) and sealed using and 

electric tube sealer. Separation of plasmid from contaminants was achieved by 

isopycnic ultra-centrifugation at 150 OOOg (47,000rpm Beckman TY65 rotor) for 48

Needle 1 (21G)

Protein

Clamp

Closed circular 
Plasmid DNA

Needle 2 (2 IG)

RNA pellet

hours.

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of needle & syringe extraction of plasmid DNA 

banded on a continuous CsCl- ethidium bromide gradient. The plasmid DNA should 

band at approximately % of the way from top of tube.
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Ethidium bromide is an intercalating dye, which binds to the supercoiled plasmid DNA 

to a higher extent than to linear DNA and proteins, thus allowing the supercoiled nucleic 

acid to become more dense and separate from chromosomal/linear DNA. The band 

appeared under UV light as a bright ethidium bromide band. This band was carefully 

extracted using a needle and syringe as shown in Figure 2.1. Ethidium bromide was 

removed from the aqueous DNA solution by repeated washing with 10 volumes of 

caesium chloride saturated isopropanol and centrifugation at 5OOOg /lOmin (DNA in the 

lower aqueous phase). Caesium chloride was removed by dialysis of the DNA solution 

against 2 litres of TE8  for 8  hours, with a change of buffer every hour.

The yield and purity of the plasmid DNA product were assessed by spectrophotometry 

and agarose gel electrophoresis. Aliquots of DNA were stored at -20°C until use.

2.1.6 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Materials:

Agarose (BDH chemicals)

Ethidium bromide (Sigma), Stock: lOmg/ml.

Ix TAE buffer: 0.04M Tris-acetate/ 0.00IM EDTA 

Orange G concentrate

DNA ladder: 100-10,000bp/ lOO-lOOObp (Bioline)

Method:

Simple electrophoretic analysis of plasmid DNA was carried out using 0.5-2%w/v 

agarose gel. Agarose (BDH chemicals) was dissolved in 50-100ml of Ix TAE buffer at 

the appropriate concentration, assisted by heating for 2-3 minutes in a microwave.

After allowing the solution to cool to about 40°C, 2% v/v of a lOmg/ml stock of 

ethidium bromide (Sigma) was added, before pouring the solution into a special cast and 

left to gel.

Samples to be analysed were diluted appropriately and mixed with 3-4 pi of Orange G 

stock solution. A total of 5-20 pi of sample was loaded into wells of the minigel with 

the appropriate marker ladder. Electrophoresis was carried out in a IxTAE buffer 

(containing 4%v/v ethidium bromide), at lOOV/60 mA. Samples were electrophoresed
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for 30-60 minutes, depending on the gel concentration and the extent of band resolution 

required. The gel was then viewed under a U. V lamp and photographed.

2.2 General DNA cloning methods

2.2.1 Restriction digests

Restriction endonucleases are purified enzymes, which recognise specific sites on the DNA 

based on length and base composition. The vast array of restriction enzymes, have provided 

molecular biologists with useful tools for analysis of the DNA cleavage patterns and for 

cloning experiments. This study has made extensive use of these enzymes, each requiring 

its own specific buffers and conditions. A general method for a typical double-digest is 

given below, although quantities of DNA and endonuclease varied for different applications.

Reaction component Volume per reaction (ul)

Plasmid DNA x

10 X restriction buffer (NEB/Promega) 2

lO xBSA (G roCO ) 2

Enzyme 1(10 units/pl) 1

Enzyme 2(10 units/p 1) 1

H2O make up to 2 0  pi total

The amount of DNA used in these reactions depended on the particular application. 

Each enzyme and enzyme combination was used along with its own optimised reaction 

buffer (supplied commercially). For simple restriction analysis 50-200 ng DNA per 

reaction was typical. When digesting rapid miniprep DNA (2.1.3) which contained 

bacterial RNA, ribonuclease A was also added.

The reactions were prepared in clean microfuge tubes and mixed thoroughly. Incubation 

period was 1.5 hours for a single digest and 3 hours for a double digest, at 37 °C.

The digest was then tested by agarose gel electrophoresis (2.1.6).
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2.2.2 D NA ligation

The assembly of two double stranded fragments of DNA with complementary “sticky 

ends” was carried out using the T4 DNA ligase enzyme, which acts by catalysing the 

joining of the 5’-phosphate and 3’-hydroxyl groups. In molecular biology protocols this 

usually involves a plasmid vector and an insert DNA.

Materials:

T4 DNA Ligase (Promega)

T4 DNA Ligase Buffer lOx (promega)

Nuclease free water 

Competent cells

Method:

For each application, the plasmid DNA vector and the insert DNA fragment were 

isolated and purified. The relative concentrations of the vector and insert were estimated 

by running a sample of each on an agarose gel, along with a molecular weight standard 

of a known concentration. Hyperladder marker (Bioline) electrophoresed on a 1% 

agarose gel (2%v/v ethidium bromide), yields distinct bands corresponding to DNA 

fragments of known size and amount. Using “UVP Epichem U” U. V light-box/camera, 

connected to the “Labworks image analysis” software, the relative intensities of the 

standard bands and that of the vector or insert band was measured and a rough estimate 

of the amount of the DNA loaded was made.

The molar ratio of vector to insert found consistently to give the best result, was 1:3. 

This molar ratio was converted to mass ratio using the following formula:

Amount of vector (ng) x Size of insert (kb) x = Amount of insert (r|g)

Size of vector (kb) 1
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Once the appropriate amounts of vector and insert were calculated, they were added into 

the following reaction:

Vector (x) x 3

Insert (jc)

T4 DNA Ligase lunit

Ligase Buffer 1 pi

H2O to final volume lOpl

The reaction was then incubated at 4°C for 16 hours, before being transformed into 

competent cells neat and at 1/10, 1/100 and 1/1000 dilutions (see section 2.1.2). The 

transformed cells were then spread on LB-agar plates containing the appropriate 

antibiotic and incubated at 37°C overnight. Random selections of colonies were then 

picked for rapid miniprep and restriction digest analysis of the DNA to determine the 

success of the ligation reaction.

2.2.3 Polym erase chain reaction

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology has been central in much of the advances 

made in genetic engineering. Desired segments of genomic, viral or plasmid DNA 

sequences can be amplified using PCR. It has diverse applications in recombinant 

technology, disease research, detection of viral infection, nucleic acid sequencing and 

forensic science.

The technique relies on the ability of a thermo-stable version of the enzyme DNA 

polymerase to synthesise double stranded DNA in vitro under certain conditions, 

resulting in multiple copies of the desired gene. The essential tools for this synthesis to 

occur are:

1. Oligo-nucleotides complementary to the sequences flanking the gene which is to be 

amplified.

2. A supply of dNTPs

3. Appropriate salts and buffering for the enzyme activation.

4. Strict and rapid temperature control.
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Materials

Taq DNA polymerase (Promega) -1.25 units

Forward and reverse oligonucleotide primers (Sigma-Genosys) - 50 pico-moles 

Template DNA (cellular, viral or plasmid) 100-500 ng 

dNTP mix (lOmM of each dOTP, dCTP, dXTP ) 10 pmole 

lOx PCR buffer (Promega)

MgCl2, 25 mM (Promega) 50-100 pmoles

Methods

The reaction components above were mixed (see individual experiments) within 

specialised 0.5 ml PCR tubes and typically made up to a volume of 50pl with nuclease- 

ffee water. This was finally topped with 50pi of nuclease-free mineral oil to prevent 

evaporation during the heating cycles.

The PCR protocol was variable for each individual application, depending on the 

template sequence being amplified and the complementary primers. The general steps in 

a single amplification cycle were as follows:

H ot start: 93®C /1  minute

DNA dénaturation: 94°C / 0.5-2 minutes

DNA-prim er annealing: 55°C / 0.5-2 minutes

Prim er extension: 72°C/ 0.5-3m inutes

Longer denaturing and/or annealing times were used for more GC rich stretches of 

template DNA, because the double strand binding in these sequences is more stringent. 

The extension times were also altered according to the size of the template sequence to 

improve product yield. The reactions were put through 30-35 cycles on the thermo

cycler.
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Heat 94°C

Cool

Prim erl

1 Denature + Anneal

Primer!

3 ’
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Extend
Heat 72°C

5’

5 ’
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Figure 2.2 The first cycle of the Polymerase Chain Reaction. The template

DNA double strand is first denatured into individual strands. The complementary

oligonucleotides then bind to the single strands, priming the polymerase extension

reaction.
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2.3 Mammalian cell culture

All cell culture procedures were carried out under sterile conditions in a laminar flow 

category-2 hood. Primary cell culture was carried out in a specially designated facility 

under containment level-2 conditions. In all instances sterility was maintained by using 

70% IMS swabs and autoclaving were possible. Normal incubation environment for the 

mammalian cells was 37°C and 5% CO2 .

2.3.1 The cells

Two human liver cell lines were used in this project, HepG2 and Hub-7 which are both 

of hepatoma origins, provided by the Liver group.

Primary human hepatocytes were isolated from the tissue obtained from surgical liver 

resections carried out at the Royal Free Hospital by Dr. C. Selden and Dr. N. Mellor. 

The collagenase perfusion method was used by these colleagues to isolate and culture 

primary human hepatocytes which were kindly donated for use in this project.

In addition monkey kidney cells COS-7, donated by Miss P. Moore and Sf9 cells 

(Invitrogen) were used in experiments. The details of the culture of Sf9 cell line are 

given in chapter 3.

2.3.2 M edia and supplem ents

The basic medium used for culture of mammalian cell lines was Dulbecco’s minimal 

essential medium (DMEM) with L-glutamine (Invitrogen). This medium was made 

complete by addition of 10% v/v deactivated foetal calf serum (PCS). 

Penicillin/streptomycin mixture (lOOunits/ml) and Fungizone were also added as anti

bacterial and anti-fungal agents respectively.
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2.3.3 A ssessing cell viability

In dead cells, the integrity of the plasma membrane is compromised, vital dyes such as 

Trypan Blue can there for penetrate and stain the cell. This staining can give a good 

estimate of the proportion of non-viable cells in a population

Method:

Trypan Blue (sigma) was dissolved m ix  PBS by stirring overnight. The solution was 

briefly centrifuged in a desk top microfuge (14,000rpm) and the supernatant passed 

through a 0.2 pm filter (Sartorius) to sterilise.

To 160 pi of HBSS, 20 pi of cell suspension and 20pl (0.2%) of Trypan Blue were 

added and incubated at room temperature for 1-3 minutes. Replicates of a lOpl aliquot 

were then counted using a haemocytometer. The yield and viability of the cell 

population in each count was estimated as follows:

Number of unstained cells x 100 = Percentage viability

Total cell number

2.3.4 Subculture o f cells

Cells were seeded into 25cm, 80cm, 175cm or triple 175cm cell culture flasks (Nunc) 

according to the cell number required. Table 2.1 gives typical seeding conditions of 

different cell lines in a 175cm flask, for a culture to be confluent 3 days post seeding.

An adherent cell population was judged to be confluent when it had proliferated and 

spread uniformly on the plastic surface, forming a fully packed monolayer.
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Flask

Surface

Area
(cm^)

Volume of

medium

(ml)

Volume of trypsin- 
EDTA required for 

Detachment (ml)

Number of viable cells required 
(xlO")

COS-7 HepG2 Huh-7

25 8 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.7

80 20 1 1.2 1.9 2.2

175 50 3 2.6 4.2 4.8

175

(triple)

200 6 7.9 12.6 14.4

Table 2.1 Requirements for subculture of the three mammalian cell lines used 

Materials:

DMEM (10% FCS + pen/strep + Fungizone)

HBSS

Trypsin-EDTA (Invitrogen)

Filters, 0.2 |Lun (Sigma)

Methods:

Once the monolayer of cells was judged to be confluent, the conditioned medium was 

discarded and the cells were washed three times with HBSS. Trypsin EDTA was added 

at a volume just enough to cover the cells (see table 2.1). The flask was incubated at 

37°C/5%C02 for exactly 1 minute, followed by firm agitation of the vessel in order to 

dislodge the monolayer loosened by the trypsin. Complete DMEM (3 volumes) was 

immediately added to the cell suspension in order to inactivate the trypsin and avoid cell 

damage. Cells were then counted and assayed for viability as described in 2.3.3.
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2.4 Quantification and analysis of proteins

2.4.1 Lowry protein assay

This is a reliable method for total protein content estimation using a microtitre technique 

modified from the technique of Lowry (Legler et al., 1985)

Materials

i) Copper sulphate reagent - Reagent A (made fresh)

1 0 % (w/v) sodium carbonate

0 .2 % (w/v) potassium sodium tartrate

0.05% (w/v) copper sulphate (CUSO4 .5 H2O)

ii) Folin-Ciocalteau reagent (supplied complete by Sigma-F-9252)

iii) Bovine serum albumin stock (1 mg/ml)

Methods

A standard curve of BSA was constructed covering the range 0 to 15pg BSA per well. 

Samples of 50pl were applied in triplicate in wells of a flat-bottomed 96-well microtitre 

plate. 50pl of reagent A solution was added per well and incubated at room temperature 

for 10 minutes. To each well, 200pl of a fresh 1/16 dilution of Folin-Cocalteau reagent was 

applied and incubated at 55°C for 5 minutes. The plate was cooled on ice and the optical 

density at 670r|m measured on a microtitre plate reader (AnthosHI, Anthos). Protein 

content was determined by linear regression analysis of the standard curve of BSA.
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2.4.2 SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis

SDS-aided polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis works on the principle that once proteins 

are given a net negative charge, they can be subjected to electrophoresis across a 

polyacrylamide matrix. This molecular sieve then separates individual proteins on basis 

of size. The net negative charge is supplied by SDS, which coats the proteins after 

heating.

Sample preparation- secreted protein

The protein in the conditioned medium of cells expressing the gene of interest was first 

pooled and concentrated if required. The total protein content was determined using the 

Lowry protein assay and any necessary dilutions made before being prepared for PAGE.

Sample preparation- cell lysates

Cells grown in monolayer were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and a minimum volume 

of ice-cold suspension buffer (lOOmM NaCl, lOmM Tris pH 7.6, ImM EDTA pH 7.4) 

was added. Cells were harvested into a centrifuge tube with a cell scraper, then either 

homogenised or disrupted by sonication. The cells were then centrifuged at full speed 

(-13,000 X g )  at 4°C in a micro-centrifuge to recover a crude cell homogenate. An 

estimation of protein content was made by Lowry method. PAGE samples were 

prepared as below.

Materials

Sample loading buffer (2X stock):

Glycerol 10% (w/v)

SDS 2% (w/v)

Tris pH 6 . 8  50mM

2-Mercaptoethanol 10% (v/v)

Bromophenol blue 0.1% (w/v)
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M ethod:

The protein sample was mixed with the 2x loading buffer at 1:1 ratio in a 1.5ml 

microfuge tube. The mixture was then heated at 100°C for 5 minutes to assist protein 

dénaturation, then chilled on ice for 10 minutes. The samples were then pulse- 

centrifuged to prepare for loading onto the PAGE set-up.

2.4.2.1 Preparation o f SDS-PAGE gel and electrophoresis

Denatured protein mixtures can be resolved into constituent polypeptides, by 

electrophoretic separation through polymerised acrylamide. SDS, which is an anionic 

detergent, binds to proteins giving them net negative charge. The electric current 

applied to the gel can then separate the proteins according to their size.

Materials:

30% acryl amide mix (29% (w/v) acrylamide, 1% (w/v) N, N-methylenebisacrylamide) 

Tris buffer solutions: 1.5M Tris pH 8.7; l.OM Tris pH 6.7 

SDS 10% (w/v)

Ammonium persulphate 10% (w/v)- freshly prepared 

TEMED (N, N, N ’, N ’-tetramethylethylenediamine)

Electrophoresis buffer (5x stock):

Tris (base) 25 mM

Glycine 250 mM

SDS 0.1% (w/v)

Methods

The formulation of the protein resolving gel is dependent on the molecular weight of the 

protein(s) of interest. Here, 15% resolving gels was used for proteins 10-40 kDa in size, 

while 12% and 10% gels were used for protein of 50-80kD and 80-200kD in molecular 

weight, respectively.
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a) Preparation of resolving gel (40ml):

C om ponent (ml) 10%

Gel

12%

gel

15%

gel

H2O 15.9 13.2 9.2

30% Acrylamide mix 13.3 16.0 2 0 . 0

1.5 M Tris pH 8.7 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0

10% SDS 0.4 0.4 0.4

1 0 % ammonium 

persulphate

0.4 0.4 0.4

TEMED 0.016 0.016 0.016

b) Preparation of stacking gel (10ml):

C om ponent (ml)

H2O 6 . 8

30% acrylamide mix 1.7

1.0 M Tris pH 6 . 8 1.25

10% SDS 0 . 1

1 0 % ammonium persulphate 0 . 1

TEMED 0 . 0 1

Table 2.2- Composition of (a) resolving and (b) stacking gels used.

The glass plates and gel casting equipment (BioRad) were assembled and checked for 

leakage. The resolving gel mix was prepared (table 2.2) and applied to the cast. A layer 

of water-saturated iso-propanol was applied to the exposed surface of the gel to aid air 

exclusion and the gel left to polymerise for 30 minutes. After setting, the top surface of 

the gel was washed with dH2 0  and drained of residual liquid. The stacking gel mixture
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was poured on top of the resolving gel and the well-forming comb was inserted, and the 

gel was left to set for 30 minutes. After removing the comb, the resulting wells were 

thoroughly washed with Ix electrophoresis buffer in order to remove all traces of 

acrylamide, which would interfere with the loading of the samples. The gel cast was 

inserted into the buffer tank and samples (10-200pl, lO-lOOpg) were loaded into the 

wells along with a suitable commercial molecular weight marker. Electrophoresis was 

initiated at 90V (8 V/cm) until the samples had entered the resolving gel and 180V 

(16V/cm) thereafter. Samples were electrophoresed until the Bromophenol blue dye 

was within 1cm of the gel base. The electric current was stopped and the gel was 

removed from the cast processed for either Western blotting or chemical staining.

2.4.2.2 W estern blotting

Western blotting is a technique allowing immunological analysis of the proteins 

separated on the acrylamide gel. The protein bands are immobilised on a specialised 

membrane by vertical electrophoretic transfer.

Materials

Transfer buffer:

Glycine 40mM

Tris base 50mM

SDS 0.037% (w/v)

Methanol 20% (v/v)

Whatman 3MM paper (Whatman)

PVDF membrane or nitrocellulose membrane (Biorad)

Semi-dry blotter (BioRad)
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Methods:

To prepare for transfer, 10 pieces of Whatman 3MM paper and one piece of 

nitrocellulose membrane were cut to the exact dimensions of the gel (normally 1 0  cm x 

12 cm). The PVDF membrane was prepared by soaking in methanol for 1 minute 

followed by rinsing with dHiO. The membrane along with the 10 pieces of Whatman 

paper was pre-soaked for 5 minutes in transfer buffer. On the surface of the anode 

electrode, 5 pieces of soaked Whatman paper were laid down with the PVDF membrane 

placed on top, followed by the gel and finally 5 more pieces of Whatman paper. Air 

bubbles were squeezed out, by rolling a clean glass rod on top of the sandwich. The 

exposed areas of the electrode were covered by Saran wrap, to prevent possible short- 

circuiting during transfer. Proteins were transferred by electrophoresis at 100 mA, 

constant current for 1 hour, at 4°C.

100mA/ 25V

Gel

Whatman 3mm paper

PVDF membrane

Figure 2.3- Protein transfer set up for a PAGE gel using a semi-dry blotter (BioRad).
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Staining with Ponceau-S

Ponceau S is a reversible protein stain that does not interfere with immunological 

probing. The success of the protein transfer from gel onto membrane can be checked 

quickly in this way.

The membrane is washed with Ix PBS before being soaked in Ponceau S solution 

(Sigma) for 5 minutes. When bands became visible, the excess and unbound stain is 

washed off with PBS. The remainder of the stain can be removed by repeated washes 

with PBS.

2.4.2.3 Im m unological probing o f im m obilised proteins

The proteins immobilised on the membrane were probed with a specific primary 

antibody. This antibody was in turn probed with horseradish-peroxidase linked 

secondary antibody. An in-situ enzymatic reaction allows the visualisation of the 

antigen-antibody-antibody complex. Below are the general steps for immunological 

probing of the blot, with specific conditions and dilutions for each antibody detailed in 

later chapters.

Materials

PBS (xl)

Blotto, non-fat dried milk powder in PBS (5% w/v)

Primary antibody

Secondary antibody HRP (usually 1/4000 dilution in Blotto-PBS)

Enhanced ChemiLuminescent reagent, ECL (Amersham Pharmacia)

X-omat radiographic film (Kodak Co, supplied by Anachem, Luton, Bedfordshire)

Methods

Following Ponceau-S staining and marking of the molecular weight standard bands with 

a pencil, the blot was soaked in 5% Blotto overnight at 4°C with gentle rocking. This 

helps to block potential sites for non-specific binding of the primary antibody. The 

blocked blot was then incubated in a 1/1000-1/4000 dilution of the primary antibody (in 

5% Blotto-PBS, 5-10 ml) with gentle rocking for 1 hour at room temperature. The
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primary antibody was washed off with Ix PBS containing Tween-20 (0.04-0.1% v/v) 

every 6 minutes for 30 minutes. Tween-20 detergent helps to reduce non-specific 

antibody binding and reduces overall excess antibody.

The washed blot was then incubated in a 1/4000 dilution of the secondary HRP-linked 

antibody (in 5% Blotto-PBS, 20-ml) for 1 hr at room temperature, followed by a repeat 

of the washing procedure above.

After draining the excess PBS the membrane was placed on a flat piece of Saran wrap 

and covered with ECL reagent (1-4 ml), incubating at room temperature for 1 minute 

then draining the excess ECL away from the blot. The membrane was then wrapped in 

the cling film and placed in an X-ray cassette with a sheet of radiographic film on top. 

Exposure was initially 30 seconds and extended as necessary. The films were developed 

in a compact X4 bench-top developer (Xograph Imaging systems).

2.4.2.3 Chem ical staining polyacrylam ide gels

Chemical methods less sensitive than western blotting can be used when:

a) the protein of interest is present/expressed in large amounts

b) a comparison of protein amounts is sought

c) a comparison of banding patterns is sought

Coomasie Blue staining o f SDS-PAGE gels

This is a crude but highly useful method of staining the resolved polypeptides with 

Coomasie Brilliant Blue R250, a triphenylmethane textile dye.

Materials

Coomasie (Brilliant Blue R250), 0.5g 

Glacial acetic acid, 60ml

Methanol 270ml
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M eth o d

A 180ml methanol-HzO mixture was prepared (1:1 v/v) and Coomasie blue (0.5g) was 

added and dissolved by stirring. The solution was made up to 200ml with acetic acid. 

The gel was immersed in 5 volumes of the staining solution and placed on the slow 

rocker for 4-8 hours at room temperature.

In order to visualise the protein bands the excess stain is washed with a destaining 

solution. The washes were carried out for 8  hours to overnight with 3-4 changes. The 

gel was then photographed and dried on a vacuum gel drier.

Silver Staining o f SDS-PAGE gels

Proteins resolved on polyacrylamide gel can also be stained with silver salts. Silver ions 

bind to the amino acid side-chains of the polypeptides and their differential reduction 

leads to visible band patterns. The method is about 10 to 1000 fold more sensitive then 

Coomasie blue staining and can be used to detect protein amounts >0.5 ng.

Materials:

Silver nitrate (Sigma)

Ammonium hydroxide (14.8 M)

Citric acid (1% w/v)

Formaldehyde (38% v/v)

Glacial acetic acid

Methanol

Ethanol

Solution A Fixer: ethanol, 10% v/v; acetic acid, 5% v/v

Solution B: AgNO] in dH2 0 , 20% w/v

Solution C: NaOH, 0.36% w/v; NH3OH, 6.25% v/v

Solution D Developer: solution A+ solution B

Solution E Quencher: methanol, 45% v/v; acetic acid, 10% v/v
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M ethod:

The completed PAGE gel was soaked for 40 minutes in the fixer solution (A), replacing 

with fresh fixer every 10 minutes. This was followed by a 500 ml methanol (50% v/v) 

wash overnight, on a slow rocker. The gel was then thoroughly washed ( 3 x 1 0  minute 

washes) with 500 ml dH2 0 . Meanwhile the silver stain was prepared by adding solution 

B to solution C drop-wise while stirring, until just before the solution was about to turn 

brown. The mixture was then made up to 100 ml with dHzO.

The gel was then soaked in the silver stain for 20 minutes with gentle rocking, followed 

by 2x 5 minute washes with dH2 0 . Solution D (developer) was placed on the stain gel in 

the fume hood, and rocked gently until bands began to appear. Once protein bands 

developed to the desired intensity, solution E (quencher) was added to stop the reaction. 

The gel was finally photographed and dried using a vacuum gel drier.

2.4.3 D etection and m easurem ent o f H BsAg using ELISA

To assay for HBsAg we used the Murex HBsAg version-3 ELISA (ABBOTT). This is a 

highly sensitive system used for diagnostic detection of HBsAg in serum or plasma. The 

96-well plate provided is already coated with a mixture of mouse monoclonal antibodies, 

which are specific for different epitopes on the “a” determinant, in the S domain of 

HBsAg.

Materials

Murex HBsAg version-3 containing:

Antibody coated 96-well plate 

Conjugate (anti-HBsAg goat conjugated to HRP)

HBsAg negative serum control 

HBsAg positive inactivated serum 

Wash fluid (Glycine, Borate + detergent)

Substrate (3,3’,5,5’ tetramethylbenzidine, TMB diluted in a tri-sodium 

citrate-peroxidase solution).

Quencher (IM  H2S0 4  )
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M ethod:

The antigen or control sample was pre-incubated in the micro-wells for Ihr at 37°C, 

diluted in special sample buffer. This was followed by the addition of the conjugate (a 

goat anti-HBsAg conjugated to horseradish peroxidase). This was incubated for 30 min 

37°C to allow the antibody-antigen-antibody-conjugate complex to form. Unbound 

conjugate was then washed off using a glycine / borate based wash fluid, before adding 

the substrate. After 10-60 minutes at 37 °C, the substrate turns purple in colour and the 

reaction was quenched with IM sulphuric acid turning the colour of the substrate to 

orange.

The plate was then read in a Titertek Multiskan MCC/340 plate reader with a 450nm 

wavelength filter and at 690 nm, to obtain a quality control value (for applications which 

required quantitative accuracy).

Quantification o f  surface antigen

The Murex HBsAg ELISA system is primarily a diagnostic system, developed by 

ABBOT for rapid and sensitive detection of surface antigen in plasma samples. It is 

therefore not routinely used for quantification of HBsAg in a sample. In the studies 

reported in this thesis, ELISA was primarily used as simple detection method or as 

comparative tool by using arbitary measurements derived from the absorbance at 450 

nm.

Where quantification was attempted, an HBsAg standard (the 2"  ̂ British working 

standard, NIBSC) was used.
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Substra te

Enzyme
Conjugate

Antigen

Antibody

Chemically altered 
Substrate (purple)

Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration o f  the ELISA principle. The antigen is sandwiched between immobilised 

antibodies and added antibody-Enzyme (E) conjugate.
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Materials:

Experimental HBsAg sample (diluted at 1/100 to 1/1000, 000 range)

HBsAg 2"  ̂British working standard, 0.5 international units/ml (NIBSC).

Murex HBsAg ELISA (ABBOT)

IX PBS

Method:

The Murex HBsAg ELISA system is accurate between a range of 0.2 and 1.8 absorbance 

units at 450 nm. To obtain this range, dilutions of specimen between 1/100 and 

1/1000,000 were prepared in Ix PBS. Doubling dilutions of the standard were also made 

to obtain a range of 0.25-0.039 ng where 1 ng = 1 international unit (lU). This standard 

when assayed for HBsAg at 450 nm yielded a linear curve as seen in Figure 2.5.

The specimen dilution which yielded absorbance values within the accepted range were 

then picked out, the HBsAg value determined from the standard curve, and a 

concentration was obtained after correcting for the dilution factor.
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250 pg

m

HBsAg

O) 0.4

2500 3.9 7.8 15.6 31.3 62.5 125

HBsAg Standard I  pico g

Figure 2.5 HBsAg ELISA standard curve developed using the 2"  ̂ British working 

standard. Doubling dilutions of the standard were made in Ix PBS.

Top standard 250 pico-grams=0.4 international unit. Absorbance range for accurate 

measurement at 450 nm is 0.2-1.8.
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Chapter 3

Production of HBsAg in insect cells



Chapter 3 Production o f  H B sA g in insect cells

3.1 Introduction
In recent years a variety of prokaryotic and eukaryotic vectors and cell culture 

systems have been developed for the expression of heterologous genes in vitro. In 

1983 a baculovirus expression vector system (BEVS) was introduced which allowed 

the expression of foreign genes in insect cells and larvae with lL-2 being one of the 

first genes to be produced at large scale (Smith et al., 1985).

3.1.1 Biology of the Baculo virus

Baculoviruses are the main class of viruses infecting the insect population. There 

have been hundreds of different isolates identified most originating in members of 

the order Lepidoptera. Thus far the most commonly used species for expression 

work has been Autographa californica multiple nuclear polyhedrosis vims 

(AcMNPV). These are rod-shaped capsid vimses with super-coiled, double stranded 

DNA genomes.

The life cycle of baculoviridae is well characterised and can be broadly divided into 

“lytic” and “occluded” cycles.

In vivo, insects killed by baculovims leave vims “polyhedra” on plant surfaces. 

Upon ingestion by feeding larva and subsequent degradation, vimses are released 

from the polyhedra and infect mid-gut cells of the insect. The viral nucleocapsids are 

then transported to the nucleus were viral replication takes place. After 8 hours, 

mature baculovims particles are released from the cell to spread the infection 

horizontally in the organism (lytic mode of the cycle) while at late stages the mature 

vimses in the cells are occluded into polyhedra (occluded mode of the cycle). The 

death of the insect eventually comes after 7-14 days and approximately 10 viral 

generations, and the cycle is repeated (Summers and Volkman, 1976)

It is the lytic mode of the baculovims life cycle, which is exploited in vitro, for both 

generating stocks of recombinant vims and for high-titre inoculation of cultured 

insect cells. By generating recombinant vims, we replace the “polyhedrin” gene of 

the wildtype vims with the foreign DNA insert. Recombinant virions are produced 

and released during the late stages of infection as in the wild type (see Figure 3.1). 

The foreign gene then comes under the control of the powerful polyhedrin promoter 

at the very late stages and so recombinant protein is produced instead of the
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polyhedrin protein. The prominent polyhedrin promoter drives the high level 

expression of the recombinant gene, resulting in a high protein yield.

Mid/Late phase (6-24 hours)

Normal cell function ceases

Cells increase in diameter and nuclei swell

Cell growth terminates

Early phase (0-6 hours)

Entry of baculovims into insect cells by absorptive endocytosis

Nucleo-capsids pass through to the nucleus

Viral RNA detectable

Normal cell function deteriorates

Late phase (20-36 hours)

Production of budded vims ceases 

Expression of the recombinant protein switched on 

Vacuoles appear in cytoplasm and nuclei appear grainy 

Cell death

Figure 3.1-Flow chart summarizing the stages of baculovims cytopathogenesis in an 

in vitro expression system. Time scale refers to hours post-inoculation.
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3.1.2 Protein expression in Baculovims- the issues

Several features have made baculovims vectors one of the tools of choice for protein 

expression. Firstly, since production of the heterologous protein is controlled by a 

strong polyhedrin promoter, expression up to 30 % of the total cell protein level can 

be obtained (Miller, 1988). Second, being a eukaryotic system, gene products 

expressed in baculovims-insect cells systems undergo folding and post-translational 

modification in almost identical manner to mammalian cells. These modifications 

include phosphorylation, carboxymethylation, acylation and gylycosylation. The 

particular advantage of baculovims system is that unlike in the reducing environment 

of bacterial cells, insect cell cytoplasm allows regular folding of the expressed 

polypeptide (Marchai et al., 2001)

Despite these significant advantages, it is often found that the particular patterns of 

gene expression and post-translational processing vary according to the constmct 

inserted into the vector. In baculovims infected cells, incorrectly folded proteins and 

polypeptide aggregates may occur as a result of gene expression late in the infection 

process. On a practical level, the baculovims expression, from constmct to product, 

can be a lengthy process and opportunities for cross and wild-type contamination 

exists. Despite these concerns, the potentially high protein yields of these vectors 

still makes them a useful molecular biology tool, although vims-ffee insect cell 

systems have recently been introduced to the market which eliminate the infection 

steps and speed up the expression process.

3.1.3 Expression of viral proteins in insect cells

In 1983 important work by Smith et al yielded the human j(3-interferon in insect cells 

and later Maeda (1985) expressed the a-inteferon in silkworms using a baculovims 

vector (Maeda et al., 1985; Smith et al., 1983). Since then and with further 

development of recombinant baculovims vectors, many virology groups have also 

successfully expressed and characterised their viral protein of interests in high out

put insect cell systems. One of the first of these was expression of the 

haemagglutinin protein of influenza vims. The plasmid containing the 

haemagglutinin gene was co-transfected along with the wild-type AcNPV 

baculovims DNA, into Sf9 insect cells. It was also shown that in the selected clones.
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the transgene had been inserted into the polyhedrin gene of AcNPV, probably by 

homologous recombination.

Some of the other important work on viral protein expression in insect cells was 

carried out by Roy and co-workers. They have expressed and comprehensively 

characterised several major stmctural proteins of the Bluetongue virus, using almost 

exclusively the baculovims expression system (Hassan and Roy, 1999; Kuroda et al., 

1986). Other viral proteins produced and characterised using this vector system 

include the simian vims 40 (SV40) T antigen and the tat protein of HIV among 

others (Jeang et al., 1988; Shearer et al., 1993).

The proteins of HBV have also been produced in vitro using baculovims vectors. 

Kang (1987) expressed the HBV surface gene in AcNPV under the control of the 

polyhedrin promoter (Kang et al., 1987). Characterisation of the particles produced 

as a result, revealed morphology and immunology identical to wild-type HBsAg 

particles in infected plasma. Similar particles were shown to raise anti-HBsAg 

responses in mice and thus act potential anti-HBV vaccines (Kennedy and Attanasio, 

1990). The middle (M) HBsAg was also successfully cloned and expressed using a 

Bombyx mori nuclear polyhedrosis vims (BmNPV) vector. This yielded HBsAg up 

to 600pg/ml in Sf9 cells, and up to 750 pg/larva in silkworm (Higashihashi et al., 

1991; Zhou et al., 1995). Cloning of the L-HBsAg gene into baculovims vectors has 

also helped to shed some light on the location and domains involved in intracellular 

retention of HBsAg observed in vitro (Lanford et al., 1989).

Genetically modified, HBsAg variants have also been engineered by groups seeking 

to overcome the retention of the large surface protein in insect cells. Hofmann (1995) 

expressed a modified version of L-HBsAg which overcame the intracellular retention 

of this protein and resulted in spherical subviral particles (Hofmann et al., 1995). 

Other types of empty pseudovirions have also been produced in insect cells, namely 

HIV pseudovirions and bluetongue vims VLPs (Hyatt et al., 1993; Tobin et al., 

1996). These particles have potential as both vaccines and gene delivery vectors.
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Experimental aims of the chapter
The approach outlined in this chapter was based on the work of Hoffman et al (1995) 

and Lanford et al (1989) that both successfully produced recombinant HBsAg at high 

yield in Sf9 insect cells. The aim here was to design, clone and express HBV surface 

gene inserts in insect cells. In the second half of the chapter, the product was purified 

and characterised in order to establish its suitability to use as a liver-targeting vector.
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3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Design and synthesis of HBsAg constructs

The experimental procedure for the production of HBsAg in baculovims expression 

system was followed in 5 stages:

1. Preparation of the HBsAg insert and cloning it into a Bac plasmid with a 

polyhedrin promoter sequence.

2. Sequence and restriction analysis of the insert.

3. Preparation of a ‘Bacmid’ recombinant in E.coli and subsequent purification

4. Introduction of the recombinant bacmid into insect cells and culture of the 

resulting recombinant vims.

5. ELISA and western blot analysis of the gene product.

All original clones of HBsAg were kindly provided by Dr.T.Harrison in plasmid 

form. The work was carried out in accordance with the local GM regulations.

Engineering o f L, M  and S sequences for cloning

The starting materials were the clones of the HBV surface gene, in pBKCMV plasmid vector. 

The HBsAg open reading frames (ORFs) within each clone and the sequence of their 5’ flanks 

were as follows (the Hindlll restriction sites are underlined):

1. pBK-CMV clone “SI”: preSl + preS2 + S

Sequence of cloning region: GCGAA GCTTA TAA GCGGGAAA CCA CA C

preSl preS2 S

2. pBKCMV clone “S2” : preS2 + S

Sequence o f cloning region: GCGAAGCTTACTCCCATCTCTCCACCTC

preS2
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3. pBKCMV clone “S3” : S gene only

Sequence of cloning region: GCGAA GCTTATGGAGAACA TCA CA TCAGG

Materials

PBKCMV clones of L, M and S HBsAg 

DH5a competent cells (GIBCO)

LB-Amp agar plates.

Material for standard mini-prep method (Chapter 2)

Bglll and Xho I restriction enzymes (Promega) 

lOX Kin buffer

Methods

The clones of the three HBsAg proteins were transformed into DH5a competent cells, 

and the plasmids were prepared using a standard miniprep protocol (2.1.4). The 

clones were checked by double restriction digest using Bglll and Xho I enzymes.

Engineering o f restriction sites into the cloned sequence

In order to clone these three distinct ORFs into a baculovims expression vector, 

appropriate restriction sites were engineered into two of the pBKCMV clones of the 

HBsAg gene.

The multiple cloning site (MCS) of the recipient pFASTBACl vector contained the 

necessary Hindlll restriction site ‘downstream’ of the Xhol site. This meant that for 

clones SI and 82, the direct ‘cut-and-paste’ strategy using Hindlll/Xhol was not 

possible since the insert would be inverted within the recipient vector.
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Clone SI:

This was a Hindlll-Xhol clone, with the ATG start codon of the preSl ORF, flanked 

by a Hindlll and an EcoRI site.

(Primer 1)

3’

•gtygac aa^ctt ATG.

. . . .  Sail Hindlll

.GA^TTC.

EcoRI

(Primer 2 )

The first step in this strategy was to amplify via PGR, a sequence downstream of the 

ATG start codon which codes for the amino terminal region of HBsAg. Two synthetic 

oligonucleutide primers were used, with primer 1 containing a Bglll restriction site. 

The resulting 383bp DNA fragment was then double-digested with Sall/EcoRI to give 

the appropriate cohesive ends and purified.

This fragment was subsequently cloned back into the pBK-CMV/Sl plasmid, which 

was also cut with Sall/EcoRI. We therefore effectively replaced the incised sequence 

with a PGR copy of itself, plus the new Bglll/EcoRI.
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Sail Hindlll Xhol

\ r  \
ATG.

r ^  1

PreSl PreS I S

0bp 1490bp

Sail Belli

PCR fragment

T ”
EcoRI

Sail Bglll Xhol

•y r. ^f 1r

PreSl PreS2 S

4
EcoRI

Figure 3.2- Restriction site engineering. The Hindlll site on the original sequence 

was replaced with Bglll on the inserted PCR sequence.
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Clone S2:

Here again, we required a Bglll restriction site flanking the ATG of the PreS2 gene. 

This clone had an EcoRI site flanking the Hindlll site and the ATG start codon. Thus 

digestion by EcoRI drops out a short fragment. This was replaced by a short 

synthetic fragment, containing a Bglll site. The fragment was constructed by heat- 

annealing two short, complementary oligonucleotide sequences:

Oligo 1 5 ’ -AATTGAGATCTATGCAGTGG-3 ’

01igo2 5 ’ -AATTCCACTGCATAGATCTC-3 ’

1
AATTGAGATCTATGCAGTGG

CTCTAGATACGTCACCTTAA

This fragment with the EcoRI sticky ends was re-ligated into the original vector using 

T4 DNA ligase and cloned into competent E.coli. The resulting clone was 

subsequently double-digested with Bglll/Xhol, to yield a fragment that could now be 

inserted into a BamHl/Sall cut pFASTBAC recipient vector.

Clone S3:

This clone has the ATG start codon immediately adjacent to the MCS, thus direct 

cut-and-paste strategy was possible. A double digest with EcoRI and Xhol resulted 

in incision of the whole HBsAg insert. This was then ligated (as above), into the 

recipient pFASTBAC 1 vector, which was in turn cut with EcoRI and Sail.

ga^ttcaaaaagcttATGGAGAACATCACAT ....  ^ CTÇGAG

EcoRI Xhol

(Lower case = vector; Upper case = insert)
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The new clone was then transfected into DH5a cells and minipreps were carried out 

on selected colonies.

3.2.2 Baculovirus expression system (BVES)

The three recombinant pFASTBAC clones prepared were subsequently transformed 

into DHIOBAC competent cells, which contain a high MW baculovirus DNA 

(Bacmid) and a “helper” plasmid. This plasmid encodes transposition proteins, 

ensuring specific insertion of pFASTBAC insert into the cloning site of the recipient 

bacmid, thus disrupting the lacZ selection gene.

m u l l i p l e  
c l o n i n g  —  

s it e

A vr II 4416  

Bc/I 4401  
Wpa I 4263  

Mun\ 4 2 5 2  

Hmd III 4 1 3 7 \

NgoA IV 127

‘-S a m H  I 4032

Bsf1107 I 3382  
SnaB I 3879

Bbs I 3750

g fp 1 4 0 7  I 3410

nh111 I 3225  
£ sp 3  I 3176

f1 in te r g e n ic  
S V 4 0  reg ion
p o ly a d en y la tio n  
sig n a l

Polh  p rom oter

Tn7L

S^<aH I 835

Pvu I 1004

 F s p I 1151p FastBac~ 1 
4775 bp

Gsu  I 1286

Tn7R

S seR  I 2 9 4 6  
EcoR V 2823

Sst II 2765
I 2710  

Msc I 2707

I 1850

Sap  I 2 3 8 6

Figure 3.3- Restriction map of the Bac-to-Bac™ plasmid vector, pFASTBAC 1.

Plating the transformed E.coli on X-gal selection dishes resulted in white 

(recombinant) and blue (wild type) colonies. Recombinant bacmids were 

subsequently prepared by Maxi-prep procedure.
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3.2.3 Insect cell culture

The cells used for the work described in this chapter were Sf9 and High-FIVE''’'̂  BTI- 

TN-5B1-4 cells, both supplied by Invitrogen, as samples frozen in semm and 

dimethysulfoxide (DMSO) supplemented media. Sf9 is a clonal isolate of Spodoptera 

frugiperda cell line which was originally established from ovarian tissue of the fall 

army worm is the most widely used of insect cell lines for baculovims expression 

work. The more recently developed High-FIVE^"  ̂ cell line originates from the 

ovarian cells of cabbage looper, Trichoplusia ni and is more suitable for high yield 

expression requirements (Wickham et al., 1992).

The media required for the culture of these cells is dependent on the application and 

the particular stage of the protein expression process.

Materials

Sf9 cells- 10̂  cells/ml 

High-FIVE™ cells lO^cells/ml

Grace’s supplemented insect medium-TNM-FH (Invitrogen)

SF900II serum free medium (Invitrogen)

Express-FIVE^"  ̂semm free medium (GIBCO)

Penicillin/streptomycin

Fungizone

Tissue culture flasks, 25, 80 and 175 cm  ̂surface area (Costar)

Gallenkamp dry incubator

Methods

In order to minimise the damage done to the frozen cells stocks by the thawing 

process, the frozen vial was rapidly de-iced by placing in a 37°C water bath while 

gently agitating. Before complete thawing, the cell suspension was taken out of 37°C 

and pipetted into a 25 cm  ̂TC flask containing 5ml of warm medium (For Sf9 cells 

Grace’s medium supplemented with 50% v/v filter-sterilised FBS, and Express- 

Five™ for High-Five™ cells), Pen/Strep (100 pg/ml) and Fungizone (10 pg/ml).

The cells were then transferred into a 27°C dry incubator and allowed to attach for 30 

minutes, before the cryopreservation medium which contains DMSO was removed
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and replaced by 5ml of fresh, complete Grace’s medium. Another medium change 

was carried out 24 hours later in order to remove cellular debris resulting from 

thawing. The cell monolayer was grown until apparent confluency (this typically 

taking 48-72 hours) before sub-culturing into an 80 cm  ̂TC-flask.

Subculture o f monolayer insect cells

Sf9 cells at early passages of culture in serum-supplemented media can be detached 

from the flask plastic easily at confluency. High-Five™ cell monolayers tend to show 

this property at all stages of culture since they have been adapted for suspension 

cultures. Confluency and health of the cells was judged by observing the monolayer 

under light microscope (lOx magnification, phase-contrast). Healthy, low passage 

cells were small and non-granular forming a uniform sheet on the plastic at full 

confluence.

Trypsin-EDTA is not an ideal option for detachment of insect cells; they have 

different physiology to mammalian cells and are easily damaged by harsh chemical 

treatment. The method of choice employed was ‘sloughing’, which involves gentle 

blowing of fresh medium on the confluent monolayer starting from the bottom of the 

flask. The resulting cell suspension was later concentrated by centrifugation at 400- 

500g in a Heraeus bench-top centrifuge.

The viable cell count in the suspension was then determined using the trypan blue 

exclusion assay (see chapter 2), with the desired viability at 80-90%. An appropriate 

number of cells were then placed in a new flask containing fresh medium, dependent 

on size of the vessel. Table 3.1 is an example of the number of cells used for sub

culture in order to obtain a confluent monolayer within 72 hours.

Size of TC flask (cm^) Volume of Medium (ml) Number of viable cells (xlO^)

25 5 0.5

80 20 2.0

175 50 4.0

Table 3.1 -Seeding density of viable insect cells in three different sizes of culture 
vessels.
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Spinner culture

The production of the recombinant protein of interest at high yields (milligrams) in 

the insect system requires very large numbers of actively growing cells to go through 

the infection process. Monolayer cultures are limited in cell numbers by the 

dimension of the vessels, therefore suspension/spinner cultures are often employed to 

provide large and dense cell populations. Spinner cultures have the advantage of 

higher proliferation and providing better aeration for the cells and preventing cell 

clumping.

Up to five 80 cm  ̂TC flasks of Sf9 or High-Five cells were grown to confluency (4-7 

days) and harvested into fresh medium, counted and assayed for viability. The 

suspension was then placed into a sterile 50 ml Techne magnetic stirrer flask at a 

density of about 10 /̂ml and a maximum volume of 20ml. The cultures were stirred 

in a 27°C incubator at speed of 80 rpm on a Techne magnetic stirrer. The cell 

numbers and viability were checked every 24 hours. To sub-culture the cells fresh 

medium was supplied to the cell suspension in order to bring the dense population of 

cells back to the original 10 /̂ml and thus keeping the cells at log-phase growth. 

Adaptation to serum-free conditions

Both the transfection and protein purification procedures used required serum-ffee 

conditions. Adaptation of cells from serum supplemented media to SFM, was done 

sequentially (weaning). Cell suspension containing serum-supplement medium was 

mixed with SFM at 1:1 ratio giving a minimum seeding density of 0.5 x 10 /̂ml. 

Cells were cultured until doubling (10^/ml) and then sub cultured again using the 

same 1:1 ratio of the different media. This was repeated 6-7 times, until the serum 

content was below 0.1% v/v, and a cell viability of 70-80% was achieved.

A more rapid direct adaptation method can also be employed, but has the 

disadvantage of very high cell mortality in early stages from which the population 

may not recover.

3.2.4 Transfection of recombinant Bacmid into insect cells

Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cell lines were cultured and adapted sequentially to 

serum-ffee medium as described above. Log-phase, high viability cells were seeded 

into a 6-well TC plate at 9x10^ cells /well in 2 ml serum-free medium and allowed to 

attach for 1 hour at 27°C. No antibiotics were used during transfection procedure.
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A dilution range of 1.5 to 9 pi of CellFECTIN was prepared in 100 |il aliquots of 

SF900II medium. The purified recombinant bacmid DNA prepared was quantified 

spectrophotometrically (chapter 2). l-3p.g of the recombinant bacmid DNA (diluted 

in 100 jx\ SF900II) was then allowed to complex with CellFECTIN reagent for 15 

minutes at room temperature.

During complex formation the monolayer in each well was washed once with 

SF900II without antibiotics. Following 15 minutes incubation, 0.8 ml of S900II was 

added to each of the DNA-Lipid complex tubes (bringing total volume in each tube 

to 1ml).

The wash medium on the cells was discarded and each of the CellFECTIN-DNA 

combinations prepared was then added to the cell monolayer and incubated at 27°C 

for 5 hours. Transfected cells and the conditioned medium were harvested 72 hours 

post transfection.

We assessed the success of the transfection by both carrying out a plaque assay to 

determine the viral titre and by morphological observation of the cells under an 

inverted light microscope.

3.2.5 Viral plaque assay

The concentration of baculovirus particles in the samples was determined by 

allowing the virus to create plaques of infection in an immobilised monolayer of 

insect cells. Estimation of the viral titre is essential for subsequent propagation and 

infection steps.

Materials

Log phase Sf9 cells

SF900, xl.3 medium (Invitrogen)

Recombinant baculovirus stocks

Wild type AcMNPV baculovirus stocks, 10* pfu/ml (Invitrogen)

TC 35 cm  ̂dishes (Costar)

Sterile polystyrene tubes, 12ml (Costar)

4% agarose gel (GIBCO)

Neural red solution 0.1% w/v
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Methods
Sf9 cells growing at log-phase and at viability of >75% were seeded into each 35 

cm  ̂ cell culture dish, at a density of 5x10^ /ml (2ml suspension per dish), using 

serum-ffee medium. Cells were allowed to attach by incubating at 27°C for 1 hour. 

Meanwhile serial dilutions of the baculovirus stock were prepared in serum free 

medium (without antibiotics) ranging from 10'’to 10' ,̂ with a total volume of 5 ml in 

each tube.

The conditioned medium from each dish was removed and carefully replaced with 

1ml of each serial dilution, performed in duplicate dishes. The monolayers were 

incubated with the vims for Ihour at 27°C, while the plaquing overlay solution was 

prepared.

The sterile 4% w/v agarose gel was melted in a 70°C oven and added (10 ml) to 

warm SF900 (1.3x) medium (30 ml) to give a final 1% w/v concentration. The 

overlay mixture was kept at 37°C until use. Following the removal of the 1ml 

inoculum, 2 ml of the overlay mixture was laid on the monolayers and allowed to set 

at room temperature for 30 minutes. To prevent the overlay gel drying out, 1ml 

S900II medium was placed on top the gel and in addition the container holding the 

dishes in the incubator was lined with moist towels to humidify. The dishes were 

incubated for 4-10 days at 27°C and inspected for viral plaques by light microscopy 

on a daily basis.

Plaque identification

Recombinant and wild type viral plaques can theoretically be identified by their 

microscopic morphology. This differentiation, and indeed even visualisation of any 

plaques, is not always easy without staining. The stain used here for plaque assays 

was Neutral red.

In plates with developed plaques, the overlay medium on top of the agarose was 

removed and gently replaced with 0.5ml neutral red (0.1%w/v). The stain was 

removed after incubation for 2 hours at 27°C, and the dishes were left overnight 

inverted in a light proof container. The visible plaques were then identified and 

counted for each plate duplicate.
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3.2.6 Detecting intracellular viral DNA

An alternative quick method to determine the success of recombinant virus 

production in transfected insect cells is to amplify any viral DNA in the infected cells 

by PCR methodology. This was possible in the HBsAg clones since the Fast-1 and 

Fast-2 forward and reverse primers flank the multiple-cloning site of the 

pFASTBAC 1 vector. The complementary sites for these primers in pFASTBAC 1 

are within the region flanked by the transposition sites, making intracellular detection 

possible.

Materials
Log phase Sf9 cells

12 well micro-titre TC plate (Costar)

Baculovirus inoculum (~ 1.5x10  ̂pfu/ml)- clone SI (L-HBsAg)

20% Polyethylene glycol (PEG) in IM NaCl 

Proteinase K (5mg/ml)

Phenol-chloroform mixture 1:1 v/v

3M Sodium acetate

Glycogen

Ethanol

Fast-1 forward primer

Fast-2 reverse primer

PCR reaction components (see 2.2.3)

1% w/v agarose-TAE gel

Methods

Sf9 cells were seeded into the wells of a 12-well microtitre plate at a density of ~ 

0.5xl0^/ml, supplemented with 2ml Sf900II medium. Cells were allowed to attach 

for 1-2 hours at 27°C. Using the formula given in section 3.3.5, the volume of virus 

inoculum required to give an MCI value of 0.5, was calculated (in this case, 16 pi).

The viral inoculum was added to the monolayer in each well in a total of 100 pi 

Sf900II medium. The plates were placed within a sealed and moist box at 27°C for 

72 hours. After this period, the morphological changes in the cells were observed.
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The cells were then harvested by gentle dislodging of the cells and transferring 0.75 

ml samples to sterile microfuge tubes and pelleting the cells at 400g, for 3 minutes at 

room temperature. The resulting supernatant was carefully transferred to another 

tube and 20% PEG solution was added. The sample was vortex-mixed and incubated 

at room temperature for 30 minutes.

The isolate was microfliged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes and the supernatant 

discarded. The small pellet was dissolved in 100 pi of sterile dH20, its protein 

content degraded by addition of 10 pi proteinase K (5mg/ml stock).

To extract the nucleic acid, the supernatant was mixed with equal volumes (110 pi) 

of phenol and chloroform (1:1 v/v), vortexed briefly and microfuged briefly to 

separate the phases (5 minutes, room temperature).

The upper (aqueous) phase was then separated into a fresh tube and the DNA 

precipitated by addition of:

-1/10 volume of 3M sodium acetate

- 5 pi glycogen

- 2 volumes of cold 100% ethanol

The mixture was incubated at 20°C for 40 minutes to 2 hours, then micro-fuged 

again at 13,000 rpm for 15 minutes. The pellet was washed with 70% (v/v) ethanol 

and centrifuged for a further 5 minutes before resuspending in 10 pL sterile dH20.

The nucleic acid obtained was quantified and the following PCR reaction set up to 

detect baculovirus DNA:

Reaction components:

Viral DNA 5 pi

lOx PCR buffer 5pl 

dNTPs 25mM Ipl 

Fasti primer Ipl

Fast2 primer Ipl

Taq Polymerase 0.5 pi 

Final volume in dH20 50pl 

PCR Cycle:
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Hot start 94°C 2 minutes

Denature 94°C 1 minute 1

Annealing 55°C 2 minute | x 30 cycles

Extension 72°C 3 minutes

End extension 7 minutes

The reaction was carried out for DNA from each of the replicate wells and analysed 

by electrophoresis on a 1% (w/v) agarose-TAE gel.

Detection o f HBsAg products
The success of the transfection of Sf9 cells with the three bacmid clones of HBsAg 

proteins, were measured using a Murex HBsAg ELISA which is described in detail 

in Chapter 2 (2.4.4). Conditioned medium from each transfection or from 

subsequent amplification passages was clarified and assayed using HBsAg ELISA 

along with normal conditioned medium as a negative control.

3.2.7 Amplification and maintenance of baculovirus stocks

The first generation recombinant virus particles produced following transfection with 

the bacmid DNA using the site-specific transposition vector (e.g. pFASTBAC 1), are 

a pure and defect-free population. Unfortunately this first generation of baculovirus 

would be far too low in titre to use in protein expression experiments. For this 

reason the recombinant viral stocks in these studies were amplified through several 

rounds of infection of insect cells. Work on each different recombinant virus was 

carried out separately to avoid cross contamination.

Optimisation of virus production

One of the main factors to consider when amplifying baculovims stocks is the 

amount of vims that is used to inoculate a vessel of cells. This can have major 

effects on the quality and titre of the next generation of the vims. A range of MCI 

(Multiplicity of Infection) values of baculovims inocula were tested on Sf9 cells in 

order to determine the optimal infection conditions that would yield the highest titre 

vims.
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Materials
150ml Techne spinner flasks with Sf9 cells seeded at 0.5x10/ml 

15 X flasks of cells (25cm^)

Recombinant baculovirus stocks (~ 10 -̂10* pfu/ml)

50ml Sterile TC/Centrifuge tubes (Nunc)

SF900II medium

Materials for plaque assay (see 3.2.5)

Materials for trypan blue exclusion assay (see 2.3)

Methods
Log-phase Sf9 cells were seeded into the spinner flask in replicates of 5 at a time (15 

spinner cultures in total). Each culture started with a seeding density of 0.5x10^ ml 

and each was infected with the pre-determined volume of viral inoculum. The 

cultures were cultivated for 4-5 days, with daily samples of both conditioned medium 

and harvested cells, taken for analysis.

The same numbers of plastic TC flasks (25 cm2) were set up with a seeding density 

of 0.2x10^, allowing attachment by incubation at 27°C for 1 hour. Again, these 

vessels were inoculated with the appropriate amount of viral stocks and incubated for 

4-6 days. Daily samples of cells and supernatant were taken and assayed by plaque 

visualisation and trypan blue assay.

The MOI values used for inoculation of the test cultures were: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5. 

The morphology of the infected cells was also monitored through all stages. 

Concentrating the recombinant baculovirus
Despite the high yield of recombinant baculovirus produced by each round of viral 

amplification, the need for very high viral titres during protein expression and mass 

production procedures makes it necessary to purify and concentrate baculovirus 

stocks:

Materials

Conditioned medium from infected Sf9 cells 

Lysate of infected Sf9 cells 

O.lfxm filters

Concentrator tubes, MW cut-off ~ 30,000 

Polyallomer ultracentrifuge tubes (38 ml)

Sucrose solution, 25% w/v (in Ix TNE buffer)
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Methods
A 100ml Sf9 cell spinner culture, infected with recombinant baculovirus at low MOI 

(0.1-0.5) was harvested for cells and conditioned medium at day 3 of culture. The 

cells were lysed by the method outlined in section 3.2.10 and the supernatant was 

clarified by filtering through a 0.2 fxm filter. The 100 ml of conditioned medium was 

also filtered using a 50 ml syringe. The clarified samples were combined and placed 

into concentrator tubes with low molecular weight cut-off value. The tubes were then 

centrifuged at lOOOg for 30 minutes at 4°C, reducing the total volume to 40ml. The 

filter membrane was rinsed with 1-2 ml of TNE buffer and the wash added to the 

concentrated stock.

The concentrated stock was placed in the ultracentrifuge tubes on top of a 3ml sucrose 

cushion (25% w/v). The tubes were then centrifuged at 80,000g for 90 minutes at 4°C. 

The resulting supernatant was discarded carefully leaving behind a small translucent 

white pellet. An increase in colour and size of the pellet indicates decreased purity of 

the concentrated virus sample.

The viral pellets were re-suspended in l-2ml of serum-supplemented growth medium 

and stored at 4°C in stock aliquots.

3.2.8 Expression and analysis of recombinant gene product

In order to obtain a high yield of recombinant protein, healthy Sf9 or High-FIVE cells 

were infected with our high titre recombinant virus stocks, at MOI values of 3 or 

above. This was normally done in 500 ml spinner flasks, which can maintain up to 

800 million cells at log phase. Cells were harvested 72-96 hours post-infection. The 

conditioned medium and infected cells were subsequently analysed for secreted and 

intracellular protein respectively. For the purposes of virus amplification and low 

level protein production, MOI vales of 0.1 to 2 were used.
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Optimisation o f protein production

As with the optimisation of the baculovirus expression system for production of 

recombinant virus, it was necessary to establish the titre of viral inoculum yielding the 

highest amount of recombinant protein while maintaining cell viability during peak 

protein production. In order to achieve this 4 different MOI values were used to infect 

spinner and monolayer cultures of Sf9 and High FIVE '̂  ̂cells.

Materials

150ml Techne spinner flasks with Sf9 cells seeded at 10 /̂ml 

Recombinant baculovirus stocks (~ 10 -̂10* pfu/ml)

50ml Sterile TC/centrifuge tubes (Nunc)

SF900II and ExpressFIVE media (Invitrogen)

Materials for trypan blue exclusion assay (see 2.3)

Methods

To detect and analyse recombinant protein, the conditioned medium of post-infection 

cells and extracts of harvested cells were assayed for HBsAg content.

Clarified (centrifugation: lOOOg / 5min/ 4°C) and concentrated by either membrane 

filtration or PEG dialysis. The total intracellular protein was extracted by harvesting 

post infection cells, dismption by ffeeze-thaw or sonication methods (both in presence 

of protease inhibitors) and fractionating the homogenate into soluble and membrane 

fractions.

The secreted and intracellular products were detected using HBsAg ELISA and 

analysed by SDS-PAGE western blotting. The latter was carried out using anti- 

HBsAg polyclonal (goat and rabbit) and monoclonal (mouse) antibodies.

3.2.9 Baculovirus-HBsAg product- western blot analysis

In order to dissect the HBsAg gene product generated by the recombinant baculovirus 

into its protein components, product samples were analysed by SDS-PAGE/westem 

blotting and dot blotting techniques.
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SDS-PAGE analysis of HBsAg samples
For the straight detection of both secreted and membrane bound HBsAg proteins, two 

sets of samples were prepared for SDS-PAGE analysis. The first set was samples of 

conditioned medium from infected cultures concentrated down to 1/3 of the original 

volume. The second set was the infected cellular/membrane fractions, which were 

either pelleted whole or fractionated into cytoplasmic and membrane fractions.

Materials

Harvested, infected Sf9/ High-FIVE cells

Harvested, concentrated conditioned medium from infected culture 

Materials for Lowry protein assay (see 2.4.1)

2x SDS-PAGE loading buffer (see 2.4.2)

DNase I (Sigma)

100 °C heating block

15% SDS-PAGE gel (see 2.4.2)

Rainbow molecular weight marker (Amersham)

Ix PAGE run-buffer (see 2.4.2)

Methods

Samples were collected at days 1, 2, 3 and 4 post-infection from spinner and 

monolayer flasks as described previously. Before preparation for loading onto SDS- 

PAGE, total protein content of the samples was determined by the Lowry method 

(2.4.1) and adjusted to ~\pgjp\ with IxPBS. To the cellular samples, a small amount 

of DNasel was added to break up the DNA chains that contribute to viscosity of the 

sample. The samples were heated at 100°C for 5 minutes, and then cooled on ice and 

microfuged briefly at 13,000 rpm to settle cellular debris.

In order to carry out Lowry protein assays on cellular fractions, we treated membrane 

suspensions with 1% v/v TritonX-100 at 37 °C for 1 hour, followed by either 3 x 1 0  

second bursts of high-volume sonication or by disrupting membranes using a glass 

homogenizer. The suspension was microfuged at 13,000 rpm for 30 minutes, at 4 

°C. The supernatant was collected, mixed with 2x SDS-PAGE loading buffer and 

boiled for 5 minutes.
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The SDS gel was prepared as described in chapter 2 and our samples were loaded 

into each well, at ~10-20/xg/well. Pre-stained marker was loaded into wells flanking 

the main samples (~20jiil/well). Electrophoresis was applied to the samples for 3 

hours at 250V/hour in Biorad PAGE tank. Upon completion, the PAGE gel was 

carefully removed and processed for either western blotting or chemical staining 

procedures.

Western blotting
The detailed procedure for immobilisation of SDS-PAGE resolved protein is given in 

chapter 2 (2.2.4).

Materials

Resolved SDS-PAGE gels 

Pre-treated PVDF blotting membrane 

Ix transfer buffer 

Semi-dry blotter (Biorad)

Goat anti-HBsAg polyclonal antibody (DAKO)

Mouse anti HBsAg monoclonal antibody (DAKO)

Rabbit anti-PreS 1 -[21 -47] polyclonal antibody (kind gift from Dr T Harrison) 

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary antobodies:

- Rabbit anti goat

- Swine anti rabbit 

-Rabbit anti mouse

Marvel (5% w/v in PBS)

Tween20 (0.05-0.2 % v/v in Ix PBS)

Methods

The resolved HBsAg and control protein samples were transferred to a methanol- 

treated PVDF membrane using an electrophoresis current of 100 mA applied for 1 

hour. The blot was then incubated for 3 hours at 4°C in a 5% solution of Marvel to 

block non-specific binding sites on the membrane. For high protein, cellular samples
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this blocking solution was supplemented with 0,1% Tween20 to dissolve away 

excess or non-specific proteins.

The commercial antibodies against HBsAg (from DAKO) were primarily developed 

for immunohistochemistry work and not for immune-blotting. The appropriate 

dilutions for each had to be established by running identical test blots of a control 

protein each blot incubated with a different dilution of the primary antibody. The 

dilution judged to yield the blot with the lowest degree of non-specific binding was 

chosen as the working dilution for that particular antibody.

The blot was incubated with primary and secondary antibodies (1 hour each at room 

temperature), followed by 3x 10-minute washes with PBS/ Tween. We then treated 

the blots with ECL detection system. The chemiluminescence was captured on an X- 

ray film and developed.

3.2.10 Lysis and fractionation of infected ceils 

Materials:
Insect cell lysis buffer (in dH20)

- Tris-HCl pH7 (50 mM)

- NaCl (100 mM)

- NP40 (0.1% v/v)

Glycerol (10% v/v)

Aprotinin (10 pg/ml)

- Leupeptin (10 pg/ml)

- PMSF(IM)

Sterile microfuge tubes 

IxPBS (filter sterilised)

Sonicator (Soniprepl50- MSB)

Methods

Baculovirus infected Sf9 or HighFIVE cells to be analysed were harvested and 

counted as previously described. The cells were separated firom the conditioned 

medium by centrifugation at 500g for 10 minutes and the pellet was resuspended in 

IxPBS wash buffer. The suspension was then centrifuged in a bench-top microfuge 

at 13,000rpm for 3 minutes. This wash step was repeated twice to remove all
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conditioned medium and cellular debris residues. The final cell pellet was 

resuspended in 1 ml of cold isotonic lysis buffer (see materials) supplemented with 

the appropriate protease inhibitors, aprotinin, leupeptin and PMSF help to inhibit 

degradation of cellular protein following lysis of the cell and release of proteolytic 

enzymes.

This suspension was subjected to 3 short (10 seconds) bursts of medium volume 

sonication, while being kept on ice. Alternatively, the cells were burst by 3 rounds of 

freeze-thawing in liquid nitrogen. Lysed cell suspension was then microfuged at

13,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4 °C, carefully transferring the clear supernatant to a 

clean tube and storing at -20 °C. We then washed the membrane pellet by 

resuspending in IxPBS and re-pelleting by centrifugation. For SDS-PAGE purposes 

both fractions were re-suspended and boiled in 2x SDS-PAGE loading buffer.

3.2.11 Detergent extraction of membrane-bound protein 

Materials

Sf9 cell lysate -  infected and uninfected control 

Triton-XlOO (BDH)

EDTA lOmM pH 8.0 

NP40 extraction buffer:

- Nonidet P-40 (SIGMA) 1% v/v

- Tris-HCl, 50mM. pH 9.0

- NaCl, lOOmM

Methods- TX-lOO extraction (Sambrook et al., 2003)
The infected and control cell lysates prepared above, were microfuged at 13,000 rpm 

for 30 minutes at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in 9-10 volumes of insect cell 

lysis buffer, containing 0.5% v/v TX-lOO and lOmM EDTA at pH 8.0. The 

suspension was incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes before a further 30- 

minute spin at 13,000rpm, 4°C. The pellet and supernatant were stored separately as 

membrane and soluble fractions respectively. Conditioned medium was also adjusted 

to 0.5% v/v TX-lOO prior to SDS-PAGE analysis.
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Methods- NP40 extraction (Lanford et al, 1989)
The NP40 extraction buffer was prepared according to the recipe above. Lysed cells 

were washed three timed with cold Ix PBS, before being resuspended in 8 volumes 

of the NP40 buffer. The suspension was incubated at room temperature for 10 

minutes then centrifuged at 13,000 for 30 minutes/4°C. The resulting pellets were 

resuspended in 2x SDS-PAGE loading buffer. Conditioned medium was also 

adjusted to 1% v/v NP-40 prior to SDS-PAGE analysis.

3.2.12 Dot blotting

An alternative to the HBsAg ELISA for detection of the HBsAg in the infected 

culture medium is the dot-blot method. In conjunction with the appropriate negative 

control this method can be useful semi-quantitative detection method.

Materials
Baculovirus infected cell extract/conditioned medium 

HBsAg negative conditioned medium (negative control 1)

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) 100)ug/ml (negative control 2)

PVDF blotting membrane 

Ix PBS (sterile)

PBS-Tween20 (0.1 %v/v)

3 MM-Whatman filter 

Vacuum manifold and pump

Anti-HBsAg primary antibodies (see Western Blotting)

HRP conjugated secondary antibodies 

ECL kit (Amersham)

Methods
Extracts of infected cells and conditioned medium were clarified and prepared as 

described previously. Total protein concentrations of samples were determined using 

Lowry assay, and adjusted to ~100pg/ml with IxPBS.

Samples from cells infected with wild type baculovirus were also prepared in the 

same fashion. The second negative control was a diluted solution of commercial 

BSA.
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A  small piece of PVDF blotting membrane was divided into grids using a fine pencil 

before being pre-treated with methanol. This piece was laid fiat over three layers of 

wet Whatman 3mm filter paper, which were cut to size of the vacuum manifold base. 

The apparatus was assembled and connected to a suction pump, ensuring a tight seal. 

Small volume (5-15pl) of experimental and control samples were carefully spotted 

onto the grids on the membrane. After the samples had been fully absorbed into the 

membrane, each was followed by 20-50 pi of a IxPBS wash. The vacuum suction 

was applied for ~5 minutes, while ensuring the membrane is constantly moisturised. 

The blot was then placed in a marvel block solution (10% w/v) and incubated at 4°C 

on a rocking platform for 2 hours.

Probing with anti-HBsAg antibodies and the PBS-Tween wash steps, were carried 

out in the same way as with western blot procedures. Replicates of the blots were 

produced initially to determine the best primary antibody dilution.

3.2.13 Baculovirus HBsAg product-physical analysis

In addition to the biochemical/immunological analysis of the recombinant protein, 

we set about to characterise the product physically. This involved two approaches: 

visualisation by electron microscopy and estimation of buoyant density.

These two approaches were both more extensively employed in characterisation of 

the engineered particles we later produced (Chapter 4) and so the detailed 

methodology is provided in subsequent chapters (electron microscopy, chapter 6 and 

buoyant density, chapter 5).
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3.3 Results & Discussion

3.3.1 Design and cloning of HBsAg constructs

The sequences coding for the three co-terminal HBsAg proteins were provided 

cloned into a pBKCMV plasmid. Since the CMV promoter would be inactive within 

insect cells, the three gene constructs had to be cloned into an appropriate 

baculovirus expression vector, in this case the pFASTBAC, The necessary 

restriction sites were cloned into the large-HBsAg constructs by PCR methods as 

described in section 3.2.1.

Clone SI (Large-HBsAg)
Figure 3.4 shows the product of the PCR amplification of the preSl region of the L- 

HBsAg construct in pBKCMV, using primers HBV6 and HBV7. The region flanked 

by these primers is ~380bp in length. The size of the PCR product by gel 

electrophoresis is observed to be ~400bp on a 1% w/v agarose-TAE gel.

The purified PCR product shown in Figure 3.4 was duly digested using Sail and 

EcoRI restriction enzymes and cloned into the intermediate recipient vector 

pBKCMV-Sl. This intermediate clone now had a new, engineered Bglll restriction 

site upstream of the preS 1 region. In order to establish the success of this cloning 

procedure, the vector was subjected to a Bglll/Xhol double restriction digest. The 

results as shown in Figure 3.5, is two bands of ~4.5 kb and -1.4 kb in length. The 

undigested PBKCMV-Sl plasmid control (denoted as U) banded at -  5.9kb. 

Following the excision of our engineered SI construct using Bglll/Xhol we 

proceeded to clone this into the final recipient plasmid pFastBacl (cut with BamHl/ 

Sail). The recipient plasmid and insert were each prepared by band purification and 

cloned using DNA ligase.
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Figure 3.4 - Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR products using pBKCMV-Sl 

(Large-HBsAg) construct as the template. The primers HBV6 and HBV7 were 

complementary to the sequences flanking the preSl gene. PCR product was isolated 

and purified using the Wizard ™ PCR prep system. The gel was 1% v/w agarose- 

TAE, stained with 5% v/v of lOmg/ml ethidium bromide.
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Figure 3.5- Restriction digest analysis of the intermediate recipient vector pBKCMV- 

Sl, using Bglll and Xhol enzymes. Lane U contains undigested pBKCMV-Sl, Lane 

M, the DNA size ladder and lanes 1-9 contain the isolated replicate clones of the 

engineered construct digested with Bglll/Xhol. The electrophoresis was carried out 

in 1 % w/v agarose-TAE.
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Clone S2 (Middle-HBsAg)

This construct was prepared for cloning into pFASTBAC 1 by direct insertion of the 

Bglll restriction site into the flanking upstream sequence of the preS2 gene in the 

pBKCMV-S2 plasmid, as detailed in section 3.2.1. The success of this insertion was 

tested by digestion of the intermediate clone, using a Bglll/Xhol double-digest. The 

result as shown in Figure 3.6 is again two bands, one at ~4.5kb and another ~0.9kb. 

The resulting construct was then excised from the intermediate vector and cloned 

into the pFASTBAC 1 vector cut with BamHI and Sail

Recombinant bacmid- Sequence check

The nucleotide sequence of the three HBsAg constructs cloned into the baculovirus 

system, were checked after final cloning step in the bacmid DNA. Primers Fasti and 

Fasti were used to amplify the HBsAg inserts, the product purified and submitted 

for automated sequence analysis. The resulting sequence data was analysed and 

matched with the sequence predicted from our original designs of the SI, S2 and S3 

clones.

The final sequence appeared to be in frame and fully matched the predicted the 

sequence, containing the appropriate ATG start codons.

The Bac-2-Bac™ expression system was used in this project as a way of 

incorporating two of the pFASTBAC-HBsAg constructs above, S1 and S2, into the 

baculovirus genome. The resulting plasmid-viral DNA hybrid is known as a Bacmid. 

The E.coli colonies containing the recombinant bacmids were selected for by 

culturing on X-gal supplemented plates. The result was 50-80 white colonies per 

plate and no blue colonies. The bacmid DNA from the white colonies were prepared 

and purified as previously outlined.
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I  pBKCMV-S2 intermediate recipient - 
1 clones:
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Figure 3.6- Restriction digest analysis of the intermediate recipient vector pBKCMV- 

S2 using Bglll and Xhol enzymes. Lanes 1-4, contain the replicate clones of the 

engineered construct digested with Bglll/Xhol. The electrophoresis was carried out 

in 1 % w/v agarose-TAE.
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3.3.2 Transfer of recombinant Bacmid into insect cells

The transfection of the three recombinant Bacmids into Sf9 cells was carried out 

using a pre-determined DNA-lipid ratio. This pre-determination was carried out 

using a range of CellFECTIN amounts complexed with two different amounts of 

recombinant Bacmid DNA. The result of this pre-determination is shown in table 

3.1. After carrying out plaque assays on viral product resulting from each lipid-DNA 

combination, it was observed that the combination 6/xl lipid-ljug DNA resulted in 

highest number of viral plaques.

CellFECTIN : Bacmid DNA ratio (pil: ptg) Number o f baculovirus plaques

1.5 : 1 0

3 : 1 2

6 : 1 13

9 : 1 6

1.5 : 2 0

3 : 2 4

6 : 2 0

9 : 2 0

Table 3.1 -Result of experiment seeking to pre-determine the optimal ratio of the 

commercial lipid CellFECTIN''’'̂  to recombinant bacmid DNA, used for transfection 

of Sf9 insect cells. The cell monolayer here was seeded into 6-well TC plates at a 

density of ~ 0.5 xlO^ / ml. The plaque assays were performed on a 10̂  dilution of 

the transfection medium of each ratio (see 3.2.5).
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Following pre-determination of the optimal conditions for transfection into 

monolayer Sf9 cells, the introduction of the recombinant bacmid variants was carried 

out. The microscopic appearance and morphology of transfected cells in comparison 

to uninfected controls were closely scrutinised on a daily basis during the 3-4 day 

period post-transfection, prior to cell harvesting. What was observed was a gradual 

increase in size in about 50% of the cells in the monolayer and an increasingly 

granular appearance of the cell interior. Also, the uniform monolayer began to 

disintegrate and the proportion of ‘floaters’ significantly increased. All of these 

markers of infection appeared to peak at Day 3 of culture.

PCR detection of transfected DNA
As a final confirmation of the success of the transfection procedure, primers Fasti 

and Fast2 which were complementary to the flanking regions of all three HBS inserts 

were used for PCR analysis of the intracellular DNA extracted from transfected Sf9 

cells.

The Figure 3.7 is the inverted photo-image of the bands resulting from the PCR 

products on the 1% agarose gel. Bands were visible in the sample lanes 1-4 and 

absent in the control lane (labelled ‘Mock’). These bands had an apparent size of 

1400-1500 bp. The insert being amplified was the SI (L-HBsAg) construct which 

was expected to give a product of 1490bp.

This was confirmation that successful production of recombinant virus, carrying and 

replicating our heterologous gene, the Slhad occurred. This rapid detection method 

was used in addition to the plaque assays, ELISAs and western blotting.

Detection o f recombinant HBsAg products

Figure 3.8 shows the initial ELISA detection of HBsAg after transfection of the 

recombinant S1 and S2 bacmids into S9 cells. Constructs S1 (large) and S2 (Middle) 

were expressed successfully and detected by the sensitive Murex HBsAg ELISA 

(2.4.4). The total protein samples from day-3 post infection Sf9 cells were diluted 

1/1000,000 in IxPBS, and assayed. The result was positive ELISA readings for both 

the S1 and S2 recombinant baculovirus constructs, in comparison with total protein 

from the mock-infected control culture. Figure 3.8 therefore confirmed the 

successful cloning of the S1 and S2 constructs.
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Figure 3.7- Products of PCR carried out on genomic DNA extracted from Sf9 insect 

cells at 24 hour time-points post-infection. The Mock and SI lanes were products of 

PCR reactions on cells infected with wild type AcNPV and the pBKCMV-Sl 

plasmid, respectively. The electrophoresis was carried out in 1 % w/v agarose-TAE. 

The photo image was inverted using standard imaging software.
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Figure 3.8 -  Comparison of the two HBsAg gene constructs expressed in baculovirus 

vectors. Control was total protein form Sf9 cells infected with wild type AcNPV 

(mock infection). HBsAg concentration expressed in arbitrary units, equivalent to 

ELISA absorbance values at 450 nm. The error bars on HBsAg content levels, 

represent standard deviation (SD), n=3.
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3.3.3 Insect cell morphology post-infection

After obtaining of the first generation of recombinant baculovirus following 

transfection of the bacmid into insect cells and the detection of the transgene, the 

virus was amplified by several cycles of re-infection. The progress and extent of the 

infection process was followed, by monitoring the changes in morphology and size 

of the infected cells.

Figure 3.9 shows an uninfected Sf9 monolayer 4 days after seeding, grown in a 

serum-free medium. The cells appear round and uniform in shape with very few 

floating cells and little debris observed in the growth medium. By contrast Sf9 cells 

which were inoculated with baculovirus 1 hour after seeding (Figure 3.9) show 

swelling, disruption of monolayer, increased number of floaters and debris and a 

more granular cytoplasm.

3.3.4 Viral titre estimation

Plaque assays were set up in order to estimate the number of viable baculovirions or 

plaque forming units (pfu) per ml of virus stocks. When baculovirus infected cells 

were immobilised using an agarose over-lay, each viral unit can potentially create a 

hole or plaque in the monolayer by infecting surrounding cells. Infected Sf9 cell 

monolayer contained small areas of cell clearance, which in subsequent days during 

incubation in the agarose medium will increase in size. The neutral red stain works 

by staining the cells and leaving these holes in the monolayer as white spots in the 

agarose, allowing plaque counts.

Each virus sample was assayed at serial dilution ranges 10''̂  to 10'*, with each 

dilution assayed in triplicate. Typically dilution 10"̂  to 10'̂  resulted in too many 

plaques which were often merged and not suitable for counting and so dilutions 10'̂  

and 10'̂  were mainly used for the calculation. The mean of the plaque number for 

each dilution was multiplied by the dilution factor to yield an estimation of the pfti.

For example a mean plaque number of 8 at serial dilution 10' ,̂ indicated a viral titre 

o f-80x10^ pfu/ml.
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This viral titre estimation was later used to calculate the amount of viral inoculum 

required to yield a desired multiplicity of infection (MOI). This estimation was 

made using the following formula:

Amount of virus required (ml) = Desired MOI (pfu/celll x Total number of cells
Titre of viral stock (pfu/ml)

Thus to infect a spinner culture of 5 x 10̂  Sf9 cells at MOI of 1 pfu/cell, using a 

baculovirus stock with a titre of 3x10^ pfu/ml,

Amount of virus required (ml) = 5.0 x (5x10^1
3x10?

= 8.33 ml

Optimising virus production

It was desirable to optimise the titre and quality of the recombinant baculovirus 

stocks. The amount of inoculum or multiplicity of infection (MOI) which would 

yield the highest number of active progeny virus upon infection of insect cells was 

established. To do this, controlled infection experiments were carried out measuring 

viral titre and cell viability (section 3.2.5 for procedure)

Figure 3.10 shows the results of the first two experiments, using viral inoculum at 

MOI of 0.01 and 0.05 pfu/ml. The titre of the secreted baculovirus and the 

percentage viability of the cells were estimated at each of the 4 time-points following 

infection. This figure shows limited virus production during the first 48 hours of 

low-titre infection, with viral numbers increasing significantly at 72 and 96 hours 

post-inoculation. Conversely, the viability of the cells steadily decreased with a 

significant drop noted after the 72-hour time point.
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Figure 3.10 - Graph showing the recombinant baculovirus titre at time points after 

infection in a spinner culture, with infection carried out at (a) MOI=0.01 and (b) 

MOI 0.05. Viral titre (pfu/ml) determined by plaque assay, in triplicate. Cell 

viability at each collection was assayed by trypan blue exclusion. Error bars 

represent mean SD± where n= 3.
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Figure 3.11 -Graph showing the recombinant baculovirus titre at time points after 

infection in a spinner culture, with infection carried out at (a) MO 1=0.1 and (b) MOI- 

0.5.viral titre (pfu/ml) determined by plaque assay, in triplicate. Cell viability at each 

collection was assayed by trypan blue exclusion. Error bars represent mean SD± 

where n= 3.
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The result of the optimisation experiments above provided useful information 

regarding the time of harvest and the amount of viral inoculum, which yields the 

highest titre of progeny virus. The optimal time to harvest the recombinant virus 

product appeared to be approximately 72 hours post-infection. As can be observed 

in both figures 3.10 and 3.11, the 72-hour time point was when the viral production 

began to peak while percentage cell viability was still maintained between 40-70%. 

Although it was observed that at 96 hours and beyond, slightly higher amounts of 

progeny virus can be obtained, it was judged that the very low percentage cell 

viability at that time-point would be detrimental to the quality and stability of the 

viral product. This is because the rapidly increasing cell mortality in the culture 

vessel beyond day 3 post-infection, may mean higher amount of damaging cellular 

enzymes and general debris which would have implications for the quality, storage 

and purification of the recombinant vims.

By the same token, an MOI value of 0.01-0.1 was adjudged to be most suitable for 

recombinant baculovims propagation. Inoculation of the cells at this MOI and 

harvest of vims at 72 hours, resulted in reasonable viral titres of up to 5 x 10̂  pfu/ml 

in a cell culture environment, with 55-65 % cell viability (Figure 3.10). Again, this 

could ensure higher quality and more stable recombinant viral stocks.

3.3.5 Optimising recombinant protein expression

In determining the optimal inoculation conditions and harvest point for production of 

the recombinant protein, a series of performance profiles for protein production were 

established. At each time point after the initial infection, infected conditioned 

medium was sampled and tested non-quantitatively using Murex anti-HBsAg ELISA 

and assayed for percentage viability.

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 are the profiles of four MOI inoculation values: 0.5, 1.0, 5.0 

and 8.0 pfu/cell. The decrease in cell viability over time in these 4 performance 

profiles appeared to be more dramatic than observed in the viral titre profiles which 

used very low MOI values. Indeed, at MOI values of 5-8 there is virtually total cell 

mortality by 96 hours post-infection (figure 3.13). The highest amounts of HBsAg 

transgene expression appears to be at MOIs 5 to 8 and at 72-96 hours post infection.
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Figure 3.12- Graphs showing the level of expression of HBsAg proteins in spinner culture Sf9 

cells during a 4-day period post-infection with recombinant baculovirus. Samples of secreted 

protein were collected at 24-hour intervals and clarified. Inoculation at MOI values of 0.5 

(graph A) and 1.0 (graph B). The line represents the percentage viability of infected cells 

sampled at each time point. HBsAg production was determined using Murex HBsAg ELISA 

on collected samples. HBsAg concentration expressed in arbitary units, equivalent to ELISA 

absorbance values at 450 nm. The error bars on HBsAg content levels, represent standard 

deviation (SD), n=3.
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Figure 3.13 -Graphs show ing the level o f  expression o f  H B sA g proteins in spinner culture 

Sf9 cells during a 4 day period post-infection with recombinant baculovirus. Sam ples o f  

secreted protein were collected at 24-hour intervals. Inoculation at MOI values o f  5 (graph 

A) and 8 (graph B). The line represents the percentage viability o f  infected cells sampled at 

each time point. H B sA g content was determined using Murex H B sA g ELISA on collected  

samples. H B sA g concentration expressed in arbitary units, equivalent to ELISA  

absorbance values at 450 nm. The error bars on H B sA g content levels, represent standard 

deviation (SD), n=3.
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Preliminary experiments at high MOI showed a high level of expression to be 

maintained at days 5 and 6 post-infection, however by this point there was -100% 

cell mortality and extensive degradation of secreted protein (data not shown).

Figure 3.14 summarises the results of the optimisation experiments with respect to 

both baculovirus amplification and (figure 3.14 A) and recombinant protein 

expression (figure 3.14 B). In both cases it was concluded that the product harvested 

at -72 hours post-infection would be optimal in concentration, quality and stability. 

Limiting the MOI when amplifying baculovirus stocks has the dual advantage that 

more viable non-infected cells are available at a given time point during the course of 

infection (thus higher amplification) and also that there would be less cellular debris 

and harmful by-products. As for protein production limiting the MOI value to 5 and 

the harvest point to 72 hours post-infection, would result in the maximum 

recombinant protein production with minimum amounts of proteolytic by-products 

produced.
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amplification and b) HBsAg production. HBsAg concentration expressed in 
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HBsAg content levels, represent standard deviation (SD), n=3.
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Estimation o f HBsAg amounts

The HBsAg produced here by the insect system was detected using a diagnostic 

ELISA system made by Murex-ABBOTT, which is not in itself a quantitative assay. 

The particulate and aggregating nature of the HBsAg protein product may render it 

difficult to detect accurately by such systems. However, estimations were made using 

the British HBsAg standard as described in Chapter 2. For the Sf9 system, a spinner 

culture of 2x10^ cells/ml density yielded 2.5 pg per million cells ~5pg/ml total 

HBsAg using the optimal infection conditions established above. The amount of 

secreted HBsAg was approximately 5% of this total value (250ng/ml). This 

estimation however may not be a suitable measure of true secretion, since at such 

high-titre infections cell mortality is very high which would contribute to the HBsAg 

content of the cell culture medium.

3.3.6 Analysis of recombinant protein product

The exploration of the optimal conditions for recombinant protein expression, made 

the production of high levels of HBsAg by both Sf9 and HighFIVE insect cells 

possible. This high yield made detailed characterisation of the HBsAg possible both 

in terms of physical size and protein composition. Since the S1 construct was to be 

used in any future liver targeting experiments, it was decided to focus exclusively on 

the product of this gene when characterising the products of the baculovirus 

expression.

Buoyant density determination

The physical characteristics of the protein product were explored by banding the 

proteins on a CsCl gradient and calculation of its buoyant density using 

refractometry techniques. The methodology for this has been detailed in 5.2.2, 

where the HBsAg product of the 81 construct has been used as the non-truncated, 

wild type control against the engineered truncated HBsAg particles.

The buoyant density of the HBsAg (81) product was calculated to be -1.21 g/ml 

which is identical to the 22nm wild type HBsAg particles found in infected serum 

and various expression systems.
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Electron microscopic visualisation

The particulate product of the SI construct expressed in bulk in SF9 cells was 

visualised by negative staining electron microscopy technique. The methodology 

and the resulting images of these experiments have been detailed in Chapter 6. The 

product of this construct, which carries the important preSl domain, appeared to be 

spherical and 18-25nm is diameter. Observed in much lower frequency were 

filamentous particles of ~20nm diameter and variable length. This is consistent both 

with the density data obtained above and observations by previous workers who 

expressed similar constructs in insect systems (Lanford et al., 1989).

Following protein production using dot blotting

Figure 3.15 shows a simple dot blot of the secreted HBsAg product of high MOI 

infection with SI-baculovirus, which has been clarified and pelleted. The positive 

control shown is plasma-purified HBsAg (22nm particles). Probing with a mouse 

monoclonal anti-HBsAg antibody, dots were developed which increase in intensity 

during the course of the infection.

The data in Figure 3.15 corresponds to the ELISA data observed in section 3xx in 

which HBsAg production appears to peak at days 3 and 4. The very high intensity of 

the immuno blot at day 4 post-infection is probably the result of high cell mortality. 

The lysis or bursting of infected cells at this critical time-point releases the HBsAg 

which is retained in cellular membranes, into the secreted medium. Detection using 

dot blot techniques thus provides useful, semi-quantitative information regarding the 

progress of transgene expression.

Protein composition o f expressed HBsAg

Western blotting experiments on SDS-PAGE resolved samples of baculovirus- 

expressed HBsAg were carried out using specific anti-HBsAg antibodies. Figure 

3.16 shows an example of a western blot analysis of HBsAg samples collected at 

day-3 of a Sf9 spinner culture infected with baculovirus-SI and baculovirus-S2 

(large and medium) constructs.
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Figure 3.15- A protein dot blot probed with a mouse anti-HBsAg antibody (1/ 4000 

dilution). Days 2-4 represent protein harvest time points. Negative control was a 

HBsAg-negative protein fraction form Sf9 cultures infected with wild type AcNPV. 

Positive control was plasma purified HBsAg.
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Figure 3.16 Western blot of the SI (L-HBsAg) protein product resolved on a 15% 

SDS-PAGE gel, blotted and probed with an goat anti-HBsAg antibody (DAKO) at a 

dilution of 1/8000. The samples were whole aliquots (cells + conditioned medium) 

collected at 3 time-points up to day 4 post infection. Molecular weight standard was 

a Rainbow pre-stained marker (Amersham). Major bands corresponding to HBsAg 

protein components, are pointed to by arrows. Values refer to the estimated 

molecular weight of each major band, while values in brackets refer to the 

corresponding HBsAg protein or glycoprotein, p = protein, gp = glycoprotein.
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The result of the western blot shown in Figure 3.16 is 6 major and distinct protein 

bands, which were observed in lanes representing all three time-points. Using a pre

stained molecular weight marker, the bands were estimated to be of 22, 27, 32, 36, 

39 and 43.6 kDa in molecular weight.

These closely correspond to molecular weights of the polypeptide components of the 

large surface antigen and their glycosylated forms (denoted gp). HBsAg produced in 

different expression systems in the past have also been resolved into their 

constituents, giving bands of ~ 24 (27 gp) kDa for small HBsAg, ~33 (36 gp) for 

middle HBsAg and 39kDa for large HBsAg.

Using western analysis it was therefore established, that the baculovirus system is 

capable of producing the large form of HBsAg, which fully corresponds to the wild 

type protein of the infected serum.

The increasing intensity of the bands observed along the course of the infection also 

follows the equivalent observation made previously using HBsAg ELISA. The 

additional information obtained with western blotting, is the decrease in amounts of 

the L-HBsAg (39/gp42) from day 3 to day 4. This could well be explained by the 

increase in presence of proteolytic enzymes following mass cell mortality by day 4, 

which could have the most effect on exposed, hydrophilic polypeptides such as the 

preS 1 domain of L-HBsAg.

3.3.7 Problem of intracellular retention

Western and dot blot analysis of the large HBsAg protein resulting from 81 

expression was carried out in both conditioned medium of infected cultures (secreted 

protein) and fractionated cell membranes (intracellular/retained protein).

In figure 3.17, total secreted protein from 4 time points in the culture was sampled 

and concentrated by pelleting at 100,000 g for 1 hour. The protein content was 

determined using the Lowry method for these and the corresponding collections of 

infected cells (membrane proteins were solublised using 2% v/v TX-100. Equal 

amounts of protein (10 pg) of each were loaded onto a 15% SDS gel and the western 

blot probed using a 1/4000 dilution of goat anti-HBsAg antibody.
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Figure 3.17- Western blot analysis showing the expression of the Sl(L-HBsAg) 

construct, in Sf9 cells. Protein expressed in days 2-4 of culture, from the conditioned 

medium and intracellular extracts, were analysed on a 15% SDS-PAGE gel and 

probed with a goat anti-HBsAg antibody. Major antigen bands pointed out with 

arrows.
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The result of the western analysis in Figure 3.17 is the observation of 6 bands of 

approximately 22, 28, 32, 36, 39 and 43 kDa in the lanes corresponding to the 

cellular fraction collected at days 3 and 4 post infection. The blot for the secreted 

fractions showed only remnants of the protein bands that were observed for the 

cellular fraction.

The polypeptides visualised in this western blot again corresponded to the constituent 

proteins of L-HBsAg and their glycosylated forms. However there was a clear 

difference between the amounts of recombinant HBsAg secreted into the conditioned 

medium and amount retained with cellular membranes.

This difference was confirmed when the same protein samples used for this western 

blot were assayed for HBsAg using the HBsAg ELISA, the result of which is shown 

in Figure 3.18. Here, for the same amount of protein there was a significant 

difference in HBsAg cell-bound and secreted HBsAg. Using the semi-quantitative 

ELISA analysis described in 2.4.4, the membrane-bound SI (L-HBsAg) content at 

day-3 post infection was estimated to be as much as 1.3 pg/ml, while less than 

O.lpg/ml was secreted by the cells into the culture medium.

Further investigation of the retarded secretion of L-HBsAg was carried out using a 

specific antibody against the amino acid 21-47 domain of the preSl gene in the large 

construct. This rabbit polyclonal antibody was used to probe western blots of 

membrane, soluble/cytoplasmic and secreted protein of SI-infected Sf9 cells, 

sampled at 48 hours post-infection.

Probing with a 1/2500 dilution of this antibody yielded the band pattern observed in 

Figure 3.19. We observe a strong major protein band at ~ 40 kDa in molecular 

weight, coupled with a minor band at just over 40 kDa. These bands are found in the 

membrane fractions of infected Sf9 cells while in the soluble supernatant of lysed 

cells, only a weak band at ~40 kDa is observed. No visible protein band is found at 

the lane loaded with pelleted secreted protein. This observation was made despite 

the fact that equal total protein amounts (Ipg) of each fraction were loaded on to the 

15% SDS-PAGE gel.
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Figure 3.18- Level of recombinant large HBsAg (SI construct) protein in each 

fraction of SF9 cells, at day-3 post infection. The HBsAg concentration was 

estimated, using the Murex ELISA system and the 2"̂  British working HBsAg 

standard (NIBSC). Membrane proteins were solubilized by homogenisation in 1% 

Triton-XlOO. The control was total protein from Sf9 cells infected with wild type 

AcNPV. Error bars represent mean SD±, n=3.
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Figure 3.19- Western blot aimed at detecting the preSl domain of the recombinant 

SI (large HBsAg) protein in Sf9 cells. About 1 pg of each fraction was analysed on 

a 15% SDS-PAGE gel as described in text. Blot was probed with rabbit anti-preSl- 

[21-47] polyclonal IgG. The control was total protein from Sf9 cells infected with 

wild type AcNPV. Major bands observed are pointed to with arrows. p= protein, gp 

= glycoprotein.
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The data in Figure 3.19 demonstrates the phenomenon of cellular retention of 

HBsAg, specifically with respect to the large surface protein. The Western blot and 

ELISA data reveal significant cellular retention of the large HBsAg as expressed by 

the S1 construct.

One significant property of the HBsAg proteins, in particular the large HBsAg, is 

their tendency to be retained in the membranes of the cells. Such retention 

phenomenon has been reported previously by other groups wishing to express L- 

HBsAg. In vivo, this retardation in secretion could play a significant role in 

packaging the viral capsid and post-translational processing. The location of this 

retention is likely to be the endoplasmic reticulum/post-golgi compartments within 

the cell.

3.3.8 Overcoming intracellular retention

The inefficient release of HBsAg from intracellular membranes in vitro can be 

overcome chemically using detergents or other lipoprotein-solublising compounds 

(Lanford et al., 1989) The question, however, is whether, 1) the extracted antigen 

loses its immunogenic/cell binding capability or 2) it loses its conformation to the 

detergent treatment.

We sought to explore extraction strategies for the membrane-bound SI derived L- 

HBsAg in Sf9 cells. There are several established protocols for purification of 

proteins from membrane fractions and inclusion bodies using detergents such as TX- 

100 and NonidetP-40 (Lanford et al 1989).

Triton-XlOO

The SDS-PAGE western blot shown in Figure 3.20-a is of membrane proteins 

extracted from day 3 post-infection Sf9 cells, using 0.5% v/v TritonX-100. The blot 

was probed using a mouse monoclonal anti-HBsAg IgG. The result was an 

apparently limited extraction of the retained surface proteins. A band at ~39 kDa 

corresponding to the non-glycosylated Large-HBsAg protein was the most abundant 

of the extracted proteins.

The HBsAg TX-100 extract was also loaded (1ml sample) onto a 20-70% sucrose 

gradient. ELISA detection of HBsAg was carried out on each fraction collected from 

the gradient, the results of which is shown figure 3.20-b. This HBsAg profile peaks
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Chapter 3  Production o f  H B sA g in insect cells

at the top of the gradient with no significant peaks in the middle fractions of the 

gradient. From this it was deduced, that although 0.5% of TX-100 can extract L- 

HBsAg from cellular membranes, the resulting HBsAg product would lose its 

spherical morphology.

Nonidet 40 (NP40)

Figure 3.21-a shows the western blot analysis (using a mouse anti-HBsAg antibody) 

of the membrane protein fraction solublised with 1% v/v NP-40, compared to the Sf9 

membrane fraction itself. Bands observed approximately correspond to HBsAg 

polypeptides, p24/gp27, p36 and p39/gp42.

The protein extract was also loaded on to a 20-70% w/v sucrose gradient and 

centrifuged. The collected fractions were again tested by HBsAg ELISA and it was 

found (figure 3.21-b), that in addition to the free disrupted HBsAg proteins at the top 

fraction, there was a small HBsAg peak mid profile.

This peak could represent either some retained 22-nm HBsAg particles, which had 

broken away from the membrane or HBsAg proteins reconstituted as lipoprotein 

micelles of HBsAg (Lanford et al., 1989). Thus the NP40 extraction, as used by 

Lanford appears to be a gentle and effective extraction detergent.
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Figure 3.20- Analysis of recombinant HBsAg, extracted with 0.5% TX-100.

a) Western blot analysis carried out as described in the text using a mouse anti- 

HBsAg monoclonal antibody.

b) HBsAg profile of TX-100 -  extracted recombinant protein, banded on a 20-70% 

sucrose gradient. HBsAg units are arbitary, equivalent to ELISA absorbance at 

450 nm. Dashed straight line represents ELISA detection limit.
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Figure 3.21- Analysis of recombinant HBsAg, extracted with 1% v/v NP40.

a) Western blot analysis carried out as described in the text using a mouse anti- 

HBsAg monoclonal antibody.

b) HBsAg profile of NP40 -  extracted recombinant protein, banded on a 20-70% 

sucrose gradient. HBsAg units are arbitary, equivalent to ELISA absorbance at 

450 nm. Dashed straight line represents ELISA detection limit. P= HBsAg peak.
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Chapter 3  Production o f  H B sA g in insect cells

The amount of morphologically intact HBsAg particles as represented by the ELISA 

peak in figure 3.21 however appears to be of limited use if high levels of expressed 

recombinant HBsAg is required.

The exact function of cellular retention of hepatitis B surface proteins is not clearly 

understood, however it is clear the preS 1 domain of L-HBsAg plays a dominant role 

in this phenomenon (Chisari et al., 1986; Hofmann et al., 1995; Standring et al., 

1984). One factor possibly involved in this retention is the modification of preSl by 

fatty acid acylation with myristic acid (Persing et al., 1987). Detergent extraction of 

membrane-bound HBsAg in insect cells is clearly feasible and the products retain 

their immunogenicity. However for hepatocyte targeting and binding applications, 

the recombinant HBsAg should ideally:

1) Have a spherical morphology and as similar as possible to the Danes particle 

coat, where the L-HBsAg is abundant.

and

2) Have a fully functional and intact preS 1 domain.

In order to achieve this, it was decided to engineer HBsAg constructs in which only 

the hepatocyte-binding (21-47aa) domain of the preSl polypeptide was fused on to 

the S gene. As will be detailed in subsequent chapters, these engineered particles 

were successfully produced and characterised in mammalian cells, overcoming the 

retention phenomenon.
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Chapter 4 

Genetic Modification of HBsAg



4.1 Introduction

The phenomenon o f the retention o f large HBsAg protein within intracellular 

membranes as observed in chapter 3 is a problem also encountered by previous workers 

when expressing the full length surface gene (Large) in cell culture systems. In the HBV 

life cycle (Chapter 1), such retardation o f L-HBsAg secretion is to a large extent 

overcome with the expression of the core antigen and the packaging signal. Several 

groups have sought to overcome the secretion block in virus free systems by either 

mimicking the packaging process using the HBc gene or by removing the retardation 

signal on the surface gene. It has been shown that with co-expression o f the core gene 

along with L-HBsAg, one can mimic this property in virus-free systems (Takehara et 

al., 1988). Others have created chimeric gene products lacking the sequences in the 

preSl domain which are believed to contribute to membrane anchorage, and cloning 

them in to high output expression systems (Hofmann et al., 1995; Hui et al., 1999; 

Frange et al., 1995).

Frange had previously reported a hepatocyte-binding region between amino acids 21-47 

of the preSl (Frange and Streeck, 1995). Sequences in the preSl domain are also 

believed to be responsible for the myristylation phenomenon, which has in turn been 

suggested to be involved in the cellular retention o f L-HBsAg (Frange et a l, 1995). 

These studies showed partial release o f L-protein from intracellular membranes, after 

removing amino acids 2-19 or site directed mutagenesis.

Hui et al (1999) fused the 21-47 region o f the preSl to the truncated c-terminus o f the S 

gene producing highly immunogenic subviral particles and confirming previous 

proposals, that the preS2 region can be omitted altogether from such recombinant 

constructs (Hofmann et a l ,  1995; Hui et a l ,  1999).

1 223 / 21 47

Figure 4.1 - The S-preSl-[21-47] fusion construct o f Hui et a l ,  (1999) which was 

subsequently expressed in vaccinia virus system, producing immunogenic particles.
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In recent years work on such modified surface antigen proteins has been with the aim 

of producing anti-HBV vaccines, concentrating mainly on two principal questions: Can 

22nm antigen particles be formed in vitro with sufficient proportion of preS 1 content? 

Also, are such particles immunogenic?

Hofmann et al (1995) was one of the very few workers who was also interested in the 

hepatocyte-binding ability of S-preS 1 fusion proteins, and reiterated their potential as 

pseudovirion vaccines or liver-specific vectors.

The work outlined in this chapter was aimed towards the engineering, cloning and 

expression of a modified small surface antigen protein (S-HBsAg), with the 

hepatotropic sequence (amino acids 21-47) of the preSl domain of the large surface 

antigen (L-HBsAg) fused at the 5’ carboxyl terminus. The target here was to produce a 

modified antigen that also allowed for steric flexibility of the hydrophilic hepatocyte- 

targeting domain, in order to aid interaction with cell surface receptors. The modified 

HBsAg were initially expressed in COS-7 cells.

Design strategy fo r  engineered HBsAg constructs

The pMEP4-HBS plasmid provided a useful tool for creating the modified HBsAg 

protein with the liver targeting sequence (TS) fused to its carboxyl terminal end.

The initial task was to locate a suitable cloning site for the insert DNA (TS fragments). 

The objective was to insert the TS fragment into the host, such that it would:

1) Permit insertion of the TS, without disrupting the expression of the S gene.

2) Permit expression of the TS as an extension to S by removing the STOP signal on 

the S gene.

Analysis of the nucleotide sequence of pMEP4-HBS (Provided by Dr Roger Ling) 

located two convenient restriction sites which could achieve the critical goals above. 

These sites were specific to enzymes BamHl and Bstl 1071 and these were utilised in a 

series of cloning steps.
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Design and synthesis o f genetically modified HBsAg constructs

The pCMV-HBV-S plasmid served as a template for amplification of amino acid 21-47 

region of the PreSl gene, which was subsequently used as the hepatocyte targeting 

moiety in the modified surface antigen particles.

We set about the design of the primer sequences for this amplification, by considering 

the requirements of our modified HBsAg variants. Three variants of modified HBsAg 

were considered, in the design of the targeting constructs:

1) A construct with a hydrophilic extension (neck) between the S sequence and the TS 

add-on domain.

2) A construct without an extension domain; a direct fusion of S and TS.

3) Ability of both types of constructs to be cloned into a Histidine Tagged vector.

The hydrophilic “neck” was included to provide the TS domain with spatial 

manoeuvrability when interacting with cell surface membrane or receptors. Histidine 

tagged variants were also deemed desirable because the tag could provide both a means 

of purification and detection of the surface protein. The host vector used for this was 

pcDNA3.1-V5His, and the two-step cloning of the S-TS construct into this vector 

required deletion of the STOP codon at the carboxyl terminus of TS.
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Stagel: Design and synthesis o f liver targeting sequence from pCMV-HBV-S

B s t l l 0 7 1 B am H l
B st l  107

BamH

Bam H l

B stl  1071

\
Stage 2: Cloning o f TS into host vectors

TS
Restriction 
digest 
+ Ligation

pcDNA3.1V5
S-TS-His

s-TS

BamHl/ Kpnl 

+  Ligation

pMEP4-STS

Stage 3: Transfection into cells and protein expression 
(Products = HBS-TS and HBS-TS-[His])

Figure 4.2 Strategy for the cloning o f TS domain into the pMEP4HBS and pcDNA3.1V5His 
plasmid vectors. = TS I I = S

= VSHis Tag X = stop codon removed Hydrophilic extension
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4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Synthesis o f the targeting sequence (TS) domain

The custom primers were designed and submitted for synthesis by a commercial 

supplier (Sigma-Genosys) according to the criteria set out above. The final design of 

the four primers was as follows:

Forward primer 1: STS-la

GCGGTATAC ATTGXr TC1GCCTCA CCTGCATTCGGAGCC AAC

BstllO ll

Forward Primer 2: STS-lb

GCGGTATACATTCCTGCATTCGGAGCCAAC
4

Bstll071 

Reverse primer 1: STS-laa

CCGCGGATCCTATACCTGGTTGGCTGCTGGC

Reverse primer 2: STS-2aa

CCGCGGATCCTACCTGGTTGGCTGCTGGCC

Each lyophilized oligonucleotide sample was re-suspended in nuclease free water 

(Sigma), to give a working concentration of 50 pmol/pl.
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Materials

Template DNA pCMVHBV-Sl (Ipg/pl)

Custom Oligonucleotide primers (Sigma-Genosys)

Taq DNA polymerase (Promega)

MgCl], 25mM

PCR buffer lOx (Promega)

dNTP mix, lOmM of each dNTP (Promega)

Wizard̂ ""̂  PCR preps DNA purification system (Qiagen)

Agarose

TAE buffer

Ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml)

Methods

Polymerase Chain Reaction

The custom primers were designed and submitted for synthesis by a commercial 

supplier (Sigma-Genosys) according to the criteria set out above. Each lyophilized 

oligonucleotide sample was re-suspended in nuclease-free water (Sigma), to give a 

working concentration of 50 pmole/pl.

Primer Lyophilised 

amount 

( nmoles )

Volume of H 2O 

added 

( m l )

W orking

Cone.

(pmole/pl)

W orking

Cone.

( Pg/pl)

S-TS la 62.6 1.240 50 0.64

S-TS la a 62.0 1.252 50 0.49

S-TS 2aa 62.8 1.256 50 0.46

S-TS lb 43.9 0.878 50 0.46
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Polymerase chain reactions were set up using the primer combinations and reaction 

conditions below:

Primers combinations: 

l a /  laa 

la  / 2aa 

lb / laa 

lb / 2aa

Reaction conditions: 

Template DNA 

Primer 1 (forward) 

Primer 2 (reverse) 

dNTPs

PCR Buffer lOx 

MgC12 (50 mM)

Taq polymerase 

H2O

-500 rig (0.5 pi)

50 pmole (Ipl)

50 pmole (Ipl)

10 pmole (Ipl)

5 pi

75 pmole (1.5 pi)

1.25 unit (0.25pl)

39.75 pi (Total volume: 50pi)

Reactions were prepared in 0.5ml PCR tubes and topped up with 50 pi mineral oil 

(Sigma). The reaction chemicals were added to the reaction in a DNA-ffee room and 

the plasmid DNA added in the laboratory. The reaction was then carried out in an 

ABBOT LC-X thermal cycler, using the following cycle programmes:

Hot start: 93°C /1  min

Denature 94°C / 0.5 min

Annealing 55°C /1.5 min

Extension 72°C / 2 min

Number of cycles = 35

The completed PCR reactions were frozen and the mineral oil carefully removed front 

the sample. A 5pl sample of each reaction was tested on a 2% agarose -TAE gel. ;
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P rodu ct P urification

The amplified DNA products of the PCR reactions were purified in order to remove 

excess dNTPs to be used for subsequent cloning steps. Wizard™ or QIAquick'^^ PCR 

prep purification systems were used for this process. The full procedure for the 

QIAquick system is described in appendix II-A.

To 100 pi of direct purification buffer (provided with the Wizard™ kit), 50 pi of PCR 

product was added and vortex mixed briefly.

DNA purification resin (1ml) was added and the mixture vortex mixed briefly, 3 times 

over 1 minute. The binding column was connected to a vacuum manifold and the 

mixture was loaded on and vacuum was applied. The column was washed through with 

80% isopropanol (2ml) and then dried by applying the vacuum for a further 30 seconds. 

Mini-column was detached and transferred to a 1.5 ml microfuge tube and spun for 2 

minute at 13,000 rpm in a microfuge to remove residual isopropanol.

Minicolumn was transferred to a clean tube and 50pl of nuclease free water was added. 

The colunrn was centrifuged for 20 seconds at 13,000 rpm at room temperature.

The eluted DNA was tested on a 2% agarose gel and stored at 20°C.

4.2.2 Preparation of the recipient expression vectors

The recipient vector for cloning of the TS domain was kindly provided by Dr. T. 

Harrison, Royal Free Hospital. This was a pMEP4 plasmid with the S gene of HBsAg 

cloned into the MCS (Figure 4.2). The restriction map of this vector is available in 

appendix I. The PCR primers were synthesised with the appropriate restriction sites to 

allow cloning of the PCR product into the pMEP4-HBS recipient. A special variant was 

also constructed in which the stop codon was removed to allow cloning into the 

histidine-tagged host vector (Figure 4.2). Four restriction endonucleases were 

employed in the cloning and analysis steps, and the DNA recognition sites of these are 

summarised in table 4.1
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Restriction Recognition DNA sequence

endonuclease

BamHl

g 1 g .A.T.C.C5’

3 ‘ C.C.T.A.G|G

Est 11701

G.T.a 1 T.A.C5’

3’ C .A .T |A .T .G

Kpnl

5’ G.G.T.A.C'^’ C

3’ C ^ .A .T .G .G

Xbal

t '̂ c .t .a .g .a5’

3’ A.G.A.T|CT

Table 4.1 Endonuclase recognition sites on DNA for the 4 restriction enzymes used. 

Arrows indicate enzyme action sites, 5’ = 5 prime end, 3’= 3 prime end.

Materials

pMEP4-HBS plasmid

Qiagen miniprep system (Qiagen)

Restriction endonucleases: Bstl 1071 / Buffer Y+ (Fermentas)

BamHl (NEB) / Buffer 2 

Kpnl (NEB) / Buffer 2 

Xbal (NEB) / Buffer 2 

Ribonuclease A (lOmg/ml stock)

BSA lOOx stock (NEB)

Qiagen gel extraction system 

Agarose-TAE gels (0.8-2.0% w/v)

Ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml stock)
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Methods

pMEP4-HBs host plasmid was prepared and purified in bulk, as described previously. 

Amount of DNA was estimated using the 260/280 optical density method (2.1.1).

Analytical restriction digest

This is a quick method for checking the plasmid or isolated clone. Restriction digest 

using one or two enzymes with unique or low frequency sites, can provide a useful 

“restriction fragment map”. The pMEP4-HBs recipient plasmid was checked in this 

way using the following reaction contents and conditions:

Reaction components Double digest Single digest

Volume (pi) Volume (pi)

PMEP4-HBs 2 pi (~5pg) 2 pi (~5pg)

Bstl 1071 1

Xbal 1 1

Y+ Buffer (lOX) 4 (2x conc.) 4

dHzO 12 13

* Incubated at 37° C for 3 hours for double and 90 minutes for single digest.

Preparative restriction digest

The recipient vector Pmep4-HBS was double digested with BamHl and Bstl 1071 to 

expose an insertion site.

PMEP4-HBS DNA 5pg (~2ul)

BamHl 1 pi

BstllO Jl Ipl

Y + Buffer ( 1 Ox) 1 pi

dHzO 11 pi

This reaction was incubated at 37°C for 3 hours. No ribonuclease was necessary, as the 

template DNA was a purified prep. Buffer Y+ supplies the reaction with BSA. ,
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The whole of the reaction was then loaded on to low melting-point agarose gel (0.75% 

w/v), and electrophoresis was applied for 30 minutes at lOOV. The gel was then 

visualised on a U.V box, and the plasmid band was carefully excised from the agarose 

gel and placed into a sterile microfuge tube. Procedure for the subsequent purification 

of the plasmid from the gel using the QIAquick system is described in appendix II-B. 

The insert constructs (TS variants) were also prepared for cloning by digestion at the 

Bstl 1071/ BamHl restriction sites engineered into them. These were the two constructs 

with the hydrophilic extension (Figure 4.2, stage-1) termed TSl and TS2. Each PCR 

reaction was replicated as 4-6 samples and the products were pooled, after checking 

them individually by agarose gel electrophoresis. The conditions for the digest reaction 

are given below.

PCR constructs TS1/TS2 20 pi (5pg)

BamHl Ipl

Bstl 1071 Ipl

Y Buffer (1 Ox) Ipl

dHzO 12pl

* Incubated at 37°C for 3 hours.

In this case, the PCR constructs were purified, without the need for agarose gel 

extraction. The excised DNA fragments resulting from the double digest were small 

enough to go through the DNA purification mini-column of the Qiagen gel extraction 

system.

4.2.3 Cloning of the T S l and TS2 variants into recipient vectors

In order to estimate the actual working ratio of vector and insert DNA, their molar ratio

had to be brought into the equation.

Molar ratio calculations:

pMEP4-HBs vector size (A): TS insert size (B)

pMEP4-HBs vector band intensity (C): TS insert band intensity (D)
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Thus:

X B = Working ratio

C D

For example, to get a working vector: insert ratio of 1:3 for a ligation reaction, we used 

5 and 0.75 pi of vector and insert respectively. Alternatively, the amount of insert 

required in the reaction was calculated by using the estimated amount of vector plasmid 

put into the reaction:

Amount of plasmid vector 000  nel x Size of insert (100 bp) = 0.83 ng of insert 

Size of plasmid vector (12,000 bp)

Once the vector-insert ratio was established, DNA ligation reactions were carried out as 

described in 2.2.2. The ligation mixture was used to transform competent cells, which 

were subsequently plated onto LB-Amp plates and incubated at 37° C overnight. 

Random colonies were picked from the plates their DNA extracted and purified by mini 

and maxi prep methods described in 2.15 and 2.16.

4.2.4 Analysis of the mod-HBsAg constructs -  Restriction digest pattern

In order to test the success of insertion of the TS domain in these clones, the restriction 

enzyme MscI was used to generate a restriction profile. The digest reaction was set up 

as below:

DNA 5pg

MscI 2 pi

Buffer 4 (NEB) 2pl

BSA (lOmg/ml) 2pl

Ribonuclease 1 pi

MscI 1 pi* ' i

H2O 12pl

(Incubated at 37°C for 90minutes)
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The product of MscI digest was run on a 1% agarose gel (lOOV, 30 minutes) and then 

photographed under UV light.

4.2.5 Analysis o f the engineered HBsAg constructs -  DNA sequence

Once the two main constructs (S-TS and S-TS-[His]) were complete and checked by 

restriction site analysis, they were sequenced to obtain a detailed picture of the construct 

and troubleshoot any potential problems with expression that may have arisen. The 

DNA was sent for automated sequencing at the Babraham Institute sequencing service. 

For this purpose, we supplied the forward S gene primer (ME 15), and the reverse 

primers for the pMEP4-HBS and pcDNA3.1V5-His vectors.

4.2.6 Expression of engineered HBsAg within COS7 cells

Recombinant and wild type HBsAg constructs have in the past been successfully 

expressed within a variety of mammalian, insect, yeast and prokaryotic cells, using a 

variety of delivery vehicles. The most widely used vectors for routine research use, are 

the commercially available liposomes, such as LipofectAMINE ™. This section details 

the liposome-mediated DNA transfer (lipofection) in vitro, to COS-7 cells using 

LipofectAMINE™ and the subsequent steps to detect protein expression and assess 

success of gene transfer.

4.2.7 Liposome-mediated transfer

Liposomes are micelle structures made up of a mixture of lipid molecules. 

LipofectAMINE^"^ is liposome with a 3:1 formulation of the lipids DOGS and DOSPA. 

Liposome-mediated transfections normally result only in transient protein expression. 

However by using antibiotic selection, stable expression can be achieved.
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M ateria ls

LipofectAMINE'^^ reagent (GIBCO-Invitrogen)

Maxi-prep Kit (Sigma)

DMEM (GIBCO-Invitrogen)

DMEM with 20% PCS 

DMEM with 10% PCS 

COS-7 cells

6-well TC plates (Nunc)

Methods

Confluent COS-7 cells were split using Ix Trypsin-EDTA, and number of viable cells 

was determined using the Trypan blue exclusion assay as described in chapter 2 (2.3.3). 

Only cell populations at viabilities of >75% were used for lipofection experiments.

Table 4.2 shows the seeding criteria followed for transfection experiments in different 

culture vessels. The required cell numbers were estimated according to the surface area 

of each vessel and approximate proliferation rate of the cells used. In the case of COS-7 

cells this period is 18-24 hours. Cells were seeded into the vessels and supplemented 

with DMEM + 10 % PCS and incubated at 37°C / 5% C02 for 18-24 hours.

TC Vessel Surface Area 

(cm^)

Number o f cells 

Seeded (xlO^) 

per well

Volume of DM EM  

(ml)

6  well plate 1 0 0.25 3

24 well plate 2 0 . 1 1

48 well plate 0.7 0.05 0.5

Table 4.2 Seeding requirements of COS-7 cells for LipofectAMINE-mediated 

transfections.
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C0S7 cells were judged to be optimal for lipofection at monolayer confluence of 50- 

70%, the confluence typically achieved -20 hours post seeding. Cell densities are vital 

to obtain both optimal cell yields and protein expression.

Lipofection procedure

Complex formation between lipid and DNA is inhibited by presence of serum and 

antibiotic chemicals. Lipofection experiments were carried out under serum-ffee and 

antibiotic-free conditions. Procedure for lipofection in a 6-well TC plate is given 

below, with the amounts adjusted for 24 and 48 well plates.

The amount of vector DNA was first estimated by 260/280nm O.D method (2.1.1) or by 

running it on a 0.5-1.0% agarose gel electrophoresis next to marker of a known 

concentration such as Hyperladder I (Bioline), and then comparing band intensities.

The DNA (range of 0.5-2 pg) was diluted in DMEM (without PCS) to a final volume of 

0.375ml in sterile 15 ml tubes.

Similarly the LipofectAMINE was diluted in 0.375 ml serum-free DMEM (range of 3- 

15 pi). The DNA and lipid solutions were then mixed, gently agitated and left at room 

temperature for 35-45 minutes to allow complex formation. Meanwhile the cell 

monolayers were carefully washed twice with serum-free DMEM.

To the DNA-lipid complex, 0.75 ml of serum-free DMEM was added. Following 

gentle mixing this mixture was added onto the cell monolayer. The cells were 

incubated for 5 hours at 37°C/ 5%C02 to allow internalisation of the lipid-DNA 

complex. Following incubation, 1.5 ml of DMEM containing 20% PCS was added to 

each well (to bring the final serum content back up to the normal 10%) and cells 

incubated for a further 18 hours. The transfection mixture was subsequently aspirated 

and replaced with 3 ml normal (10% PCS) DMEM. Transfected cells were incubated 

for a further 24-48 hours to allow protein expression, before being harvested for 

analysis or trypsinized and sub-cultured for stable expression.
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4.2.8 Stable expression of engineered HBsAg construct

Transient protein expression is not a practical way to mass-produce the protein of 

interest in mammalian cells, since it would require repeated transfection and thus use of 

large amounts of lipid and plasmid DNA.

Transiently transfected COS-7 and HepG2 cells were sub-cultured and sustained in 

order to consistently express the transgene. This was achieved with a stringent 

antibiotic selection process. Only cells expressing the pMEP4 plasmid (Hygromycin 

resistance) and pCDNA3.1V5-His (G418-resisitance) at sufficient levels survived the 

cytotoxic effects of the antibiotics, leading to proliferation and thus sustained 

expression of the plasmid.

Materials:

COS-7/ HepG2 cells 

pMEP-HBS-TS 

pCDNA3.1V5[His]-S-TS 

6-well TC plate 

175 CM^ TC flask

DMEM medium with & without PCS 

Hygromycin (Sigma)

G418 (Sigma)

Trypsin-EDTA (GIBCO)

Methods

Antibiotic levels

In order to establish the appropriate concentration of antibiotic required for selection of 

COS-7 and HepG2 cells expressing each of the two vectors, a range of concentrations 

was tested on monolayer cells. Cells were seeded into 6 well plates at densities of 

0.4x10^ /well (COS-7) and 0.6x1 oVwell (HepG2), supplemented with complete 

DMEM. At 24 hours post-seeding, the conditioned medium in each cell was removed 

and replaced with fresh DMEM containing a concentration range of 1-15 mg/ml of each 

of G418 and Hygromycin antibiotics. Each concentration was tested in triplicate wells. 

After incubation at 37°C / 5% CO2 for a further 48 hours, cells were harvested and 

assayed for viability using the Trypan blue exclusion dye assay (section 2.3.3).
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Transfection procedure

The cells were seeded into the wells of a 6-well plate at densities of 0.25 xlO^ /well 

(COST) and 0.4x10^/ well (HepG2), supplemented with complete DMEM (3ml)

Once 50-70% confluent, the monolayer cells were transfected with the appropriate 

plasmid vector as described in 4.2.7.

Following 24 hours of incubation, transfected cell mono-layer in each well was 

trypsinized and sub-cultured into a 175cm^ flask, supplemented with complete DMEM 

(50ml) and allowed to attach to the plastic overnight. On the following day, the 

medium was discarded and replaced with fresh DMEM + 4mg/ml Hygromycin 

(pMEP4) or 4-8mg/ml DMEM+ G418 (pcDNA3.1V5-[His]).

4.2.9 Assessing transfections: use of P-gal m arker DNA 

Materials

pCMVP-gal 0.5mg/ml stock (Clontech)

X-gal (Sigma) Dissolved 1:40 (v/v) in dimethylformamide (DMF)

X-gal base solution: 35Mm potassium ferricyanide - K3Fe (CN)6 

35mM potassium ferrocyanide- K4Fe(CN)6.3H20 

ImM MgClz

Prepared in PBS and pH to 7.4

Gluteralderhyde (Sigma) stock solution, 25% v/v dissolved 1/500 in PBS to give a 

0.05% working solution.
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Methods

The medium from day2/day3 transfection cultures was aspirated carefully and replaced 

with 2ml of fixative (gluteraldehyde). Plates were incubated for 15 minutes at room 

temperature, the fixative discarded and the monolayers washed 3 times with PBS, each 

wash staying on for 3 minutes.

A minimal volume of X-gal solution was layered on the cell monolayer and plate was 

incubated overnight at 37°C. Wells were analysed for blue staining of cells under a 

light microscope and photographed.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

PCR products were run on a 2% agarose gel with 2% v/v ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml). 

DNA ladder used was 5ul of Hyperladder IV (Bioline). The result is shown in Figure 

4.3.

The approximate sizes of the PCR product bands observed in Figure 4.3 (marked A to 

C) matched the base-pair sizes for the amplified region which were predicted to be 90- 

100 bp. The yield of reaction C was poor in comparison to reactions A and B. This was 

not significantly improved by adjusting extension or annealing time or changing the salt 

concentration in the reaction. The STS-lb primer used in this reaction was 10 bases 

shorter than the other forward primer STS-la (4.2.1). This could be a factor in binding 

and PCR product yield.

Preparing the vector

In order to ensure that we had prepared and amplified the correct host plasmid, a simple 

restriction site analysis was carried out on the pMEP4-HBs plasmid. Xbal was chosen 

as the test enzyme since it has a unique site within the pMEP4 plasmid and an 

additional site within the S sequence cloned into the vector. Figure 4.4 shows the band 

pattern generated by Xbal single digest and Xbal/ Bstl 171 double digest. In the single

digest lane two bands were observed corresponding to ~12kb and 1.2 kb. The double 

digest with Xhol and Bstl 1071 resulted in 3 bands at -10, 1.2 and 0.6 kb on the agarose 

gel.

The restriction profile observed in Figure 4.4 corresponds to the pattern, which can be 

predicted from the nucleotide sequence. The two Xhol sites (one in the pMEP4 

sequence and the other within the S gene sequence) were cut to yield the expected 

fragment at 1192 bp plus the resulting linear plasmid DNA. Combining the Xbal sites 

with the unique Bstl 1071 site within the S sequence yields the two predicted fragments 

at 1192 and 600 bp. This result proved the integrity of the host vehicle and the 

subsequent cloning steps could thus commence.
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Amplified region: preSl gene -  amino acid region 21-47.

Figure 4.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis (2% agarose gel) of PCR products of the 21 

47aa primers with the pCMV-HBV-S as the template.
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Figure 4.4 Agarose gel electrophoresis of restriction digest check on the recipient 

plasmid pMEP4-HBs. The bands in the gel lanes represent (A) uncut plasmid (B) 
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Ligation o f inserts into pMEP4-HBs recipient

In this case an estimated vector to insert concentration ratio of 6:1 ratio was estimated, 

using the DNA quantification method (2.1.1)

The bacterial colonies resulting from ligation experiment on LB-agar/ampicilin plates 

were counted for each of the vector-insert ratios tested. The results of which are given 

in the table below.

Vector : insert ratio Number o f E.coli colonies

1 : 1 0

1 : 3 40

1 : 5 24

Table 4.3 Recombinant E.coli colonies produced by each vector: insert ratio.

The results suggested that the insert needed to be in molar excess to the recipient and 

the above table clearly shows the 1:3 ratio of recipient-insert to be optimal for a 

successful ligation.

Checking the clones- restriction analysis

Following preparation of the recombinant plasmid DNA, we generated a restriction map 

using the MscI enzyme in order to detect the TS insert. By analysing of the sequences of 

pMEP4 vector and the S sequence, one can predict three MscI cutting sites giving rise 

to 3 distinct bands of 6900, 6400 and 1213 base pairs. There is also an MscI site within 

the TS insert sequence, which should give rise to an extra band in comparison to the 

original host plasmid.

The row of bands marked X in Figure 4.5 were observed to be between 500 and 650 bp 

in size. This fragment was clearly absent in the product of the original host plasmid and 

also on clones 4, 6 and 7. It was therefore concluded that the other clones have gained 

an extra MscI site, which upon restriction digest gave rise to a fragment of very similar 

size to the 523 base pair fragment predicted from the sequence data. The TS domain 

was therefore, confirmed to have been successfully cloned into the host vector.
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Figure 4.5 Agarose gel electrophoresis of pMEP4 clones digested with MscI. Sample in 

lane V*, is the host vector pMEP4-HBs, used as negative control for the insertion of TS. 

Lanes 1-11 contain Mscl-digested clones.
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Figure 4.6 Agarose gel electrophoresis of pcDNA3 1/V5-His clone of HBS-TS, digested 

with Hindlll and Xhol. Schematic diagram shows expected fragments as predicted 

from sequence data. DNA ladder = 1Kb Plus (GIBCO).



The success of the insertion of the S-TS construct into pcDNA3.1A^5-His’C’ vector was 

also tested using a double restriction digest. Enzymes Hindlll and Xhol have unique 

cutting sites within the vector’s multiple cloning site at positions 903 and 977 

respectively. The S-TS sequence lies within this region and it has no internal 

recognition sites for these enzymes. As a result, this digest yielded two bands on 

agarose gel, one a linearised plasmid DNA band of 4650 bp, and the other a fragment of 

850 bp (Figure 4.6). The later DNA fragment corresponds to the S-TS insert which has 

been excised from the vector by Hindlll/ Xhol digestion, which was predicted to be 775 

base pairs in length from the sequencing data (see Figure 4.7). The additional 65 base 

pairs are attributed to the MSC over-hang between the original Kpnl cloning site and 

the Xhol site (see Appendix I).

The data in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 confirmed that the S-TS construct was successfully 

cloned into both the pMEP4 and the histidine-tagged pcDNA3.1 vectors. The integrity 

of the cloned sequence was checked by sequence analysis. Figure 4.7 shows the DNA 

sequence data obtained for the non-tagged S-TS clone. The data confirmed that 

insertion of the S-TS construct containing the short hydrophilic neck (Alanine-Serine) 

was achieved without disturbing the frame of the sequence. Significantly no amino acid 

changes were observed in the 21-47 sequence. Sequence analysis was also carried out 

for the S-TS construct inserted into pcDNA3.1 /V5-His’C ’ where the STOP codon at the 

3’ terminus of the TS domain was missing as expected allowing in-frame fusion with 

the V5 tag domain of the vector.
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ATGGAGAACATCACATCAGGATTCCTAGGACCCCTGCTCGTGTTACAGCGGG

GTTTTTCTTGTTGACAAGAATCCTCACAATACCGCAGAGTCTAGACTCGTGGT

GGACTTCTCTCAATTTTCTAGGGGGATCACCCGTGTGTCTTGGCCAAAATTCG

CAGTCCCCAACCTCCAATCACTCACCAACCTCCTGTCCTCCAATTTGTCCTGG

TTATCGCTGGATGTGTCTGCGGCGTTTTATCATATTCCTCTTCATCCTGCTGC

TATGCCTCATCTTCTTATTGGTTCTTCTGGATTATCAAGGTATGTTGCCCGTT

TGTCCTCTAATTCCAGGATCAACAACAACCAGTACGGGACCATGCAAAACCT

GCACGACTCCTGCTCAAGGCAACTCTAAGTTTCCCTCATGTTGCTGTACAAA

ACCTACGGATGGAAATTGCACCTGTATTCCCATCCCATCGTCCTGGGCTTTC

GCAAAATACCTATGGGAGTGGGCCTCAGTCCGTTTCTCTTGGCTCAGTTTAC

TAGTGCCATTTGTTCAGTGGTTCGTAGGGCTTTCCCCCACTGTTTGGCTTTCA

GCTATATGGATGATGTGGTATTGGGGGCCAAGTCTGTACAGCATCGTGAGTC

 Ü  ►

CCTTTATACCGCTGTTACCAATTTTCTTTTGTCTCTGGGTATACATT [ GCCT  

Ç4GÇCICACCTGCATTCGGAGCCAACTCAAACAATCCAGATT 

GGGACTTCAACCCCATCAAGGACCACTGGCCACAGCCAAACA 

GGTATAGGAT ] 

laa *

^  TS (21-47 aa)

Figure 4.7 DNA sequoice of the S-TS construct cloned into the pMEP4 vector. 

Sequence within the brackets is the targeting sequence (TS) which consists of the preSl 

gene’s amino acid 21-47 region, la  and laa are the forward and reverse engineered 

primers, respectively. The underlined segment represents the Alanine-Serine 

hydrophilic extension. The STOP codon TAG is denoted by a * .



Expression o f P-gal marker DNA

We aimed to optimise the Lipofectamine transfection system, for the particular batch of 

COS-7 cells and culture conditions within 6-well plates. For this purpose, a range of 

LipofectAMINE amounts (3, 6, 10 and 15pg) was used in combination with 2pg of 

pCMV-pOal plasmid.

Transfections were carried out as detailed above, with each lipid-DNA combination 

tested in duplicate wells. Subsequent X-gal staining of the cells at day 3 post

transfection in the expression pattern is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 shows the highest proportion of blue stained COS-7 cells were in the 

duplicate wells treated with the lOpl: 2pg Lipids-DNA combination.

Transient expression o f S-TS constructs in mammalian cell lines

The surface antigen-positive samples were initially tested by Murex ELISA as serial 

dilutions in order to establish the appropriate dilution to use. Where possible, samples 

were assayed in replicates of 6 or 3. Figure 4.9 shows the expression levels of 

constructs S-TS and S-TS-[His] as found in conditioned medium of transfected C0S7 

cells.
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Figure 4.8- Photographs of COS-7 cells transfected within 6-well plates with lipid-DNA 

ratios of a) 2pl:2pg b) 6pl:2pg c)10pl:2pg and d)15pl:2pg. The blue staining is due 

to expression o f p-galactosidase marker gene and subsequent treatment with X-gal. 

(Light microscope-light phase 40x magnification)
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Figure 4.9 Levels of HBsAg detected by ELISA in secreted medium of C0S7 cells 

transfected with a) S-TS modified HBsAg construct, and b) with S-TS-[His] construct. 

Abbot Murex HBsAg ELISA was used to assay the samples at absorbance values of 

450nm. HBsAg concentration expressed in arbitary units, equivalent to ELISA 

absorbance values at 450 nm. The error bars on HBsAg content levels, represent 

standard deviation (SD), n=3.
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The S-TS and S-TS[His] transient expression levels shown in Figure 4.9 were from 

undiluted conditioned medium from transfected HepG2 and C0S7 cells harvested at 72 

hours post-transfection. It was observed that both S-TS and S-TS-[His] gene products 

were expressed at higher levels in C0S7 cells than HepG2’s.

The 450nm absorbance reading of the negative control sample was used to establish the 

cut-off point, above which the test sample was considered to be HBsAg positive:

Mean of the negative control replicates + 0.05 = cut-off point 

Example - S-TS negative plasma control (figure b):

0.144 + 0.05 = 0.195

An observation regarding this cut-off value is that, the 450-nm absorbance value of 

negative transfection control samples is marginally higher than that of the plasma 

negative control provided commercially. This is likely to be as a result of normal, 

secreted cellular proteins causing some degree of non-specific binding to the anti-body 

in the micro-wells.

Figure 4.9 clearly show C0S7 cells to be more suitable mammalian cell line than 

HepG2 cells for production of the engineered HBsAg at a reasonable yield.

Stable expression o f S-TS constructs in mammalian cell lines

A concentrations range of each of G418 and Hygromycin antibiotics were tested on 

mammalian cell monolayers in order to determine the appropriate concentration to use for 

resistant colony selection. Figure 4.10 shows the effect of each of these chemicals. The aim 

was to find the antibiotic concentration, which would kill all non-resistant cells over a 3-4 

day culture period. This concentration for the C0S7 cells was judged from the data to be 

8mg/ml of G418 and 4mg/ml of Hygromycin. For HepG2 cells a concentration of 4mg/ml 

was chosen for both antibiotics. At higher concentrations there was a risk of killing resistant 

cells before they had the opportunity to become established in the culture.

The selection of resistant colonies was proceeded with as described in 4.2.8 and pure 

colonies were amplified in monolayer culture. The progress of the stable expression won 

followed by ELISA assays on the neat conditioned medium of each passage of sub-cultured 

C0S7 and HepG2 cells.
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Figure 4.10 Effect o f antibiotics G418 and Hygromycin on viability o f C 0S7 and 

HepG2 cells. Percentage viability calculated by Trypan blue dye exclusion method. 

The error bars on HBsAg content levels, represent standard deviation (SD), n=3.
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The positive expression control through out the experiments was the pMEPHBs plasmid 

which had been shown by previous workers in the laboratory, to give medium-level 

expression of small HBsAg protein and result in 22 nm sub-viral particles. This 

plasmid was used to monitor the progress of stable expression in C0S7 cells by 

antibiotic selection.

This progress is shown in Figure 4.11 as ELISA readings of 75 pi aliquots of the 

conditioned medium, taken from 175cm^ flask at the time of harvesting 96 hours post- 

seeding. Each passage was seeded at the same density ( -2.6 xloVflask) and harvested 

the same time (96 hrs post-seeding) and same confluence (-95%). The expression was 

monitored over 14 passages.

Although the samples in this simple monitoring experiment were not assayed in 

replicates, they nevertheless give a useful picture of the expression progress of pMEP- 

HBS in the two cell types. The above figure shows a clear advantage in using COS-7 

cells over HepG2 cells, for stable expression of the engineered HBsAg constructs. Not 

only was product yield at each time point higher but also, while at passage 8 COS-7 

cells were still expressing HBsAg at high levels. Levels in HepG2’s were down to 

background level (i.e. A450=0.2).
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Figure 4.11 Progress o f stable expression ofpM EP-HBS plasmid in C 0S7 and HepG2 

cells, with G418 selection. Each passage was seeded at the same cell density and 

harvested at the same point. A 75pl aliquot of the conditioned medium at each harvest 

was assayed with Murex HBsAg ELISA, at A450 nm. HBsAg concentration expressed 

in arbitary units, equivalent to ELISA absorbance values at 450 nm.
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The overall conclusion from the above data was that for the mass production of the 

engineered antigen, COS7 cell lines were more suitable than HepG2s.

However as observed in chapter 3, the modified HBsAg construct cloned into the 

baculovirus vector system (Bac S-TS) gives product yields many fold higher than even 

the high expressing COST cells.

Using the 2"  ̂ British working HBsAg standard (NIBSC) the total concentration of 

engineered HBsAg per million cells was estimated for transient and stably transfected 

mammalian cell systems (COST and HuhT), using the method described in 2.4.3. The 

results have been summarized in table 4.4.

Expression system Cell line / source Recombinant HBsAg 

concentration  

(pg / million cells)

pMEP4 COST (monkey kidney) 0.3

pMEP4 HuhT (human hepatoma) 0.18

Bac-to-Bac Sf9 (Insect):

(Baculovirus) Monolayer 3.4

Spinner culture 5.0

Table 4.4 Total concentration (secreted and intracellular) of the engineered HBS-TS 

protein and unmodified HBsAg expressed in mammalian and insect expression systems 

Values were estimated using the Murex HBsAg ELISA and an HBsAg standard.

A comparison of the estimated total concentration of recombinant HBsAg expressed 

from each of the mammalian and insect expression systems can be made from the data 

shown in table 4.4. The difference seen in the protein yield of COST and HuhT cells 

after transient expression with the same construct is probably due to the relatively lower 

susceptibility of hepatic cell lines to lipid transfection. The mammalian system also
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shows much lower recombinant protein output (more than 10 fold) than the baculovirus 

expression system. This reflects both the relative strength of the baculovirus 

polyhedron promoter in comparison to the metalloproteinase promoter of the 

mammalian vector, and also the highly efficient nature of the baculovirus system in 

which almost every cell is infected with recombinant virus.

An alternative strategy using BVES

Previous workers have successfully removed the sequences believed to be responsible 

for secretion retardation of L-HBsAg protein in high-output expression systems such as 

baculoviruses (Hofmann et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1994). As observed in Chapter 3, our 

original L-HBsAg construct also encountered major intracellular retention within Sf9 

insect cells, making its purification as intact particles difficult. Nevertheless, the yield 

of the engineered product would be significantly higher using a baculovirus system. 

Although this was not attempted, inserting the HBS-TS construct into the pFASTBACl 

vector (3.2.2) would have been a desirable alternative strategy.

Examination of restriction map of the pFASTBACl vector (Appendix I) reveals that 

insertion of the engineered construct created in this chapter, would require altering a 

restriction site in the sequence of the multiple cloning site (MCS). The HBS-TS-[His] 

construct for example, would be cloned into the pFASTBACl as a KpnI-Pmel 

fragment, which would require a double digest with Kpnl and Hindlll, with subsequent 

‘blunt-ending’ of the Hindlll end in order to accommodate the blunt end (Pmel end) of 

the vector. This would require using the klenow reaction for blunt ending. Although 

this cloning strategy would be somewhat complex, it should be pursued in any future 

work on these engineered HBsAg constructs, as it would significantly increase 

recombinant protein yield.
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Chapter 5

Characterisation of modified hepatitis B 
surface antigen variants



5.1 Introduction

The physical characteristics and the biochemical make-up of viral particles are as 

significant to the virologist as the life cycle and genetics of the virus. This is particularly 

true for HBV with its peculiar and specific properties, chiefly its mass production of 

non-infectious sub-viral particles in infected individuals.

Ever-improving purification techniques and DNA cloning technology have meant that 

both wild type and cloned viral particles have in recent years been studied for protein 

composition, secondary and tertiary polypeptide structure, physical size and 

microscopic appearance.

1. Protein composition

The isolation and use of the initial antibodies (antisera) against the HBV surface antigen 

(Australia antigen) in rabbits, was achieved soon after its discovery (Blumberg and 

Melartin, 1970). The field grew rapidly as these antisera were employed for 

immunofluorescence localisation of HBsAg (Coyne et al., 1970) and immuno- 

electrophoretic experiments (Dreesman et al., 1972)

It was however with the introduction of western blotting as an immune-detection 

technique, that useful information about HBsAg protein content began to accumulate. 

This eventually led to the conclusion that the HBV envelope consists of three co

terminal proteins. Important work by Neurath’s group identified the highly 

immunogenic ‘preS’ domain of the antigen (Milich et al., 1985) and later characterised 

this domain and the antibodies raised against it (Neurath et al., 1986) . Western blotting 

analysis of both serum-derived particles and cloned recombinants has subsequently 

revealed three proteins of 24, 33, and 39 kDa corresponding to S, M and L HBsAg 

proteins respectively. These three polypeptides are often accompanied by a significant 

degree of glycosylation resulting in an additional three glycoprotein bands at 27, 36 and 

42 kDa respectively (Ganem and Varmus, 1987; Gerlich et al., 1993). It should be 

pointed out that the 33kDa band is also often attributed to glycoprotein (gp33). 

Immunoblotting data has also yielded information on glycosylation sites on HBsAg 

domains (Stibbe and Gerlich, 1983), mechanism of virion formation (Bruss and Ganem, 

1991) as well as HBV-receptor interactions (Neurath and Strick, 1994).
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Protein composition analysis by immuno-blotting has also been essential to groups 

seeking to develop engineered HBsAg particles for vaccine or gene delivery research 

(Hui et al., 1999;Xu et al., 1994). In each case, the protein composition and thus the 

success of the genetic engineering was established by western blot analysis. Currently 

monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to several domains in the S and preS regions are 

commercially available for use in immuno-detection of HBsAg.

2. Physical size and appearance

Blumberg, in his pioneering work in the early 1960’s visualised the ‘Australia antigen’ 

by electron microscopy (Blumberg et al., 1970). In the subsequent 30 years many 

papers have followed where advancing imaging and immuno-staining technologies have 

been employed to characterise both morphology and function of HBV and its non- 

infectious sub viral particles. These studies are discussed further in chapter 6.

Another physical characterisation method often used by virologists is determination of 

the viral particle’s buoyant density. This technique is based on the physical principle 

that macromolecular particles will segregate on a caesium chloride gradient of 

increasing concentration, at a level which equals their own buoyant density. This 

equilibrium is achieved after a long period of high speed centrifligation.

The buoyant density value has been determined for many viruses, of which some 

examples are given in table 5.1. Millman et al., (1970) utilised Blumberg’s early 

antisera against the Australia antigen (as well as ^̂ P radio-labelling) to create a caesium 

chloride density profile of these particles (Millman et al., 1970). In the absence of 

sensitive ELISA systems, the HBsAg measurements were carried out by immune- 

diffusion methods which yielded a buoyant density value of 1.19- 1.22 g/ml for these 

22nm particles which has been confirmed by a number of papers since. Gerin et al., 

(1971) also carried out detailed work on buoyant density and isopycnic centrifugation of 

HBsAg which has greatly aided purification methods (Gerin et al., 1971).
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Viral Particle
Buoyant density on CsCl 

g/ml
Reference

HBV (Dane particle)
1.24-1.27

(Hruska and Robinson, 

797:^

HBsAg (22nm particle) 1.19-1.21 (Millman et al, 1970)

HBV Core
-1.38

(Hruska and Robinson, 

797^

HCV Nucleocapsid 1.32-1.34 (Maillard et al, 2001)

HAV -1.33 (Siegl et al, 1981)

AcNPV (Baculovirus)
-1.18

(Summers and Volkman, 

797(^

Adeno-Associated Virus -  1.41 (Lipps and Mayor, 1980)

Table 5.1 Buoyant density values of some viruses and virus-associated particles, 

established by isopycnic caesium chloride gradients.

During the 1980’s and 1990’s many recombinant, mutant and modified variants of 

surface and core particles were isolated or cloned. In all cases, the estimation of 

buoyant density of the particle has been an important part of characterisation. This has 

been particularly the case for work such as that of Xu et al., (1994) and Hui et al., 

(1999) who produced genetically modified HBsAg particles for possible vaccine 

research (Hui et al., 1999). These modified surface proteins must be efficiently 

assembled and secreted and have similar morphology to wild type virus/ subviral 

particle in order to be effective. In both these cases, the buoyant density of the particles 

was estimated to be 1.2-1.23 g/ml.

3. Chemical and spectroscopic analysis

Much information has been gained about the intricate ultrastructure of HBsAg within 

the lipid bi-layer of the HBV envelope by spectroscopic analysis of 22nm particles. 

Electron spin resonance (ESR) studies on 22nm particles composed of only S protein 

has revealed that the lipid organisation in HBsAg particles differs significantly from 

that of other viral envelopes (Satoh et al., 2000). Other groups have used circular
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dichorism (CD) to analyse structurally HBsAg particles made entirely of the L protein 

or the preSl peptide produced in E.coli (Maeng et a l, 2001). Urban et al (1999) have 

used two-dimentional NMR techniques to investigate the mode of interaction between 

the preS domain of duck HBV (DHBY) and its receptor Carboxypeptidase-D (Urban et 

ah, 1999).

The Experimental aims of the work in this chapter were:

1. To confirm the particulate nature of the protein products of the engineered HBs 

constructs S-TS and S-TS [His].

2. To estimate the size and density of the particles via their sedimentation rate.

3. To analyse the protein composition of the engineered particles using SDS-PAGE 

and immune-blotting techniques.

Key to code nam es of HBsAg varian ts  :

W T/HBsAg = P lasm a purified wild type 22nm  particles

HBs-S = unm odified HBsAg particles con tain ing  only the  S 

protein , expressed  from the pMEP4-HBs p lasm id

HBS-TS = Genetically engineered HBsAg w ith the  preS  1 targeting  

sequence (TS) extension

HBS-TS[His] = Genetically engineered HBsAg w ith preS 1 

targeting  sequence (TS) and  a  V5 h istid ine tag
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5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Purification of HBsAg variants

Materials

Hepatitis B positive plasma samples (Department of virology, RFH)

Engineered (HBS-TS) and unmodified (HBs-S) HBsAg variants

0.2pm filters and 50ml syringes

20-70% Sucrose gradients (see section 5.2.2)

Manual fraction collector 

Murex HBsAg ELISA system

Methods

Wild type, 22nm HBsAg particles were isolated and purified from patient plasma 

samples. The samples had been previously tested for HBV DNA using PCR and dot 

blotting by the Department of Virology, Royal Free Hospital. All samples were HBV 

DNA negative. However the patient plasma samples were treated as infectious and 

handled in containment level 2 facilities.

The HBsAg concentrations in the plasma specimens were determined using the Murex 

HBs ELISA, at 100,000-1000,000 fold dilutions. The patient sample with the highest 

O.D. reading at 450nm was then selected for processing.

A 30ml master stock of the HBsAg positive plasma specimen was thawed at room 

temperature then clarified using a 50 ml syringe and a 0.2 pm filter. The sample was 

then used to fill two 12 ml ultracentrifuge tubes. Tubes were balanced against each 

other to +/-0.05 g and centrifuged in a SW41.Ti rotor for 1 hour at ~100,000g at 4°C. 

After safely disposing of the supernatant, the resulting protein pellet in each tube was 

re-suspended in 1ml of cold TNE buffer. To check HBsAg yield, 10^-10^ fold dilutions 

of the pellets were tested by ELISA and aliquots were stored at -20°C.
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5.2.2 Sucrose and Caesium chloride density gradients 

Materials

HBsAg samples (Wild type/plasma derived, unmodified and engineered) 

HBsAg-negative protein sample 

Sucrose (BDH)

Caesium Chloride (Sigma)

TNE buffer, pH 7.4 (lOmM Tris, NaCl 150mM, ImM EDTA)

Ultraclear''’̂  ultracentrifuge tubes (Beckman)

SW41.Ti rotor 

Beckman ultracentrifuge 

Manual fraction collector

Methods

Sucrose gradients of 20-70% w/v in Ix TNE buffer were prepared in ultraclear 

centrifuge tubes using a two-chamber gradient mixer. Solutions of 20% and 70% w/v 

of sucrose were prepared in Ix TNE buffer and each passed through a 0.2pm filter. The 

higher percentage solution (5.5 ml) was placed in the right hand chamber, nearest to the 

outlet and the lower concentration solution in the left hand chamber. Contents of each 

chamber were constantly stirred using magnetic fleas. The outlet rubber tubing was 

placed half way into an ultracentrifuge tube touching the side of the tube (ensuring 

smooth running of the sucrose). The valve connecting the two chambers was opened 

few seconds after 70% sucrose had started to run to the bottom of the recipient tube. 

The sample (HBsAg or HBsAg-negative protein control) was carefully pipetted on top 

of the gradient until the ultracentriflige tube was totally full. The gradient was then 

centrifuged in a SW41-Ti rotor at -100, OOOg for 20 hours at 4°C.

The gradient fractions were collected within minutes of the end of centrifugation. This 

was done with the aid of a manual fraction collector. The ultracentrifuge tube was fixed 

firmly to the collector at either end with a horizontal clamp. A screw-pin connected to 

rubber tubing was the used to perforate a hole into the bottom of the centrifuge tube. 

This allowed the sucrose to run down the rubber tubing into clean collection tubes. 

Fractions were collected (0.5ml or 1ml aliquots) and stored at -20°C or tested for 

HBsAg using the Murex HBsAg ELISA.
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A gradient of caesium chloride (CsCl) was prepared for experiments involving 

measurement of buoyant density. To achieve this, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 g/ml solutions of 

CsCl were prepared in dH20.

After passing the solutions through a 0.2pm filter, 3ml of each solution was carefully 

added to an ultracentrifuge tube, starting with the 1.4 g/ml as the bottom fraction. The 

sample (HBs or protein control) was pipetted (0.5-1ml) on to the top layer until the tube 

was full. The gradient was centrifuged at 100,000g for 24 hours at 20°C. 0.5 or 1ml 

fractions of the gradient were then collected as above and stored at -20°C or tested for 

HBsAg and the refractive index (measured using a refractometer).

5.2.3 Measurement of refractive index (RI)

Materials

Light refractometer (Bellingham & Stanly Ltd. UK)

Light source

CsCl standard solutions (1.1-1.4 g/ml)

Murex HBsAg ELISA system (see chapter 2)

Method

The light refractometer was set up with a light source at a 180° angle to the light inlet 

on the front of the instrument. The flat inner surface of the prism was cleaned with soft 

tissue paper and l-2ml of dHzO was applied to this surface to achieve a thin film. The 

prism assembly was closed up and the light applied to the prism.

The refractometer consists of two eyepieces. One is used two view the light refracted by 

the prism and the other to observe the empirical scale representing the refractive index. 

The field of vision in the first eyepiece should consist of a dark and light region. The 

hand-wheel adjusting the prism was turned until the border between the dark and light 

regions was exactly in middle of the cross in the eyepiece. Further adjustment was 

needed to sharpen the definition of this border. Once this was achieved, the scale on the 

second eyepiece was read and the refractive index value noted. The experiments were 

carried at 20°C.

This was repeated 3 times in order to ensure that a value of 1.33 was achieved which is 

the refractive index (RI) of pure water. The procedure was repeated for the four CsCl
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standards prepared above and the RI values noted. The 12-13 fractions of the CsCl 

gradient collected were first assayed for HBsAg using Murex anti-HBs ELISA, then a 

0.5 ml sample of each fraction placed on the refractometer and the RI value noted.

5.2.4 Western blot analysis o f engineered product

The procedure for SDS-PAGE analysis and western blotting of HBsAg protein samples 

is outlined in chapters 2 and 3.

Materials

HBsAg samples (Wild type/plasma derived, recombinant and engineered)

Rainbow molecular weight marker (Amersham)

2x SDS-PAGE denaturing sample buffer (see Chapter 2)

15% SDS-PAGE gel and run buffers

4-20% Tris-Glycine SDS-PAGE pre-cast gels (Invitrogen)

PVDF blotting membrane and buffers 

Marvel (5% w/v) + Tween20 (0.4% v/v)

Anti-HBsAg antibodies:

Mouse monoclonal anti-HBsAg (DAKO)

Goat polyclonal anti-HBs Ag (DAKO)

Rabbit polyclonal anti-preS 1 [21 -47] (T Harrison)

HRP conjugated secondary antibodies (DAKO):

Rabbit anti-mouse 

- Rabbit anti-goat 

Swine anti-rabbit

PBS / 0.4% Tween20 wash buffer 

ECL chemi-luminescence kit (Amersham)

BioMax MS-1 X-ray film (Kodak)

Method

The total protein content of all soluble samples collected for SDS-PAGE analysis was 

first estimated using the Lowry method (chapter 2). The samples were adjusted to ~lpg 

using Ix PBS then mixed 1:1 with 2x SDS sample buffer. The samples were heated to
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100°C for 5 minutes and briefly centrifuged in a bench-top microfuge and then cooled 

on ice.

The samples were then electrophoresed on either a 15% SDS-PAGE gel (chapter 2) or

4-20% pre-cast tris-glycine gel. After resolving the protein samples at 250V or lOOV/ hr 

the gels were placed in a PVDF-filter paper sandwich and blotting was carried out using 

a semi-dry blotter at 100mA /25 V for 1 hour.

The success of the blotting was determined using ponceauS reversible staining. The blot 

was then incubated for 4 hours to overnight, in 5% Marvel containing 0.4% Tween20. 

Primary antibody overlays were prepared in 5% Marvel solution by dissolving the 

antibodies to a pre-determined dilution. The blot was then incubated in the antibody for 

at least an hour, followed by 5-6 10-minute washes in the PBS/Tween wash buffer. 

Secondary antibodies were prepared in the same way at dilutions of 1/4000 or 1/8000. 

Again the blots were incubated in the 2° HRP antibodies for 1 hour and washed 5-6 

times with PBS/Tween. The coloured bands on the rainbow marker were scored with a 

sharp pencil at this stage.

An ECL HRP-development kit was used to prepare a chemi-luminescence overlay, in 

which the blot was incubated for 1 minute, before being exposed to an X-ray film. The 

film was then developed in a bench-top developer and the gel image captured 

electronically.
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5.3 Results and discussion

Initial experiments with the engineered tagged and untagged HBsAg particles involved 

simple centrifugation through a sucrose gradient. Figure 5.1 shows the surface antigen 

profile (measured by ELISA) of the products of unmodified HBs-S and engineered 

(HBS-TS) constructs, centrifuged through a 20-70% sucrose gradient. In each profile 

one major peak can be observed near the top of the gradient while other peaks are 

observed nearer to the bottom.

These profiles by themselves can only point to the particulate nature of our engineered 

particles. Non-particulate or irregular aggregates are unlikely to form definite and 

reproducible bands on a sucrose gradient. However, in order to prove the spherical 

nature of the engineered particles and their equivalence to the wild type 22nm particles, 

and also in order to distinguish between HBsAg peaks in the gradients, such as x and y 

in figure 5.1, the buoyant density of the product was determined.
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Figure 5.1 HBsAg ELISA profiles 20-70% w/v sucrose gradients containing a) 

engineered HBS-TS or b) engineered HBS-TS with a histidine tag [His]. Samples were 

assayed at dilution of 1/1000 and the detection limit at 450 nm was 0.187. The HBsAg 

content was expressed in arbitrary units from the ELISA absorbance at 450 nm.
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5.3.1 Engineered HBs products- Analysis of size

Standard tables of refractive index values for caesium chloride solutions at 20°C are 

available in literature. Although a customised standard curve could theoretically be 

generated for these experiments, it would have required specialized and accurate 

equipment. For this reason standard curves was generated from published standard 

tables and used to calculate buoyant density values of the HBsAg particles.

An example of such a standard table is given below. A standard curve was generated 

and refractive index values were used to calculate a buoyant density value for the 

particles.

Concentration (% w/w) CsCl Density (g/ml) Refractive index at 20°C

20 1.175 1.350

22 1.197 1.352

24 1.218 1.355

26 1.241 1.357

28 1.264 1.359

30 1.288 1..361

34 1.313 1.364

36 1.393 1.366

38 1.366 1.369

40 1.393 1.371

Table 5.2- Standard table showing properties of aqueous caesium chloride solutions at 

20°C, with the refractive index of H2O taken as 1.33 (Rickwood, 1984). Standard 

values were used to calculate HBsAg particle densities from RI value of collected 

fractions.
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Figure 5.2 Density profiles of a) HBs-S expressed in pMEP4 vector, b) HBS-TS 

the engineered variant and c) the HBS-TS [His] variant. The gradient was pre

formed gradient of 1.1-1.4 g/ml. The HBsAg content was expressed in arbitrary 

units from the ELISA absorbance at 450 nm. Note that in figure b) there were 21 

fractions since 0.5 ml fractions were collected (instead of 1ml fractions).



Three identical CsCl gradients were set up as described in section 5.2, each overlaid 

with one of the unmodified, engineered or engineered-tagged protein products. The 0.5 

or 1ml fractions from each gradient were assayed for HBsAg concentration using 

ELISA at 1/1000 dilution and the refractive index of each fraction was measured.

Figures 5.2 a) to c) above show the resulting density profiles of these three HBsAg 

variants on CsCl step gradients. The engineered HBS-TS product bands at two points in 

the CsCl gradient (Fig. 5.2 b). The broader HBsAg peak seen in this profile, 

corresponds to a buoyant density of 1.20 g/ml and the peak in the density profile of 

HBS-TS [His] variant (Fig 5.2 c) gives a value of 1.21 g/ml. These two values are very 

similar to the density value for the broader HBsAg peak in the HBs-S density profiles 

(Fig 5.2 a) which is 1.20 g/ml.

The refractive index values can be used in conjunction with the CsCl standard curve to 

yield estimate of buoyant density for our engineered HBsAg particles. The values 

obtained are summarised in table 5.2.

Particle type Particle densities from  
previous work g/ml

Estimated Buoyant density 
g/ml

HBs-S (S protein only) 1.21 1.20

Engineered HBs 
[S + preSl] 1.21-1.23 1.20

Engineered HBs 
[S+presl+His tag] None available 1.21 (1.30)

Plasma-purified HBsAg 1.19-1.21 1.19

Table 5.3- Estimated buoyant densities of wild-type and engineered HBsAg products 

compared with published values. Densities were estimated by determining the refractive 

index of the peak HBsAg ELISA fraction and reading the buoyant density from the 

CsCl standard curve.
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The buoyant density of 1.2 g/ml estimated for both our HBsAg (22 nm/wild type) and

S-TS particles correspond very closely to the buoyant density of 1.19 for the 22nm wild 

type particles found in infected plasma (Millman et ah, 1970). The secondary peaks 

observed in the three density profiles may be explained by dimérisation or aggregation 

of the particles, resulting in more dense structures.

The density data above are further confirmation that the products of the HBs-S, HBS- 

TS and HBS-TS [His] constructs are very likely to be spherical particles of -1.20 g/ml 

in buoyant density. This is in agreement with the findings of other groups who have 

engineered S-preSl fusion proteins, citing values of 1.22-1.23 g/ml for their particles 

(Hofinann et ah, 1995; Hui et ah, 1999; Xu et ah, 1994). There were technical factors 

which inevitably introduced some inaccuracy into this simple gradient system. The 

main factor was evaporation of the water content of each fraction, which could lead to 

overestimation of the density value. A fully sealed system would be better suited for 

accurate analysis of CsCl gradients.

There are other methods by which one can confirm spherical nature of these products. 

One is by employing size exclusion columns and radio-labelled HBsAg in order to see 

whether the peaks of radioactivity and HBsAg content overlap. We however opted for 

direct visualisation of these particles by electron microscopy, which is presented in 

chapter 6.

5.3.2 Engineered HBsAg products- SDS-PAGE analysis

In order to examine the protein make up of the engineered HBsAg variants, the proteins 

were denatured and resolved into their polypeptide components on SDS polyacrylamide 

gels and immobilized on specialised membranes. Figure 5.4 shows the western blot of 

the HBs-S construct (expressed in the pMEP4 vector) resolved on a 15% v/v acrylamide 

SDS-PAGE gel. A mouse monoclonal anti-HBsAg (raised specifically against the “a” 

determinant of HBsAg) was used to probe the blot.
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Figure 5.3 Western blot analysis of the post-transfection conditioned medium of HBs-S 

produced in COST cells compared to 22nm HBsAg wild type particles purified from 

plasma samples. The blot was probed with mouse anti-HBsAg monoclonal antibody 

(1/2500 dilution) and HRP linked rabbit anti mouse IgG.
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The result is the appearance of two distinct bands at ~24kDa and 27kDa. A substantial 

protein band is also observed which is probably due to the albumin content of the FCS 

in the expression medium, as this particular sample was only partially purified. This 

cross-reaction effect was reduced to a degree by increasing the detergent concentration 

in the wash buffer used on the protein blot.

Lane 2 in Figure 5.3 contains wild-type control, which was fully purified 22nm HBsAg 

particles from HBsAg-positive serum.

Here we also observe 24 and 27 kDa bands plus two additional bands at 33 and 36 kDa 

which represent the middle (M) HBsAg.

The result of this western blot helped to characterise the HBs-S protein product which 

we would subsequently use as the unmodified surface antigen control in western 

blotting analysis of the engineered products. The HBs-S protein product was thus 

confirmed to consist of the small (S) polypeptide (p24) and its glycosylated form 

(gp27). The middle (M) polypeptides (p33 and gp36) were missing from HBs-S, as 

expected, while the large (L) HBsAg (p39 and gp42) was not observed in either the 

HBs-S product or the wild-type HBsAg control.

In order to predict the banding pattern of our engineered HBs particles, approximate 

molecular weight of the non-glycosylated product of the HBS-TS construct was 

calculated from its amino acid sequence. This sequence was firstly deduced from the 

nucleotide sequence of the HBs-S and HBS-TS constructs with the aid of DNAeasy’’’̂  

software program.

The molecular weight was estimated by summing up all the individual amino acid 

molecular weights (Sambrook et al., 2003). The resulting sequence and molecular 

weight are given in Figure 5.4.
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HBs-S protein amino acid sequence:

MENITSGFLGPLLVLQAGFFLLTRILTIPQSLDSWWTSLNFLGGSPVC

LGQNSQSPTSNHSPTSCPPICPGYRWMCLRRFIIFLFILLLCLIFLLVLL

DYQGMLPVCPLIPGSTTTSTGPCKTCTTPAQGNSKFPSCCCTKPTDG

NCTCIPIPSSWAFAKYLWEWASVRFSWLSLLVPFVQWFVGLSPTVWL

H BS-TSpreSl[21-47aa] domain, amino acid sequence: 

PNLTCIRSQLKQSRLGLQPHQGPLATANQ

HBs-S estimated molecular weight ~ 24,500 Daltons 

HBs-TS estimated molecular weight ~ 26,800 Daltons

Figure 5.4 Amino acid sequence of HBs-S (base-unit polypeptide) and the engineered 

HBs-TS. Molecular weights are estimated by summing up individual molecular weights 

of the constituent amino acids, using standard software. Of the final value, 18 daltons 

per amino acid pairing were deducted as a molecule of H2O is lost (condensation) from 

each polymerisation bond.
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Figure 5.5 Western blot analysis of the sucrose gradient purified HBs-S and engineered 

HBS-TS particles produced in COS? cells. Band sizes were estimated using a rainbow 

molecular weight marker. The blot was probed with goat anti-HBsAg polyclonal 

antibody (1/4000 dilution) and HRP linked rabbit anti-goat IgG (1/8000 dilution).
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Western blot analysis of the HBS-TS particles compared to the unmodified HBs-S using 

a goat polyclonal antibody yields two distinct bands of ~24 and 27 kDa in the HBs-S 

lane (figure 5.5). The corresponding protein bands in lane 2 are of slightly higher 

molecular weight than the HBs-S components. This corresponds to the molecular 

weight we predicted for the HBS-TS product.

A less specific method for identifying purified proteins is by chemical staining of SDS- 

PAGE gels. In Figure 5.6 a 15% acrylamide gel was stained with silver salts using the 

protocol outlined in chapter 2. This resulted in many bands in Lane 2, which contained 

semi-purified product of HBs-S control construct expressed in COST cells. Two 

strongly stained bands were estimated to be ~24 and ~27kDa using the stained 

molecular weight marker. In lane 1, containing the fully purified HBs-TS particles the 

corresponding bands were observed to be at ~27kDa and 31 kDa.

The above silver staining also confirms the predicted molecular weight of the HBs-TS 

protein (p27) and its glycoprotein (gp31).

The all-important preSl extension on the HBS-TS particles allowed an additional 

method of immuno-detection using an anti-preSl antibody. Figure 5.7 shows a western 

blot of both the histidine tagged (lane 2) and untagged (lane 3) variants of HBs-TS 

probed using a rabbit polyclonal anti-preS 1 [21 -47aa] antibody. The surface controls 

were denatured samples of HBs-S (lane 1) and wild type HBsAg (Lane 4).

The result is observation of a single band at ~30 kDa for both the tagged and untagged 

variants of HBS-TS. This band was missing fi’om both the cloned HBs-S control and the 

plasma-purified 22nm particle sample in lanes 1 and 4. Neither of the cloned protein 

products contains the preS 1 domain of the large (L) surface antigen. These data confirm 

the successful fusion of the preSl (amino acid 21-47) in the engineered constructs.
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Figure 5.6- Silver-stained 15% SDS-PAGE gel resolving purified HBs-TS (Lane 1) and 

semi-purified HBs-S (Lane 2). Silver staining was earned out using the method outlined 

in chapter 2.
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Lane 1 Lane 2 L a n e  3 L a n e  4 
HBs-S S-TS[His] S-TS W T/H BsAg

i i i 1

28-32 kDa

Figure 5.7- Western blot analysis of the sucrose gradient-purified engineered HBS-TS, 

HBS-TS[His], and HBs-S unmodified particles produced in COS? cells. One control 

was a denatured sample of plasma-purified (wild type) HBsAg and the second control 

provided by 22nm HBs-S particles. Band sizes were estimated using a pre-stained 

molecular weight marker. The blot was probed with rabbit anti-preS 1 polyclonal 

antibody (1/2000 dilution) and HRP-linked swine anti-rabbit IgG (1/8000 dilution).
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In order to have an extra option in particle purification, we had cloned a histidine- 

tagged construct using a pcDNA3. W 5H is plasmid in C0S7 cells. The protein product 

of this construct was also found to be antigenic and detectable using the three anti- 

HBsAg antisera. In addition as shown in figure 5.8 this construct was detected by 

western blotting using a mouse anti-V5-His antibody. This yielded a band of 31kDa. 

The strong protein band of 42 kDa observed in lane 2 was the positive control provided 

by product of a SCCA construct cloned in pcDNA3.1A^5His.

The result shown in figure 5.8 demonstrates that the engineered HBs fusion particles 

can be biochemically tagged for both purification and immuno-detection purposes. 

Overall, the western blot data above confirm and correspond well to the results obtained 

by other groups analysing recombinant or engineered HBsAg in vitro. Hui et al., (1999) 

who developed a similar HBsAg fusion protein to HBs-TS, also observed two protein 

bands at -27 and 29kDa on a 12.5% SDS-PAGE gel. As with HBS-TS, both the protein 

and glycoprotein were 2000-3000 daltons more in molecular weight, which is the result 

of the extra 26 amino acids on the C-terminal segment of the S domain.

The western blots also reveal glycosylation of the genetically engineered HBsAg to the 

same extent as our unmodified HBs-S variant. These protein products expressed in 

mammalian cells are probably glycosylated to a lesser extent than constructs expressed 

in insect cell lines. Nevertheless, glycosylation has, for some time, been suggested to be 

of importance in HBV particle production, and also possibly in interaction of the 

surface proteins with receptors and membranes on surface of hepatic target cells.

This immunological integrity of the preSI[21-47aa] segment of HBS-TS was also 

confirmed by its positive detection using an antibody highly specific to this region. 

Again this mirrors the findings of other groups who have developed S-preS fusion 

proteins and have reported full immunological function using a variety of antibodies 

against the preS and S domains.
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Figure 5.8- Western blot analysis of the sucrose gradient purified HBS-TS[His] 

particles produced in C0S7 cells. Positive control was product of histidine tagged 

SCCA protein expressed in pCDNA3.1-V5 [His] plasmid. Band sizes were estimated 

using a rainbow molecular weight marker. The blot was probed with anti V5 [His] 

mouse antibody (1/3000 dilution) and HRP linked rabbit anti-mouse IgG (1/8000 

dilution).
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The work described in this chapter largely achieved its stated aims by:

1. Physically characterising the engineered HBS-TS particles, by establishing their 

buoyant density. This was found to be very similar to that of wild type 22nm HBs 

particles found in infected sera.

2. Determining the protein composition of the engineered gene product by western blot 

analysis. The polypeptide subunits of these particles were established to be of the 

predicted molecular weight and carry the hepatocyte binding domain preSl[21- 

47aa]. Also, there appeared to be extensive glycosylation of the HBs proteins as 

reported by other groups expressing HBsAg in mammalian and insect systems 

(Hofmann et al., 1995; Lanford et al., 1989). This maybe important in hepatocyte 

binding/recognition ability of the engineered particles.

Further analysis by of these particles by electron microscopy was carried out, which has

been detailed in chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Visualisation of hepatitis B surface antigen 
particles by electron microscopy



6.1 Introduction

Until the development of the Electron Microscope (EM) as a tool for the study of 

biological specimen, the morphology of viruses was speculative. The EM technology 

allowed for the first time, not only the ability to visualise and characterise purified viral 

units, but also to visualise them during their infectious life cycles in the cell. Images 

captured by electron microscopy were central to the identification and classification of 

hepatitis B virus in the pioneering studies of Blumberg (1970) and Dane et al (1970) 

and subsequent work revealed more about the physical characteristic of the virus 

(Blumberg et al., 1970; Dane et al., 1970). What they observed initially were 22 nm 

spherical particles and filamentous particles, in non-infectious serum of hepatitis B 

patients. The infectious viral particle (Dane’s particle) was later visualised as a 42 nm 

entity, containing an inner capsid.

The development of pure antibodies against HBV surface proteins also meant that HBV 

particles could be made to aggregate in order to allow easier EM visualisation and 

provide evidence of identity. Antibodies conjugated with gold-particles have been 

developed which can specifically stain HBsAg-positive tissue, by binding in turn to the 

specific anti-HBsAg primary antibody (Gagne and Miller, 1987). The bound gold 

particles then result in high resolution EM images which can greatly facilitate HBsAg or 

HBV identification, in particular in cell or tissue sections.

EM analysis has, over the years, aided the understanding of HBsAg formation and 

morphology (Lee et al., 1998), clinical significance of intracellular retention of HBV 

(Chisari et al., 1987) and wild-type vaccine research particularly in transgenic plants 

(Smith et al., 2002).

Engineered HBsAg particles generated for vaccine research have also been well 

characterised by EM (Hui et al., 1999). These particles were found to be of similar size 

to the 22 nm wild type particles and of similar morphology. The work in this chapter 

sought to confirm visually the spherical nature of the HBS-TS variant particles and also 

to estimate a size for these particles.
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The Electron Microscope

Electron Microscope uses a beam of electrons instead of light to create an image of the 

specimen. Transmission electron microscopes (TEM) generally consist of:

• High voltage generator

• Electron Gun

• Series of electromagnetic lenses

• Vacuum system

• Software/electronics

A specialized tungsten filament supplies the electrons upon electrical heating. These 

electrons are accelerated between an anode cap and a cathode cap under vacuum, 

passing through the immobilized specimen. The direction, brightness and focusing of 

the emitted beam is controlled by a series of electro-magnets lining the vacuum 

chamber. Function of each type of lens as is summarized in Figure 6.1 and table 6.1.

E.M Lens Functions

Condenser Controls brightness of beam

Objective Focuses specimen image / holds the specimen chamber

Intermediate Acts as the magnifying lens

Projector Directs the image on to fluorescent a screen or film

Table 6.1 - The electron microscope lens system and its functions.
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Figure 6.1 -  Schematic representation of the Electron Microscope (Spector et al., 1997) 

and the functions of the lens system outlined in the accompanying table.
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The photons forming the image of the specimen are used to excite a special fluorescent 

screen which allows visualisation of the image. Modem EMs are sometimes linked up 

to sophisticated software which allows automatic focusing, electronic image capture and 

size measurements.

In summary, the work described in this chapter was aimed at:

1. Visualising the engineered HBS-TS particles by Electron Microscopy.

As seen in the previous two chapters, the design of the HBS-TS constmct retains the 

sequence and immunological integrity of the S domain which is indispensable in terms 

of particle formation. Here the objective was to provide concrete visual evidence of the 

physical from that the engineered particles have upon in vitro expression.

2. Comparing these particles to particles produced from the wild-type gene.

The 22nm particles HBsAg particles found in plasma of HBV-infected patients have 

been well characterised using electron microscopy. The constmct HBs-S (Chapter 4) 

and the recombinant baculovims constmct comprising of the L gene (chapter 3) were 

both unmodified in terms of their internal DNA sequence, and thus were expected to 

yield particles of wild type appearance. The hypothesis here was that the engineered 

HBs-TS constmct can also result in spherical particles of -22 nm diameter and that 

conventional and immune electron microscopic techniques can be applied in the 

visualisation of the gene product.
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6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Electron M icroscopy o f wild-type and modified HBs particles

The Electron Microscopy work was carried out in conjunction with Dr T Ryder (ICSM 

Charing Cross Hospital) and Ms Jackie Lewin (Royal Free Hospital). The 

specifications of the Electron microscopy equipment used are detailed in table below:

Electron Microscope Model: Philips CM 10

Operated at voltage: 80,000 V

Film type: Kodak 4489 cut

Materials

Purified HBs and HBS-TS variants 

Goat Anti-HBs antibody (DAKO)

Rabbit anti-preS 1 [21-47] antibody (T. Harrison) 

Sodium Phosphotungstate (Sigma)

PBS

Nickel-mesh carbon coated EM grids (AGAR science)

Methods

The CsCl-purified HBsAg particles were first dialysed against fresh changes of 1 litre 

TE buffer (pH 7.4), in order to remove the caesium salt which would interfere with the 

electron microscopy. The desalted sample was re-tested for HBsAg by ELISA. The 

HBs and HBS-TS samples prepared from cell culture required further concentration. 

This was achieved by ultra-centrifugation in a SW41Ti rotor at 35,000 rpm/4°C/lhour. 

The pelleted particles were then gently re-suspended in 500pl (IH2O. A small volume 

of this suspension (50-100 pi) was spotted onto the surface of a 10 cm^ Sterilin petri 

dish. A HBsAg-negative protein fraction was isolated from a parallel CsCl gradient and 

prepared in exactly the same way, to act as a control.
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The carbon coated nickel mesh grids were handled using special non-magnetic forceps 

and were floated on the specimen samples with the reflective (carbon coated) side 

facing down. The grid was incubated on the specimen droplet for 1 minute (for high 

concentrations of viral particles) or 5-10 minutes (for dilute samples). The grid was 

then carefully lifted from the droplet and the excess sample removed by gentle dabbing 

the grid on small pieces of clean 3mm filter paper. An option at this stage was to wash 

the grid by floating it on 3 droplets of Ix PBS (30 seconds per droplet). However for 

the ultra-purified particles, this step was omitted.

The negative stain used for these experiments was a 2% solution of Phosphotungstate 

(pH7). Again, 50-100 pi droplets of the stain were placed on a clean plastic surface.

The incubated grids were drained on filter paper and floated on the droplet of stain for 1 

minute. This was followed by an obligatory 3-step wash using Ix PBS to remove 

excess stain. Grids were then air-dried for 5 minutes on clean filter paper and each one 

stored inside a clearly labelled gelatine capsule.

The electron microscope and the associated equipment were switched on and prepared 

by the specialist technician. The grid was carefully lifted out of the gelatine capsule and 

placed inside a specimen holder, which was then inserted into the sample chamber and 

turned 180° to lock the chamber into a vacuum. The grid was first visualised on the 

fluorescent screen and the image focused. Well-stained regions within the nickel mesh 

grid were identified, zoomed on and refocused. The typical magnification used to 

visualise the HBs particles was x 125,000.

6.2.2 Immune Electron Microscopy

As a variation to the preparative method above for electron microscopy of HBs, the 

concentrated samples were pre-incubated with the appropriate anti-HBs antibodies 

using the following dilutions:

Antibody Antibody Dilution

Goat anti-HBs (pAb) 1/100

Mouse anti-HBs (mAh) 1/50

Rabbit anti-preSI (pAb) 1/10
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To 100-500jal aliquots of the specimen, the appropriate volume of each antibody was 

added to obtain the above dilution, tubes were vortex-mixed briefly and incubated at 

room temperature for 1-2 hours. The sample-antibody mixture was then placed inside 

Beckman ultracentrifuge (ultraclear) tubes, topped up with Ix PBS and balanced to the 

nearest 0.05g. Tubes were centrifuged in a SW41-Ti rotor at 35,000rpm for 1 hour at 

4°C. The pellet (often not visible) was re-suspended in 20-50pl dH20 or TE buffer (pH 

8). Samples were immobilised onto the EM grids as previously described.

The electron microscope images were captured on film and developed by the Medical 

Illustration unit. Royal Free Hospital.

6.3 Results and Discussion

The engineered HBS-TS particles and the equivalent HBsAg-negative protein fractions 

were prepared on EM grids and stained as described above and visualised in the electron 

microscope. Figure 6.2 (a) shows the presence of spherical and well-stained structures 

(pointed out by white arrows). The examination of these structures against the size 

scale generated by the microscope reveals an estimated diameter of 18-25 nm for these 

apparently spherical entities. In the Images captured for the specimens containing 

HBsAg-negative protein, no such spherical structures were observed, as shown in figure

6.2 (b).
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a)

b)

mismm

Figure 6.2 -  Electron micrographs of (a) engineered HBS-TS particles purified on 

caesium chloride gradient and (b) HBsAg-negative protein fraction from the CsCl 

gradient. Negative stain= 2% phosphotungstate. Magnification = 125,000 x
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Figure 6.3 -  Electron micrographs of (a) Engineered HBsAg particle expressed in the 

pFastBac vector (chapter3) and (b) HBsAg particles from the wild-type L-gene 

expressed in a pCMV vector. Magnification = x 125,000.
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Figure 6.4 Electron micro-graph of (a) HBS-TS particles and (b) HBs particles, both 

pre- treated with goat anti-HBs antibody (dil. 1/100). Magnification 125,000.

Grids were also prepared from concentrated specimens containing Baculovirus 

generated HBs protein (chapter 3) and C0S7 generated HBs (chapter 4) examined by 

EM. In figure 6.3 (a) spherical structures, again of diameter 18-25 nm, were observed.
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In addition, filamentous entities of variable length were observed on this particular grid 

but at much lower frequency than the spherical structures (structures pointed out with 

white arrows).

In figure 6.4, immune electron microscopy was used to visualise engineered HBS-TS 

(figure 6.4-a) and the wild-type 22 nm HBs particles (Figure 6.4-b). The antibody used 

to pre-treat the HBs samples was goat anti-HBs (1/100 dilution).

The same 18-25 nm entities can be observed in both the engineered and wild-type 

samples. EM image of figure 6.5 represents HBS-TS particles pre-incubated with the 

anti-preSl [21-47aa] antibody in order to aggregate.
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Figure 6.5 Electron micro-graph of the engineered HBS-TS particles pre-treated with 

the specific anti-PreSl [21-47] antibody. Magnification: x 150,000.
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The images presented above demonstrate the presence in our experimental samples, of 

particles, very similar to the 22 nm sub-viral particles found in patient serum.

Figure 6.3 Shows that the effect observed is real, by revealing filament-shaped particles 

in samples prepared from cells harbouring the L-protein. These filamentous structures 

were absent from the protein products of HBS-TS or HBs, since neither of these 

constructs carried the preS2 or whole of preSl sequences which are essential for 

filament formation.

Immune aggregation of the particles using specific antibody was useful in that it made 

clusters of particles, which were easier to find under the EM (Figure 6.4). This 

aggregation was made more specific using the rabbit anti preSl [21-47] antibody and 

Figure 6.5 shows one of these aggregates of HBS-TS. These spherical particles 

observed in this figure are clearly in much closer proximity than those observed in the 

previous figures where no antibodies were employed. Here the antibody has attached to 

more than one HBS-TS particle through multiple epitope recognition sites and thus acts 

as a linker between the spheres. No such aggregation was observed when this antibody 

was incubated in the same way with unmodified HBsAg particles, which confirmed the 

role of the engineered targeting sequence in this phenomenon.

The work outlined in this chapter provides a useful and important confirmation of the 

results obtained in chapter 5, which had suggested a particulate, spherical morphology 

for the HBS-TS variant. The estimated size of 18-25 nm for the observed particles also 

confirms the findings of previous workers such as Hui et al., (1999) who also generated 

modified HBsAg and visualised 22 nm particles (Hui et al., 1999). The success of the 

immune-aggregation process using the specific antibody against the targeting sequence 

of the HBS-TS is also a confirmation that the immunogenicity of the preS 1 extension is 

intact. Thus one can safely assume that the conformational integrity of the [21-47aa] 

epitope, which is the key domain in hepatic targeting, is also intact.

During the preparation steps for negatively stained specimen for EM studies, several 

issues had to be dealt with. This first issue was the purity of the antigen specimen. 

Presence of even residual amounts of caesium salts was found to interfere with 

visualisation due to crystallization, a problem which was dealt with by extensive 

dialysis of the samples. Also, antigen-ffee protein control resulted in grainy EM images
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which complicated comparison and identification of HBsAg particles. The second main 

question, was the incubation period of the antigen sample with the specialized grids.

The HBS-TS samples were expressed and purified from mammalian cells and thus were 

of low concentration. For this reason it was found that the grids needed to be floated on 

the specimen for a longer periods than higher concentration, plasma purified sample, in 

order to allow maximum number of antigen particles to bind to the grids.

In order to obtain even more specific visual evidence, immune electron microscopy, 

using gold-conjugated IgGs, was attempted on thin sections of Sf9 cells expressing full 

length L-HBsAg and C0S7 cells expressing the engineered HBS-TS (results not 

presented). These immunogold experiments failed due to high degree of non-specific 

staining by the gold-conjugated antibodies. In the Sf9 sections, baculovirus particles 

were clearly visible, but (the much smaller) HBsAg and HBS-TS particles could not be 

identified. Future attempts at immuno-gold electron microscopy of the HBS-TS 

variants should aim to determine the optimal antibody dilution and incubation 

conditions, in order to minimize non-specific background signal from the gold 

conjugate.

The data obtained via the studies outlined in this chapter, helped to confirm three main 

facts about the engineered HBsAg variant, HBS-TS:

1. The engineered protein product is released from the cells as intact spherical 

particles, a fact that which was advantageous in purification of the product.

2. These particles were observed to be o f -18-25 nm in diameter and of similar to 

size to the wild type HBsAg particles (22 nm).

3. HBS-TS particles were effectively aggregated using a specific antibody against 

their targeting sequence (TS), namely preSl [aa21-47] domain. This confirmed 

both the integrity of this domain and also its positioning on the outer surface of 

the particles, which is essential for the liver-targeting function of this potential 

vector.
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Chapter 7 

Studies on binding of engineered HBsAg 
particles to liver cells



7.1 Introduction

The attachment of viruses to target cell surfaces and subsequent entry into the cell is the 

most crucial step in the infection process, the mechanisms of which are discussed in 

chapter 1. Protein domains responsible for the initial contact with the cell surface 

receptor molecules are found on the virus surface. As discussed previously, cellular 

entry has been intensely studied for the hepatitis B virus, and although a specific 

receptor is yet to be identified, a strong candidate for the hepatocyte attachment domain 

has been proposed. This, the amino acid 21-47 sequence in the preSl domain of the 

large HBsAg, is most abundant on the surface of the infectious virion (Dane particles) 

and almost totally absent in the inert sub-viral particles found in the blood of infected 

individuals. The Frange and Streeck model of the trans-membrane folding of the 

surface antigen protein in the viral envelope, places the hydrophilic preSl domain on 

the outer surface of the viruses pointing to its role as the cellular “docking” domain of 

HBV (Frange and Streeck, 1995). Work with the antibody against preSl-[21-47aa] has 

also confirmed this as the most likely candidate for hepatocyte-targeting domain of 

HBV (Dash et al., 1992).

In chapters 4 and 5 we successfully installed this domain as an extension to the non- 

infectious small HBsAg protein, using genetic engineering. This recombinant antigen 

was shown to be recognised by specific antibodies and capable of forming spherical 

particles.

The work described in this chapter aimed to establish whether this modified HBsAg 

recombinant can attach preferentially to the surface of liver cells.

Little work has been done on measurement and comparison of HBsAg attachment to 

cellular membranes. However, work involving the radioactive labelling of HBV 

proteins and use of FITC conjugate to anti-HBV was done as early as the late 1970’s 

(Skelly et al., 1978). Shortage of anti-HBsAg antibodies suitable for SDS-FAGE 

analysis in the earlier days of HBV research meant that ^^S-methionine labelling of the 

constituent protein was performed as a method of detection on SDS-FAGE. Also, as 

predecessors to ELISA, radio-immunoassays were carried out to detect the antigen 

product (Humi et al., 1991).
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In recent years workers such as Prange et al (1995) and Hui et al (1999) have created 

hybrid S-PreSl constructs in order to produce highly immunogenic HBsAg variants for 

vaccine development (Prange et al., 1995) (Hui et al., 1999).

To our knowledge no such recombinant construct has been extensively tested for liver 

attachment or DNA delivery potential. Here, studies of cellular attachment of other 

viruses using ^^S-labelled proteins and FITC were adapted to establish the binding 

properties of the modified HBsAg particles. We set out to prove the hypothesis that the 

genetically engineered HBS-TS particles can bind to hepatic cells preferentially and 

specifically, due to the hepato-tropic extension they carry.

The aims of this chapter were:

- To investigate binding potential of HBsAg variants towards liver cell lines and 

primary hepatocyte using immuno-fluorescence techniques.

-T o  determine the level of binding of modified HBsAg particles to hepatic and non- 

hepatic cells in comparison to the unmodified HBs-S and wild type HBsAg

Key to code nam es of HBsAg varian ts  :

W T/HBsAg = P lasm a purified wild type 22nm  particles

HBs-S = unm odified HBsAg particles contain ing  only the  S 

pro tein , expressed  from the pM EP4-HBs p lasm id

HBS-TS = Genetically engineered HBsAg w ith the  p re S l targeting  

sequence (TS) extension

HBS-TS[His] = Genetically engineered HBsAg w ith  preS 1 

targeting  sequence (TS) and  a  V5 h istid ine tag
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7.2 Materials and methods

7.2.1 Radio-labelling of modified HBsAg polypeptide

Radio-labelling of polypeptides can be one of the most sensitive methods for measuring 

amounts and pathways of proteins in experimental systems. The amino acid cysteine 

containing a radio-isotope of sulphur (^^S) can be incorporated into polypeptides during 

in vitro expression, labelling the resulting protein. Compared to other commonly used 

radio-isotopes, is deemed safer to use due to its relatively short half-life (84 days) 

although it is more volatile.

In this study the modified HBsAg particles were transiently expressed and metabolically 

labelled in C0S7 cells, and purified as described in chapter 5.

Materials

C0S7 cells

24 and 48 well culture plates

DMEM medium without cysteine or methionine (Invitrogen)

LipofectAMINE'^^ reagent (Invitrogen) 

pMEP4-HBs and pMEP4-HBs-TS plasmids (0.5 mg/ml)

Cell disruption buffer: (see chapter 4)

Protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)

Promix^^ (Amersham)

20-70% sucrose gradient (see 5.2.2)

Ultracentrifuge tubes (Beckman)

Murex HBsAg ELISA system (ABBOT)

Ecoscint™ scintillation fluid (National Diagnostics)

Beckman LS 65000 scintillation counter

All procedures involving radio-chemicals were carried out in full accordance with local 

and national regulations on radioactivity use and disposal.
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Methods

C0S7 cells were harvested at viability of >80% and seeded at 0.5 x 10  ̂into 1-4 80cm^ 

TC flasks, supplemented with complete DMEM (25ml). The cells were incubated for 

24 hours to 60-70% confluence and then transfected with the HBs plasmid using 50 pg 

of lipofectamine reagent and 10 pg plasmid DNA per flask.

The conditioned transfection medium was discarded and replaced with 4 ml DMEM 

(without methionine and cysteine) and incubated for 4 hours at 37°C in order to starve 

the cells of methionine and Cysteine. Promix (300 pCi / 21 pi) was added to the cells 

and incubated for a further 24 hours at 37°C, 5% CO2 .

The conditioned medium and the fully confluent cells were harvested separately. The 

medium was clarified by passing it through a 0.2 pm filter followed by addition of a 

protease inhibitor cocktail (0.5 % v/v) and stored at 4°C. Harvested cells were pelleted 

by centrifuging the suspension at 800g for 10 minutes. The cell pellet was re-suspended 

in 2 ml of ice cold disruption buffer containing protease inhibitor cocktail (1 % v/v) and 

disrupted by ffeeze-thawing 3 times in liquid nitrogen. The suspension was then 

centrifuged at 13,000 rpm in a cooled microfuge for 2 minutes. The supernatant was 

separated and stored at -18° C.

Purification of the labelled HBsAg particles was carried out using a 20-70% sucrose 

gradient centrifuged at 100,000g in a SW41-Ti rotor for 20 hours (see 5.2.2).

Fractions (0.5 ml) were collected from bottom of the tube using a manual fraction 

collector and assayed for HBsAg using Murex ELISA. Peak fractions were identified 

and the labelled antigen was pelleted by further centrifugation in SW41-Ti rotor 

(100,000g / 4°C) for 2 hours and re-suspended in 1ml TE buffer (Ix). The HBsAg 

content was re-checked using ELISA and total protein content estimated by the Lowry 

method. Aliquots were stored at -18°C.

7.2.2 M easuring activity using scintillation counter

The ^̂ S content in experimental samples was measured using a LS-65000 scintillation 

counter. Labelled protein or cell samples were placed in scintillation vials, scintillation 

fluid was added (40% v/v sample), and the vials vortex-mixed thoroughly. No 

solublization of cellular material was required when using the Ecoscint™ scintillation 

fluid.
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Samples for measurement were prepared in replicates of 3 or 6 and placed within 

numbered racks. The first two vials in the first rack contained just scintillation fluid and 

Ix PBS, the buffer in which the cellular extracts were made. These provided the 

measure of the background radioactivity, to be subtracted from any positive 

measurement.

The duration of the scintilation count on each individual vial was between 1 and 10 

minutes depending on the level of accuracy required of the count.

Detector Beckman LS 65,000 scintillation counter

Isotope "̂ Ŝ Amersham Pharmacia Promix (Cysteine + Methionine) 
14.8 pCi/pl

Scintillation solvent Ecoscint™ (National Diagnostics)

Table 7.1- The specifications of the radio-isotope detection system used for in vitro 

binding studies

7.2.3 Cellular binding assay using ^^S-modified HBsAg

Binding potential of the labelled HBsAg variants were tested on the hepatoma cell line 

HepG2 and non-hepatic C0S7 cell line. Cells were seeded into 24-well TC plates at a 

density of 50,000 cells/well in 1 ml of complete DMEM. HepG2 cells were incubated 

for 24-48 hours and C0S7 cells for 18-24 hours, to attach and proliferate. The 

experiments were carried out at 60-70% monolayer confluence. Each well was gently 

washed twice with HBSS followed by addition of 100 ng of the labelled, purified 

HBsAg variant diluted in 0.5 ml of Ix PBS, into each well. Each surface antigen variant 

and the non-antigen labelled control were added to the wells in replicates of 6, with a 

final set of wells being the cell-only negative control.

The plates were incubated for 0.5 hour at 4°C to allow binding. Labelled medium in 

each well was then aspirated and microfuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 minute to pellet any 

detached cells. This medium was placed into scintillation vials and 8 ml of scintillation 

fluid was added.

The cell mono-layer in each well was washed 3-4 times using 1ml PBS and then gently 

scraped (using a plastic cell culture scraper) into 1ml PBS. This cell suspension was 

homogenized and a sample counted on a haemocytometer grid to estimate the number
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of cells in each well. Cell suspension was also placed into scintillation vials and 8 ml of 

scintillation fluid followed.

All vials were placed into specialised plastic racks and placed into the scintillation 

counter to be measured for radioactivity.

7.2.4 Cellular binding assay using FITC antibodies

Fluorescein Isothio-Cyanate Conjugated (FITC) antibodies are highly useful tools for in 

vitro microscopic studies of proteins within or on cells. These tagged compounds are 

designed to fluoresce upon excitation by ultra violet light and are commercially 

available, often as secondary antibodies. A specific antibody can be applied to the 

protein o f interest within or on surface o f cells under study, followed by the 

corresponding FITC secondary antibody to make an antigen-antibody-antibody 

sandwich (Figure 7.1)

IIV light

F luorescence  

^  detected by

m icroscope

FITC antibody

Prim ary antibody

Cell M em brane

A ntigen  

(e.g. receptor-ligand com plex)

Figure 7.1- Schematic representation o f in vitro formation o f antigen-antibody-FITC 

complex which can be used to visualise proteins on surface o f cells.
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In these studies we aimed to use various FITC labelled antibodies in order to visualise 

and analyse the binding of the HBS-TS engineered particles to hepatocytes, liver cell 

lines and non-liver cells.

Materials

HepG2 and C0S7 cells lines

Primary human hepatocytes (Provided by Dr C. Selden and Dr.N.Mellor )

DMEM and aMEM complete media 

6 and 24 well TC plates (collagen coated and non-coated)

HBsAg and HBS-TS purified fractions.

Rabbit anti-preSl [21-47] antibody (T.Harrison )

Goat anti-HBs antibody (DAKO)

FITC conjugated anti-goat and anti-rabbit (DAKO)

1 xPBS

Methods

The normal HBsAg and HBS-TS particles were prepared and purified as described 

previously (see 5.2.2). The negative binding control used was a surface antigen- 

negative protein fraction from a 20-70% sucrose gradient. The protein content of each 

fraction was estimated and concentration of the two HBsAg variants were equalised by 

diluting appropriately in Ix PBS.

The cells to be probed by the HBsAg variants, were seeded into 24-well TC plates at

0.2x 10  ̂ cells/ml. In the case of cell lines, each well of the TC-plate contained a glass 

disc (1.5 cm diameter), which was sterilized with 80% ethanol prior to placing in the 

well. Primary human hepatocytes were provided cultured on collagen coated plastic (by 

Dr. N. Mellor).

Cells were allowed to attach by incubation at 37°C. Monolayer cells were used for 

binding experiments at 50-60% confluence. Prior to binding, cells in each well were 

washed twice using HBSS (1 ml). HBsAg variant samples (wild type HBsAg and HBS- 

ST) were prepared in Ix PBS to give a concentration of 100 ng/ml.

The samples (positive and negative controls) were carefully applied (100-200 pi) to the 

monolayer in each well. The plates were then incubated at 4°c for 30 minutes to allow 

binding to occur. Following the incubation, the protein overlay was removed and
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discarded from the wells and cells washed 3-5 times with 1ml of room temperature PBS 

(Ix) to remove excess and unbound protein .

Dilutions of goat anti-HBsAg antibody (1/500 dilution) and rabbit anti preSl-[21-47] 

antibody (1/100 dilution) were prepared in 1 x PBS. Primary antibody preparations 

(100 pi) were applied to the monolayer cells and allowed to bind at 4° C for 1 hour. 

Following the incubation, the wash steps using Ix PBS were repeated to remove any 

unbound antibody.

Overlays of FITC secondary antibodies (goat and rabbit IgG’s) were prepared in Ix 

PBS at dilution recommended by the manufacturer. These samples (100 pi) were 

overlaid on the washed cells in each well and again allowed to bind at 4°C for 30 

minutes, followed by a repetition of the PBS wash steps.

In the case of the cell lines, each glass disc containing a cell monolayer was carefully 

picked out of the well and placed on to a glass slide and covered with 1ml of Ix PBS, 

ready for microscopy. Primary hepatocytes were viewed in the plastic plates they were 

cultured in.

A Nikon Eclipse TE200 light Microscope equipped with a mercury lamp and connected 

to a JVC TK-CT380 video camera was used for visualization. Cells were viewed under 

a blue filter and the real-time software LUCIA was used to capture images of the 

fluorescence.
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7.3 Results and discussion

In order to assess the binding capability of the HBS-TS product, we carried out both 

quantitative studies and microscopy. The data generated from the radio-label 

experiments were processed for statistical significance using the Student t-test.

7.3.1 Labelled HBsAg binding

Each ^̂ S labelled HBsAg variant was tested in replicates of 6 on the liver cell line 

HepG2 and non-hepatic cell line C0S7. Radioactivity bound to cells in each well was 

measured in a scintillation counter for 10 minutes. The number of cells in each well 

was estimated by counting on a haemocytometer. The extent of binding was calculated 

as a percentage of the total radioactivity using the following formula:

Radioactivity (washed cells)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------  X 100 = % label bound

Radioactivity (Washed cells) + Radioactivity (Total fluid)

This value was then divided by the estimated number of cells in the particular well to 

obtain a per-million cells estimate for the labelled HBsAg bound to the cells.

Figure 7.2 is a graphical representation of the amount of radioactivity bound to 3 types 

of cells, when incubated with wild-type HBsAg particles, engineered variant HBS-TS or 

labelled HBsAg-negative protein fraction. The cell types used were the hepatoma- 

derived cell lines HepG2 and the non-hepatic C0S7 cells line. Each HBsAg or control 

sample was tested in 6 replicate wells.

The percentage [^^S] binding per million cells was observed to be slightly but 

significantly higher in cells incubated with labelled HBS-TS in comparison to those 

incubated with labelled HBs-S (Figure 7.2 a and b ). This significance was confirmed 

statistically for HepG2 cells using t-test. P value was found to be <0.05.
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In order to make a firm association between the radioactivity detected on washed cells 

and HBsAg variants, we repeated the same experiments on the three cell lines after 

pre-treating the cell monolayer with a 50 ng/ml overlay of unlabelled HBS-TS.

The result of these experiments is summarized in Figure 7.3. The data show a decrease 

in the percentage binding of ^̂ S labelled HBsAg and HBS-TS to hepatic cell lines 

HepG2.

The above studies using radiolabelled HBsAg particles provide us with a useful and 

semi-quantitative measure of the affinity of the HBS-TS surface antigen particles for 

cells of hepatic origin. As can be seen in Figure 7.2, this engineered variant 

demonstrates a slight but significant affinity for HepG2 cells in comparison to the 

unmodified HBs particles. This improved binding is not observed in the non-hepatic 

C0S7 cells. This set of data suggest that the preSl [21-47] domain engineered to the 

carboxyl terminal end of the S polypeptide confers improved hepatic binding in vitro. 

With subsequent experiments we have confirmed that this observed effect (higher 

amounts of bound radio-isotope) is indeed real and is due to HBS-TS particles binding 

to cells. Pre-treating HepG2 cells with non-radioactive HBS-TS, saturates most of the 

binding sites for the labelled [^^S]-HBS-TS, hence the significant reduction in cell- 

bound radio-isotope observed in Figure 7.3. This saturation did not seem to effect the 

binding of labelled HBs-S (unmodified) particles to HepG2 surfaces in the same 

dramatic way, which could suggests a different binding site or domain may be at play 

for these two types of particles.

7.3.2 FITC antibody binding studies

These experiments were aimed at analysing visually the hepatocyte-binding potential of 

the HBsAg variants generated. The fluorescent domains of the conjugated antibodies 

were excited using a UV light source. The emitted fluorescence was captured as images 

seen in Figures 7.4 and 7.5.

Binding experiments were also repeated for the hepatoma-derived Huh7 and non- 

hepatic COS7cells using the anti-preSl and anti-HBsAg antibodies. Figure 7.5 shows 

the results of these binding assays, with the HBsAg-treated monolayer emitting clearly 

visible fluorescence signal and negligible emission from the control cells. The emitted 

fluorescence by the treated C0S7 cells was much less than Huh7 or primary liver cells.
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(e)

Figure 7.4 Fluorescence microscope images showing primary human hepatocytes with bound FTTC 

labelled antibody against the preSl extension of the HBS-TS construct, (a) and (c) show 

hepatocytes as seen under normal light, at phase contrast ( magnification = xlOO). (b) and (d) show 

the same field under UV excitation (blue filter, lOx magnification lens). The top two images (a and 

b) were cells which were incubated with the 22nm HBsAg particles, while cells in images (c) and 

(d) were those treated with HBS-TS. Image (e) shows the cells incubated with HBsAg-negative 

protein fraction. Viewed using a UV microscope.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.5 Fluorescence of HBS-TS treated primary hepatocytes probed with anti-preSl 

FITC antibody (a) without pre-incubation with wild type HBsAg and (b) after pre

incubation with wild-type HBsAg (c) incubation with HBS-TS of Huh? cells and (d) 

incubation with HBs of Huh? cells. Magnification = xlOO.
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The above results provided a useful visual confirmation of the hepatocyte binding 

capability of the surface antigen variant HBS-TS. This confirmation was most clear 

when we used these engineered particles to probe primary human hepatocytes in 

culture. What can be observed in Figure 7.4 (c-d) is a relatively small number of 

hepatocytes treated with relatively high concentration of purified HBS-TS particles 

which were then probed with a fluorescent label. The high degree of bound fluorescent 

material on the treated hepatic cells compared to those treated with HBsAg-negative 

protein fraction (e), demonstrates the preferential binding of HBS-TS to human 

hepatocytes.

The same effect was also observed when hepatocytes were treated with wild-type 22 nm 

HBsAg particles, compared to the protein-only control wells, as can be seen in Figure 

7.5, although in that particular well the cells were more sparse than those in Figure 7.4 

(c & d). Wild-type 22 nm HBsAg particles therefore also show significant affinity to 

the plasma membrane of hepatocytes.

The binding of the HBsAg variants to hepatoma-derived Huh7 cell line and the non- 

hepatic control cell line C0S7, is observed in figure 7.5 (c & d). Again, both the 

modified HBS-TS variant and the 22 nm HBsAg particles show significant affinity for 

the liver-derived cells in comparison to the protein-only control.

The overall result of these FITC binding studies was to show clearly, the preferential 

affinity of the engineered HBS-TS variant for hepatocytes and hepatoma-derived cells. 

This binding capability is also observed for the wild-type HBsAg; however this 

particular visual technique is not suitable for quantitative analysis of the difference in 

degree of binding between wild-type and variant surface antigen. The degree of binding 

however does appear to be less in Huh7 cells comparison to primary hepatocytes. This 

could well be due to the more abundant presence of receptor molecules such as the 

Asialoglycoprotein receptor on the surface of hepatocytes compared to the less 

differentiated hepatoma-derived Huh7 cells lines.

The work carried out in this section confirms visually the findings in the section 7.3.1 

using radio-labelled particles. The variant surface antigen particles HBS-TS bind avidly 

to hepatic cells in comparison to non-hepatic control cells and they can do so in a short 

space of time (30 minutes) and at low temperatures (4°C). This site of binding is 

probably the TS domain (amino acid 21-47) engineered onto the carboxyl terminus of 

the S protein. However as pointed out in chapter 1, this proposed interaction may not
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be exclusively responsible for the strong hepatocyte-binding capability of HBV. This 

could explain why we observed the 22 nm wild type particles (which comprise only of 

the S protein and lack preSl) to also show a high degree of binding to liver cells.

Technical issues

When attempting to make an estimation of hepatocyte-binding potential of the 

engineered HBsAg variant HBS-TS, several technical questions were encountered.

One of these was whether the Murex anti HBsAg ELISA system would have been a 

better choice for detection of bound HBsAg particles on cell membrane surfaces. 

Although the ELISA would have been the safer option (eliminating the use of 

radioactive material) its dependence on the binding between the antigen and antibody- 

coat of the assay plate would probably give an inaccurate measure of bound antigen on 

the surfaces of largely intact cells. The radio-labelling system however does not rely on 

such interaction and so, every bound and labelled particle, should theoretically be 

accounted for in the scintillation count. An alternative route would have been to make 

hepatic cell membrane preparations, which could pave the way for use of ELISA as an 

accurate tool to measure binding (Hubbard et al., 1983).

Another issue was that of radioactive disintegration over the period that a scintillation 

count of a labelled sample was being counted, which was often up to 10 minutes per 

vial. In order to address possible inaccuracies that may arise from this and the issue of 

quenching, disintegrations per minute (DPM) reading of the scintillation counter was 

used for calculations rather than counts per minute (CPM).

In this chapter we have proven both qualitatively and semi-quantitatively, the 

hypothesis that the genetically engineered HBS-TS particles can:

1. Bind to specifically to cells of hepatic origin.

2. Show higher degree of binding to hepatic cells in comparison to wild type HBsAg 

particles.

These findings are in line with the current thinking regarding HBV -hepatocyte 

interaction. The above studies have confirmed, for this particular engineered construct, 

the assertions of Neurath (1990), Pontisso & Alberti (1991) and others that the preSl 

domain [amino acid 21-47] of L-HBsAg is likely to be responsible for hepatocyte 

binding and entry (Neurath et al., 1990; Pontisso and Alberti, 1991). However other
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studies have also pointed to other domains in the S protein which could be involved in 

the viral attachment and entry while others have suggested there may be more than one 

domain and co-receptors involved. This could explain the tendency for inert 22nm 

particles we generated to bind to hepatic cells and why this attachment was reduced by 

pre-saturating the cells with the HBS-TS antigen variant. The albeit slight comparative 

increase in affinity shown by the HBS-TS particles towards hepatocytes due to the 

[aa21-47] extension, means that it can potentially be used to target liver cells with 

increased specificity.
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Chapter 8
Construction of non-viral vector systems 

nsing genetically modified HBsAg



8.1 Introduction

The main alternative to conventional viral gene delivery vectors such as retroviruses and 

adenoviruses are synthetic compounds designed to form stable complexes with the 

DNA molecules, enabling entry into the cell. These vehicles have many advantages over 

viral vectors, chiefly a lack of host immune response to their administration and 

relatively low toxicity. There are also fewer restrictions in the size of the therapeutic 

DNA, which can be transferred using such vehicles, theoretically allowing the 

introduction of very large DNA with transcriptional control elements.

However, one of the main factors limiting the use of non-viral, synthetic gene delivery 

vehicles in vivo has been their general lack of tissue specificity. For this reason, 

alternative composite vectors have been developed which are composed of the basic 

synthetic vector plus a specific cell-targeting moiety. This targeting is often achieved 

through specific receptor-ligand interactions on the plasma membrane of the target cell. 

In the case of liver-directed gene transfer the asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGP-R) has 

been targeted by many groups. This receptor can be targeted by synthetic polymers 

carrying its natural ligand, asialofetuin, or by vectors carrying galactosylated residues 

(Bettinger et al., 1999; Kara et al., 1995; Wu et al., 1991).

Composite lipid-based vectors

Early work on lipid and liposome vectors used simple compounds such as 

phosphatidylserine (Feigner et al., 1987). Later various monocationic lipids (e.g: 

DOTMA) and polycationic lipids (e.g: DOGS) were introduced to allow more felxbility 

in vector design.

Liposomes are spherical lipid bilayers which can range from 50-1000nm in diameter 

(Pouton and Seymour, 2001). The precise mechanism for the interaction of liposomes 

with the negatively charged DNA molecule is not clear, although it is widely assumed 

that the DNA is contained within the liposome structure. The liposomes help the foreign 

DNA molecules to interact and be internalised by the negatively charged plasma 

membrane of the target cell, by condensing it electrostatically. Liposome vectors, 

however, tend to be inefficient at gene transfer in-vivo, prompting various groups to 

incorporate liver-targeting moieties into them. Kara (1996) used liposomes tagged with 

an asialofetuin moiety to encapsulate a chloroamphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) 

marker plasmid into the human liver cell line HepG2, and reported significantly
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improved transfer in comparison to non-composite liposomes. Similar results were 

obtained by Dasi et al., (2001) and Cheng (1996) who tried a simple complexing of 

commercially available liposomes with transferrin, resulting in much improved transfer 

of the marker gene (Cheng, 1996; Dasi et al., 2001). ‘Immunoliposomes’ also have been 

developed which incorporate an antibody against a liver surface domain such as the 

transferrin receptor (Shi et al., 2001).

A novel class of composite vectors incorporate cell targeting or membrane fusegenic 

domains of viruses in order to improve gene delivery. In recent years the fusigenic 

protein of haemagluttinating virus of Japan (HVJ) has been used as part of liposomal 

vectors (Kaneda et al., 1999). HVJ shows a remarkable ability to fuse with both cell 

membranes and liposomes (Kato et al., 1991), which means it can help a liposome- 

DNA complex to take the endocytotic route directly into the cytoplasm rather than the 

phagocytotic route, and thus avoid lysosomal degradation (Smith and Wu, 1999).

In liver gene therapy HVJ has been successfully used to transfer marker DNA into rat 

hepatocytes and biliary tract cells in vivo at high efficiency (Yoshida et al., 2002). HVJ 

has also been employed for ex-vivo transfection of porcine hepatocytes in a model of 

bioartificial liver support (Kawashita et al., ) and, more recently, to transfer the LDL 

receptor gene to the livers of knock out mice (Tomita et al., 2002).

Virus-like particles

Although the addition of a cell-targeting moiety improves the specificity of a liposomal 

gene delivery vehicle, these vectors still suffer from similar disadvantages as 

conventional liposomes when administered in vivo, namely the loss of transfection 

efficiency and partial inactivation due to serum effects. It is thought that blood 

components can cause aggregation of the cationic lipid complexes, although this is 

poorly understood.

A possible alternative is the use of virus-like particles (VLPs) to deliver the gene of 

interest into target cell. Several groups have cloned and expressed such particles, which 

are devoid of the viral genome but otherwise confer all the fusigenic and targeting 

properties of a full virus. These particles were primarily produced for immunisation 

studies; however, some groups have shown their potential for packaging and delivery of 

exogenous DNA to target cells (Clark et al., 2001; Goldmann et al., 1999). The major 

drawback of the use of VLP’s for gene transfer would be the host immune responses
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which would limit repeated administration of the vector. Hepatitis B virus produces 

natural VLP’s in the shape of 22nm and filamentous surface antigen particles, which 

have also been extensively used for anti-viral immunisation. Only a handful of groups 

have addressed the possibility of using HBsAg for targeting of hepatocytes, such as 

Hofmann et al., (1995) who produced recombinant HBV surface particles that could 

specifically bind hepatocytes. Others have studied the cell-permeability of the preS 

domain of HBV (Oess and Hildt, 2000) and fusegenic properties of the S domain 

(Rodriguez-Crespo et al., 2000) both of which may be important factors in possible use 

of HBsAg for liver-specific gene transfer.

This chapter describes simple studies aimed at employing both of the novel approaches 

to gene transfer outlined above by attempting to incorporate engineered HBsAg 

particles into liposomal vectors. The possibility of producing reconstituted HBsAg 

micelles to act as potential gene delivery vehicles has also been examined.

Experimental aims of the work outlined in this chapter were:

1. To investigate potential of LipofectAMINE'^^ to form complexes with 

engineered HBsAg proteins and marker plasmid DNA, to result in gene transfer into 

liver cells lines.

2. To form HBsAg-liposome particles using individual lipids, for marker DNA 

transfer.

3. To reconstitute disrupted engineered particles to form HBsAg micelles and to 

assess their ability to bind to hepatic membranes.
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8.2 Materials and Methods

The method for preparations of liposomes from individual cationic and neutral lipids 

were previously established and optimised for primary hepatocyte cultures within the 

liver group (Dr.N.Mellor). This method was adapted for this study and optimized for 

use on liver cell lines (HepG2 and Huh?) and non-hepatic COS? cells.

Reconstituted HBsAg micelle formation was adapted from methods used by Skelly et 

al.,(19?9).

8.2.1 Construction o f Lipofectamine-HBsAg vector

Materials

LipofectAMINE™ reagent, 2mg/ml (Invitrogen) 

pEGFP-F plasmid vector, 20pg/ml (Clontech) 

pCMVp-gal 0.5mg/ml stock (Clonetech)

HBsAg ,2"  ̂British working standard 0.5 lU/ml (NIBSC)

Murex HBsAg ELISA Version-3, GE34/36 (ABBOTT)

CytoFluor"^^ multi-well plate reader. Series 4000

Method

The pEGFP-F which was to be used as the marker plasmid was amplified using 

competent cells (chapter 2) which were grown on kanamycin selection plates. The 

plasmid was extracted and purified using the maxi-prep method (chapter 2) to give a 

yield of ~ 300pg/ml.

Engineered (HBS-TS) and unmodified (HB-S) HBsAg particles were pooled from 

stable-transfected COS? cells as described in chapter 4, and purified using the 

sucrose gradient method followed by dialysis against TES buffer. The HBsAg 

content of the specimens was estimated using the HBsAg ELISA and British 

working HBsAg standard or Lowry protein assay on purified fractions.

In order to establish the optimal lipid-DNA ratio for base-line transfection into 

HepG2, HUH? and COS? cells, 0.5-2p.g of pCMVPgal were complexed with 3, 6, or 

10 pi of LipofectAMINE^^ reagent as described in chapter 4.
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Gel mobility test

In order to test the formation of the lipofectAMINE:DNA:HBsAg tri-complex, we 

incubated -10, 50 and lOOng of the purified HBS-TS with lOpg of the pEGFP-F 

plasmid in 20pl of IxPBS, at 4°C for 3 hours. The mixture was then electrophoresed 

through a 1% w/v agarose-TAB gel for 30-45 minutes, stained with ethidium 

bromide (10 mg/ml) and visualised by UV light.

Transfection into liver cell lines

The experimental Lipid:DNA:HBsAg complex was formed by first incubating 1,10 

or 100 ng of the Engineered or unmodified HBsAg products with 10 or 20pg of 

pCMV-Pgal plasmid. This reaction was carried out in lOOpl of Hank’ balanced salts 

solution (HBSS) at 4° for 3 hours. Of this solution lOpl ( 1 or 2 p,g DNA) was 

complexed with 6pl of LipofectAMINE^"^ and the procedure outlined in chapter 4 

was followed to complete the transfection.

Following optimisation, the pCMV-pgal marker plasmid was substituted for the 

pEGFP-F plasmid, which is of similar architecture, and was complexed to DNA- 

lipofectAMINE as above and transfected into the cells.

The cells used for the GFP experiments were seeded into 24-well TC plates at 

density of 0.1 xlO^ cells/well supplemented by complete DMEM (10% FCS). At 50- 

70% confluency, the DNAiLipofectAMINE and DNA:LipofectAMINE:HBsAg 

complexes were incubated with the cell for 5 hours in serum-free medium. Following 

addition of complete medium and incubation of the cells for 48 hours, the 

conditioned medium in each well was discarded and monolayer washed twice with 

Ix PBS. The plates were then read for fluorescence using a CytoFluor^^ plate reader. 

The filters were set at 485 / 20nm (Excitation) and 530/25nm (Emission).
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8.2.2 Incorporating mod-HBsAg into DOPE-DOGS liposomes

Materials

Dio-octlyadecyl dimethyl-ammonium chloride or DOGS/Transfectam^"^ (Promega) 

Dioleolyl-phosphotidylethanolamine or DOPE (Sigma)

pCMVp-gal 0.5mg/ml stock (Clontech)

X-gal (Sigma) Dissolved 1:40 (v/v) in Dimethylformamide (DMF)

X-gal base solution: 35Mm Potassium ferricyanide - K3Fe(CN)6 

35mM Potassium ferrocyanide- K4Fe(CN)6.3H20 

ImM MgCh

Gluteralderhyde 0.05%v/v working solution (Sigma)

Methods

The cationic (DOGS) and neutral (DOPE) lipids were dissolved in ethanol and 

chloroform, respectively, (each at a stock concentration of ~1 mg/ml) and allowed to 

homogenise at 4°C overnight. The two lipids were then mixed at a 1:1 ratio (lOOpg 

of each) in a glass vial and the solvent allowed to evaporate and to leave a dried film 

of lipid. Nuclease-free dH%0 (200pl) was then used to re-hydrate the lipids at a final 

concentration of ~lpg/pl. The mixture was vortex-mixed for 20 minutes at room 

temperature to yield DOPE-DOGS liposomes.

The same procedure was repeated in the presence of -lOOng of serum-purified 

HBsAg and engineered variant HBS-TS, prior to the vortex-mixing step. The HBsAg 

samples had been pelleted previously by ultracentrifugation and re-suspended in 

nuclease free water.

The plasmid carrying the marker gene, in this case pCMVPgal, was prepared by 

maxi-prep and quantified (Chapter 2). The next step was the determination of the 

optimal plasmid:lipid and plasmid:lipid:HBsAg ratios for successful transfection of 

hepatic cell lines. This was achieved by, complexing 2pg of pCMV-Pgal with 2, 6 

and lOpg of DOPE-DOGS mixture at room temperature. The appropriate amounts of 

lipid and DNA were dissolved in 100pi of serum-free DMEM, mixed and incubated 

at room temperature for 15 minutes.
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HepG2 and Huh? cells were seeded at O.lxloVwell in a 24 well TC plate, in 

DMEM+10% v/v FCS and incubated (at 37°C/5%C02) overnight. The lipofection 

complex prepared as above on the day of transfection was overlaid on top of the 

monolayer in each well and incubated for 2-3 hours at 37°C. DMEM (20% v/vFCS) 

was then added to each well, followed by a medium change (DMEM+10%FCS) 24 

hours later.

Beta-galactosidase detection was carried out on the monolayers 48 hours post

transfection using the procedure outlined in chapter 4 (section 4.4). The percentage 

of stained cells in each well was then estimated.

8.2.3 Production o f HBsAg micelles

The following procedure for preparation of hepatitis B surface protein micelles was 

adapted from methods used by Skelly et al (1979).

Materials

Concanavalin A (Con A) Sepharose 4B (Amersham)

Con A binding buffer:

- Tris-HCl, O.OIM, pH 8.3

- Triton-XlOO (TX-lOO) 2% v/v in 0.5 M NaCl

- Sodium Chloride (NaCl), 0.05M

- Calcium Chloride (CaCh) O.OIM

- Manganese Chloride (MnCh), O.OIM 

Colunm elution buffer:

- O.OIM Tris-HCl, pH 7.3

- Methyl D Mannoside , 5% w/v (Sigma)

- 0.5M NaCl

Triton X-100 2% w/v 

Buffer for detergent removal gradient 

-O.OIM Tris-HCl pH 7.4

- 0.5M NaCl

SM2 bio-beads (BioRad)

Gelatine
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Methods

Engineered S-TS and unmodified HBsAg particles were expressed and purified on a 

l.l-1.4g/ml CsCl step gradient. The pooled fractions were desalted by overnight 

dialysis against O.OIM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 or TNE buffer pH 7.4. The recovery yield 

was checked using the Murex anti-HBsAg ELISA.

The approximate concentration of HBs protein in the purified fraction was 

determined by Lowry protein assay or HBsAg ELISA-standard curve estimation and 

adjusted to 5 pg/ml.

Approximately 500 ng (100 pi) of the HBs protein fraction was mixed at a 1:1 ratio 

with the disruption buffer (containing 2% TX-lOO in 0.5M NaCl). This was 

incubated overnight at 37°C. In order to test the success of the particle disruption, a 

small aliquot of the mixture was centrifuged through a 20-70% sucrose gradient, 

alongside a similar amount of undisrupted wildtype HBsAg, and fractions were 

tested using ELISA.

The cylinder of a 5ml syringe was used as a column for Con A Sepharose 

chromatography. A small amount of clean glass wool was packed tightly into the 

nozzle of the syringe and the column fixed vertically with a clamp. A piece of clean 

rubber tubing was attached to the nozzle to collect the fractions.

The Con-A Sepharose resin was thoroughly mixed and 1ml was added into the 

colunm. The beads were then washed through once with 1ml of binding buffer. The 

protein sample was dissolved in 4-5 ml of column binding buffer. The mixture was 

then applied to the column and allowed to run down through the beads. Fractions of 

0.5ml were collected into clean microfuge tubes and stored at -20°C. Peak HBsAg 

fractions were determined by ELISA (at 1:100 dilution) and by dot-blot.

Removal o f detergent

A two-step approach was employed to remove the Triton-X from the peak fractions 

collected from the ConA Sepharose colunm.
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Stepl:

The peak HBsAg fraction (1ml) was loaded on top of a 20-70% w/v sucrose 

gradient (made up in Tris-HCl pH 7.4). After centrifuging the gradient at 100,000g 

for 17 hours (SW41.Ti rotor), 1ml fractions were collected from the bottom into 

clean microfuge tubes. Peak fractions were identified by ELISA and pooled.

Step 2:

- SM2 Biobeads prepared by incubating in 5% w/v gelatin at room temperature for 1 

hour. The beads were then added to the protein sample at ~0.5g/ml and shaken at 

room temperature for 45 minutes. We separated the beads by brief centrifugation 

(13000 rpm, microfuge) and transferred the supernatant to fresh tubes.

Cell binding assay using HBsAg ELISA

These assays involved a similar binding procedure as to that described in chapter 7 

(7.2.3) for modified HBS-TS particles. Briefly, HepG2 cells and non-hepatic control 

cells (C0S7) were seeded into wells of a 24 well plate at 10  ̂ cells/well and 0.5x 10̂  

cells/well respectively (so as to allow for a difference in growth rate between the two 

cell lines) and allowed to attach for 18-24 hours.

HBsAg micelles were purified, pelleted and dialysed before estimating protein 

content by the Lowry method. Approximately 500 ng of the micelles (in 100 pi of 

serum-free DMEM) were added to HepG2 and C0S7 cell monolayers in six replicate 

wells. The same procedure was repeated for intact and detergent-disrupted HBS-TS 

particles.

All samples were incubated with the cells for 30 minutes at 4°C.

The protein overlays were then aspirated and monolayers gently washed 3 times with 

1 ml of IxPBS. The cells were then dissolved by incubating with 3 M potassium 

hydroxide for 30 minutes at room temperature then diluted 1:10 to 1:1000 to allow 

assaying using the Murex anti-HBsAg ELISA system.
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8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Incorporating HBsAg into lipid based vector systems 

LipofectAMINE-HBsAg mediated gene transfer

The commercial liposome LipofectAMESfE^"'  ̂ was used here as the lipid for the first of 

two experimental HBsAg-liposome complexes. The initial transfection experiments 

with just Lipo feet AMINE and the marker plasmid pCMVPgal showed a lipidiDNA 

ratio of 5:1 to yield optimal transfection efficiency.

The plasmid used to assay extent of DNA transfer using this composite vector, was 

pEGFP-F, which carries the gene coding for a quantifiable green-fluorescent protein. 

Engineered and plasma-derived HBsAg particles (purified, desalted and quantified as 

described in previous chapters) were pre-complexed with the pEGFP-F plasmid. An 

HBsAg-negative protein fraction (prepared from conditioned cell culture medium) was 

isolated from a separate gradient and was used as the non-specific control. The extent of 

DNA-protein binding was assessed using a simple gel-mobility test (8.2.1)

Figure 8.1 shows the result of the electrophoresis of the pEGFP plasmid that was 

complexed to 50ng and 100 ng of the engineered HBS-TS particles. Following a 45- 

minute run on a 1% agarose gel the pEGFP samples incubated with the HBS-TS 

appeared to show distinctly retarded mobility through the gel, in comparison to the 

unbound control plasmid sample (C) and protein-bound control. This retardation 

appears to be most dramatic for the lOOng HBS-TS sample. The plasmid DNA mixed 

with 100 ng of HBsAg-negative protein fraction showed only slight retardation in gel 

mobility compared to DNA-only lanes.

It was concluded from this simple test that both of the engineered surface antigen 

variants and plasma-purified wildtype 22nm HBsAg particles can bind to DNA plasmid 

carrying a foreign gene of interest. This interaction carried out at neutral pH and at 4°C, 

is most probably a simple electrostatic interaction, which should theoretically be strong 

enough for the antigen to remain bound to the plasmid through transfection.

The tri-complex was finally completed by mixing the HBsAgiDNA mixture with 

LipofectAMINE reagent as outlined in 8.3.1. The complex was then overlaid onto
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monolayer HepG2 or Huh? hepatic cell lines and transfection allowed to proceed for 

24-48 hours. Each lipid:DNA:HBsAg combination was used to transfect 6-well 

replicates on a 24-well TC plate which had been seeded with 0.1 xlO^ approximately 2 

days pre-transfection. The fluorescence emitted by the expressed protein was detected 

using CytoFlour' '̂^ plate reader. Figure 8.2 demonstrates graphically the extent of the 

GFP gene transfer in HepG2 cells.
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HBsAg-negative
Protein 50ng lOOng

Figure 8.1 Gel mobility test. 50 and lOOng of HBS-TS along with HBsAg-negative 

control protein fraction (P, -lOOng) were each complexed with pEGFP-F and 

electrophresed on a 1% w/v agarose gel and compared to non-complexed pEGFP-F 

plasmid (lanes C).
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Figure 8.2- Comparative differences in level of GFP expression in cells transfected with 

composite antigen-liposome and simple DNA-liposome complexes. The vectors were 

used to transfect pEGFP-F plasmid into A) HepG2 cells and B) C0S7 cells. Emission 

from washed, untransfected monolayer cells was used as the non-specific control. Error 

bars represent mean SD±, where n=6. P<0.05 is statistically significant.
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The previously established 5:1 ratio of lipo feet AMINE to DNA resulted in high levels 

of emitted fluorescence within HepG2 Cells (Figure 8.2A). The two tri-complexes 

containing the HBsAg and HBS-TS proteins also resulted in emitted fluorescence, 

which was slightly greater than the non-specific (cells-only) emission levels (p<0.05). 

The complexes constructed as described were also used to transfect pEGFP-F into the 

non-hepatic cell line COS-7. As shown in figure 8.3-B, a similar pattern to that HepG2 

cells is observed, with only limited GFP expression in cells incubated with the two 

HBsAg: lipid composite vectors. The overall values for GFP expression in this 

identical experiment were however higher, which reflects the comparative ease with 

which COS-7 cells undergo lipofection.

The above data show that the genetically modified HBsAg variant HBS-TS, in its 

purified and concentrated form can bind strongly to plasmid DNA, so as to retard its 

migration through an agarose gel matrix. This indicates that the HBsAg particle could 

potentially act as a liver-specific ligand for the foreign plasmid DNA. This is provided 

that the DNA: antigen complex can form an effective tri-complex with a liposomal 

delivery vehicle, in this case LipofectAMINE. The GFP expression data above shows 

that this tri-complex was capable of transferring small amounts of plasmid DNA into 

monolayer HepG2 cells, in comparison with simple liposome:DNA pairing which 

yielded high levels of transgene expression in the target cells.

The approach adopted here is very similar to that used by Cheng (1996) who 

successfully used Transferrin: lipo some complexes (including LipofectAMINE) to 

transfer pCMVpgal into HeLa cells (Cheng 1996). In the case of the lipid Lipofectin, he 

reported a transfection efficiency of 98-100% in HeLa cells when complexed with 

Transferrin compared to 3-4% when using Lipofectin alone.

To our knowledge, hepatitis B surface antigen has not been tested in such a liposome 

system previously. The lOOng of the protein mixed with the liposmes in these studies 

was used because it resulted in high degree of binding with the marker plasmid DNA. It 

is not clear whether using similar amounts of ligand protein to that used by Cheng (1- 

16pg transferrin) would result in higher transfection efficiency, given that unlike 

transferrin, HBsAg variants used here are relatively large (22nm) particulate structures.
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This could be a barrier to efficient complex formation. A way to overcome this problem 

could be to form reconstituted liposomes containing detergent-disrupted HBsAg 

subunits, by detergent-removal techniques (Holland et al 1996).

DOPE/DOGS-HBsAg mediated gene transfer

The second of the experimental vector systems involved liposome formation using 

individual lipids in presence of hepatitis surface proteins. Engineered and plasma- 

purified HBsAg particles prepared as previously, were introduced into the liposome 

formation steps (8.2.2). The optimal ratios for the complexing of the marker plasmid 

with the composite vectors were pre-determined by using x-gal staining as described 

previously in Chapter 4. This optimal ratio was determined to be 5:1 Lipid : DNA w/w, 

and was used in all subsequent complex combinations.

Following complexes were formed:

Lipo feet AMESTE™: pCMV-Pgal 

[5:1 w/w = 2.5|ig: 0.5p,g per transfection]

DOPE-DOGS: [HBS-TS]: pCMV-Pgal 

[50:l:10w/w= 5pg: 0.1 pg: 1 pg per transfection]

DOPE-DOGS: HBsAg: pCMV-Pgal 

[50:1:10 w/w= 5pg: 0.1 pg: 1 pg per transfection]

DOPE-DOGS: HBsAg

[50:1 w/w = 5pg : O.lpg per transfection]

The newly formed antigen-liposomes were used to transfect HepG2 cells, with the P- 

galactosidase-encoding plasmid pCMV-pgal.. Cells were stained for P-gal expression 

using X-gal staining procedure, and the percentage of stained (transfected) cells was 

estimated for each replicate well. Figure 8.3 shows the percentage transfection resulting 

from each complex.
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Incubation of HepG2 cells with a 5:1 w/w ratio of LipofectAMINE:pCMV-pgal resulted 

in transfection of over 50% of cells. The DOPE-DOGS:pCMV-Pgal (5:1 w/w) complex 

yielded significantly lower mean transfection at 22%. The experimental Lipid:HBS- 

TS:DNA and lipid:HBsAg:DNA complexes, however, resulted in very low transfection 

efficiency of 7% and 8.5% respectively.

The results presented in figure 8.3 shows that the experimental composite vector 

containing the cationic-neutral DOPE-DOGS lipid pairing and HBsAg particles, failed 

to deliver marker DNA into target hepatocytes efficiently. There is no published work 

where HBsAg is employed as part of a synthetic lipid vector in this way, thus the ratios 

and combinations used here were speculative.
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Figure 8.3 Transfection efficiencies of the composite liposome vectors constructed 

using DOPE-DOGS lipid combination. Percentage transfection was the estimated mean 

percentage of HepG2 cells in replicate wells that expressed p-galactosidase (stained 

blue). Errors bars represent mean SD±, n=4.
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The simple complex of DOPE-DOGS ipCMVPgal by itself gives satisfactory 

transfection efficiency at 5:1 w/w ratio, bearing in mind that HepG2 cells are typically 

not greatly permissive towards lipofection. This 5:1 ratio of DOPE-DOGS: DNA has 

also, been used successfully by Dr.N.Mellor to transfect primary mouse hepatocytes. 

Introduction of lOOng of purified HBsAg (assuming this was incorporated into the 

liposomes) did not increase the transfection efficiency of the liposomes as expected. 

Although some gene transfer took place using this tri-complex, it was small in 

comparison to that which can be achieved using commercial liposomes. This effect 

could be due to the inability of HBsAg particles to incorporate efficiently into the 

liposomes due to their size or that their presence somehow inhibits lipid: DNA 

interactions. Again, a possible solution could be to form reconstituted liposomes 

containing HBs subunits, by mixing with detergent-disrupted antigen (Holland et al 

1996)

8.3.2 Hepatitis B surface antigen micelle

The experiments outlined below aimed to reconstitute detergent-disrupted HBS-TS 

particles into micelle structures using an adaptation of the method of Skelly et al., 

(1979). Detergent-solublized HBS-TS was passed through a Con-A sepharose column 

which acts by removing the lipid molecules from the detergent mixture, leaving only 

HBS-TS subunits containing a highly hydrophobic S domain. Upon full removal of 

detergent these subunits should spontaneously form micelle structures.

In figure 8.4-A, fractions of eluted surface antigen from the column were collected and 

assayed for HBsAg content by ELISA. The peak fractions were pooled and detergent 

removal carried out as detailed previously.
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Further analysis of the reconstituted product involved assessing the buoyant density of 

the micelles on a 1.1-1.4 g/ml caesium chloride gradient using the methods detailed in 

chapter 5. The result is shown in figure 8.4B in which the buoyant density 

corresponding to the HBsAg ELISA peak fraction is estimated using the refractive 

index of the fraction and standard tables. A value of 1.29 g/ml was estimated for these 

micelles. Micelles produced by the same methodology from reconstituted plasma- 

purified HBsAg in the past had a buoyant density of 1.25g/ml (Skelly et al 1981). The 

difference in these values could be attributed to either structural difference between 

wild-type and engineered HBsAg subunits, or simply inaccuracies in measurements of 

buoyant density.

The higher density of these micelles compared to 22nm HBsAg particles is due to the 

removal of the lipid component by the conA sepharose chromatography, which leads to 

a condensed micelle structure made up purely of protein. The highly hydrophobic nature 

of the micelle core makes it unlikely that plasmid DNA can be encapsulated within the 

particles. However one could speculate that the much higher concentration of 

hydrophilic head-groups of the HBsAg subunits can provide the necessary electrostatic 

requirements for binding of plasmid DNA. It is however not clear whether such a 

complex can result in any gene transfer.

The micelles formed in the above experiments and by other groups show no change in 

ability to be recognised by specific antibodies. The micelles also appear to bind to the 

hepatoma-derived HepG2 cells significantly more so than detergent-disrupted HBS-TS 

protein subunits and even intact modified antigen particles (p<0.05).

This is probably due to the large size and also higher density of these reconstituted 

particles. HBsAg micelles are typically heterogeneous in size, ranging between 60 and 

200nm in diameter (Skelly et al., 1981) and so have a significantly larger surface area 

for contact and interaction with hepatic membranes and their associated receptors. Also 

the compact and dense nature of these lipid-ffee micelles would mean higher density of 

HBsAg subunits on their surface which would in turn increase chances of binding to 

liver cells.
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The data presented in this chapter suggest that with the incorporation of genetically 

modified HBsAg into conventional liposomal delivery systems can result in gene 

transfer into cells of hepatic origin. What is not clear however is whether such 

incorporation in the simple form attempted here, can result in significant improvement 

in transfection efficiency. Unfortunately the preliminary data obtained here, suggests 

that the HBsAg element of the composite vectors had an inhibitory effect on liposome- 

mediated delivery. In future attempts, the non-specific binding to the non-HBsAg 

protein will need to be explored and used as a transfection control. Also, the factors that 

will need to be optimised are the lipid: antigen: DNA ratios and the toxic effects on the 

target cells, which were not explored in his study.

The reconstituted HBS-TS micelles also show promise by virtue of their apparent 

affinity to liver cell membranes, which is a great advantage in targeted gene delivery. 

Encapsulation of DNA molecules into these micelles would be unlikely. There may, 

however, be potential in complexing DNA molecules to these micelles, by incorporating 

DNA binding proteins into the system, as has been achieved with HVJ-liposomes 

(Kaneda et al., 1999)
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Chapter 9
General discussion and conclusions



Liver disease research has benefited greatly from advances in development of vectors 

for gene therapy. Clinical and pre-clinical studies on liver gene therapy using viral 

vectors such as retroviruses (Zem and Kresina, 1997) adenoviruses (Cristiano et al.,

1993; Chou et al., 2002) and adeno-associated virus (Koeberl et al., 1997; Mount et al., 

2002) bave yielded encouraging results in recent years. Non-viral delivery systems such 

as liposomes, have also shown promise in gene delivery (Wilke et al., 1997).

The issues of organ-specific targeting of vectors and transfection efficiency however 

remain two of the main areas of concern in gene therapy, in particular in relation to 

systemic administration of the therapy. For this reason a third generation of ‘composite’ 

vectors have been developed which aim to incorporate cell-targeting moieties into 

otherwise non-specific vectors.

One of the most exciting developments in the search for a highly efficient composite 

vector has been the introduction of HVJ liposome system. The incorporation of a 

fusogenic domain of the Sendai virus into cationic lipids has been shown to increase gene 

transfer into hepatocytes (Hirano et al., 2001; Yoshida et al., 2002). Successful attempts 

have also been made to target foreign gene to liver cells with high specificity by 

incorporating liver targeting moieties into synthetic vectors. The progress has been 

particularly impressive where glycosylated or galactosylated ligands of liver membrane 

receptors have been used as the targeting moiety, in particular ligands of the 

asialoglycoprotein receptor (Edwards et al., 1996; Wu et al., 1991). On an extra-cellular 

level all of these liver-specific moieties act by bringing the DNA carrying vector in 

contact with the target cell membrane via their specific receptors. The intracellular 

consequence of this highly specific contact with the liver cell membranes is less clear. 

Such specialized vectors probably facilitate higher levels of gene transfer to the nucleus 

by utilizing receptor mediated endocytosis, thus helping the foreign DNA to bypass the 

destructive lysosomal pathway.

The work described in this thesis aimed to add to a very limited amount of previous 

research carried out on the possibility of using the surface envelope protein of the 

Hepatitis B virus as just such a hepato-tropic targeting moiety. Replication-defective 

HBV, as a whole-virus vector has been developed and has been shown to be a potent 

vehicle for liver-specific delivery in vitro (Hanafusa et al., 1999). However the usual
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concerns regarding possible re-activation by recombination and immuno-toxic reactions 

remain, although recently preliminary work has been carried out on naturally-occurring 

defective HBV which is devoid of immunogenic T-cell epitope (Wang et ah, 2002).

This project has followed the work done by Hofmann et al (1995), Frange et al (1995) 

and Hui et al (1999) who produced modified HBV surface proteins which carried a 

highly hepato-tropic domain of the viral envelope, namely the PreS 1 domain, with the 

view to its use as an improved HBV vaccine. To our knowledge, following work by 

Hofinann et al (1995) there has been no further development of such constructs as liver- 

targeting gene delivery vectors.

Cloning and production o f HBsAg in vitro

Hepatitis B surface proteins have been obtained both from the sub-viral particles in 

infected plasma (Gerin et al., 1971), or in vitro infection of hepatocytes (Rijntjes et al., 

1988). Recombinant DNA technology however allowed recombinant and modified 

HBsAg variants to be produced, one of the first of which was a yeast derived 

recombinant and is still the basis of a widely used vaccine (Valenzuela et al., 1982). 

Following the important findings of Neurath et al (1986) regarding the importance of the 

L-HBsAg protein, in particular the preSl domain, in the immunogenicity of HBV, many 

subsequent prototype vaccines contained this region in order to yield maximum 

protection (Michel et al., 1984; Frange et al., 1999;Yap et al., 1992).

In chapter 3 the L-HBsAg gene was cloned into a high out-put baculovirus vector, 

pFastBacl and transfected into Sf9 insect cell line with a view amplify and mass produce 

the recombinant protein. The system conferred two advantages: first that the expression 

vector was driven by a powerful polyhedrin promoter and second, that insect cells could 

be maintained and infected in dense suspension cultures. The HBsAg yield assayed using 

the diagnostic Murex ELISA system was found to be high, peaking at day 3 post

infection yielding ~5pg/ml of surface antigen. However, as little as 5% of the antigen 

produced was detected in the cell culture medium, which indicated a high degree of 

intracellular retention. This degree of retention was previously encountered by 

researchers expressing HBsAg's in mammalian cells (Ting et ah, 1986) and insect cells 

(Lanford et ah, 1989). It is believed that this retention occurs at the ER/post-golgi
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compartment where the surface antigen particles are formed. The biological purpose or 

cause of this phenomenon is not totally clear and has been attributed to various factors 

such as myristylation and association with the protein Calnexin (Prange et ah, 1991; 

Frange et ah, 1999). The antigen domains suggested to be involved in the secretion 

retardation are within the preSl polypeptide, either at amino acids 2-19 (Xu and Yen, 

1996) or at the C-terminal region of preSl (Nemeckova et ah, 1994).

The modified HBsAg clones reported in chapter 4, were constructed using the 

information from the above papers and the novel vaccine-construction work by Hui et al 

(1999). The liver-binding preSl domain 21-47aa was successfully engineered into the S 

protein as a carboxyl-terminal extension, using PCR techniques. The sequence and frame 

integrity of the HBS-TS and its histidine-tagged variant were checked by sequencing and 

it was found to be unaffected by the cloning procedure. Expression of these constructs in 

mammalian (C0S7) cells resulted in protein product detectable by standard HBsAg 

ELISA. The levels of protein product obtained using the pMEP4 and pcDNA3.1-V5His 

plasmid vectors were less than would be obtainable using vectors with CMV promoters 

(e.g. pBKCMV) or pFastBac baculovirus vector with the powerful polyhedron promoter. 

The expression (and secretion) of these modified HBsAg particles however was sufficient 

in the C0S7 cells to allow purification using relatively simple techniques such as caesium 

chloride gradients.

Characterisation o f  genetically modified HBsAg

The work in chapters 5 and 6 aimed to characterise the genetically modified HBsAg 

variants HBS-TS and HBS-TS[His]. Similar clones constructed previously for vaccine 

research, had resulted in fully immuno-reactive spherical particles of -22nm in diameter 

and -1.19-1.2 g/ml in buoyant density (Hui et al., 1999).

Caesium chloride density gradients revealed the HBS-TS gene product to be particulate 

and -1.21 g/ml in buoyant density. Electron microscopy images in chapter 6 confirmed 

the physical integrity of HBS-TS variant as an HBsAg virus-like particle (VLP). This 

particle as well its histidine tagged variant, could be detected by commercial ELISA 

system and by individual anti-HBs and anti-preS 1 antibodies, confirming the epitope 

integrity of both S domain and the preSl[21-47aa] targeting sequence (TS).
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Protein composition of these particles, explored using western blotting, was consistent 

with predictions that were made from the amino acid sequence of the constructs. Protein 

glycosylation was observed when expressing in both the mammalian and insect cells, as 

revealed by western analysis (chapters 3 and 5), which was encouraging as this 

phenomenon may be essential to the proper post-translational processing of HBV surface 

proteins.

The remainder of the studies reported in this thesis, goes beyond the work done by 

Hofmann et al (1995) on their particular S-PreSl construct and explores the liver- 

targeting and gene transfer ability of HBS-TS (Hofmann et al., 1995).

In chapter 7 purified HBS-TS particles were incubated with primary human hepatocytes, 

liver-derived HepG2 cells and non-hepatic COST cells. Probing with fluorescence- 

tagged antibodies and microscopic visualisation reveals a high degree of binding, in 

particular to primary hepatocytes. This is probably a reflection of the fact that liver 

specific plasma membrane receptors such as ASGP-R (which are also implicated as HBV 

docking sites) are particularly abundant on primary hepatocytes. These binding studies 

were made semi-quantitative by use of purified labelled HBS-TS particles and radio

labelled unmodified HBsAg as a control. The scintillation counts on washed cells 

revealed higher levels of cell binding in the case of the HBS-TS variant in comparison to 

unmodified antigen. This increase was very small but significant and was probably due 

to the presence of the targeting sequence, preSl amino acids 21-47 in the HBS-TS 

construct. Also, pre-treatment of hepatic cells with cold (un-labelled) antigen particles 

significantly decreased HB-STS binding which suggested the binding effect to be real. 

This above analysis corresponded well with findings of Hofmann et al (1995) and 

Neurath et al (1986). Similar bind-and-wash experiments using the Murex ELISA system 

was also carried out, but results were not reproducible. Ultimately, in order to carry out 

such binding experiments in a quantitative way, a more sensitive and quantitative system 

would be required. Another alternative for carrying out similar binding experiments with 

HBS-TS would be to isolate and plate out liver cell membranes via techniques similar to 

that used by Hubbard et al (1983) which may aid in more accurate detection of liver- 

HBsAg binding sites, and comparison with other cell types (Hubbard et al., 1983). Also, 

other groups have successfully cloned and purified different HBsAg domains individually
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including PreSl, which may be a more specific way of comparing hepatotropic properties 

of preSl domains with S and preS2 (Lin et ah, 1991; Maeng et ah, 2001).

HBS-TS and gene transfer

The hepatocyte-binding ability of the HBS-TS variant antigen confirmed its potential 

ability to target liver cells specifically if administered in vivo. The objective of the vector 

construction work described in chapter 8 was to establish if this engineered protein can be 

incorporated into synthetic lipid-based systems and whether such a novel composite 

vector can demonstrate significantly improved in vitro transfection of liver cells. The 

first and most simple of such composite vectors, was constructed by complexing of a pre

formed antigen-DNA complex to the commercial lipid LipofectAMINE. This composite 

tri-complex vector resulted in some transfer of the marker GFP plasmid DNA into liver 

cells, but this was significantly poorer gene transfer in comparison with LipofectAMINE 

-DNA. Cheng et al (1996) carried out a similar study using Transferrin as the targeting 

ligand, resulting in over 90% improvement in gene transfer to cells (Cheng, 1996). There 

would of course be differences between the complex forming ability of the monomer 

transferrin protein and the 20nm lipoprotein particles of HBS-TS. The structural and 

electrostatic differences with a ligand such as transferrin could be crucial factors as to the 

failure of the HBS-TS -  LipofectAMINE complex to improve pEGFP-F transfer to liver 

cells. Since the technology and methodology for purification of individual HBsAg 

polypeptide domains is now available, a similar attempt in the future should perhaps use 

purified (non-particulate) preSl as the targeting moiety.

The second composite vector involving the HBS-TS particles, utilized the synthetic lipids 

DOPE and DOGS. This was an attempt to construct a liposome vector that actually 

incorporated rather than simply complexed to the targeting sequence. This experimental 

DOPE/DOGS-HBS-TS composite vector was subsequently shown to transfer some 

marker DNA into cultured hepatic cells, as judged by the levels of GFP expression. 

Another complex incorporating unmodified HBsAg as the targeting moiety also resulted 

in limited and similar gene transfer levels, which suggested that the preSl extension of 

HBS-TS was in this case conferring no advantage. Crucially, the GFP gene transfer 

levels via DOPE-DOGS alone and using LipofectAMINE were significantly higher.
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The main problem encountered in the design of these experiments was lack of direct 

parallel previous work, where intact viral particles have been incorporated into synthetic 

delivery vehicles. Issues of particle size, charge, lipid-DNA and lipid: protein ratios play 

important parts in viability of such composite vectors. The principle behind the HVJ 

liposome system was used as the blueprint for the HBS-TS-liposme vector. Two crucial 

differences however were the fact that the F-virosome of the HVJ is small single 

polypeptide, and that HVJ-liposome incorporated a DNA-binding protein. Any future 

modifications to the HBS-TS system should perhaps use purified preSl[21-47] 

polypeptide and if possible a DNA-binding element.

Also on chapter 8 we described an experiment in which the engineered HBsAg particles 

were disrupted and reconstituted into micelles employing methodology used in hepatitis 

B vaccine development, which has been the only application of such agents so far (Skelly 

et al., 1981). Studies in chapter 8 aimed to explore the potential of HBsAg micelles to act 

as VLP-like vehicles for targeted delivery to the liver. Physical analysis of these micelles 

revealed dense structures, which banded distinctly on caesium chloride gradients.

Binding experiments demonstrated that HBS-TS micelles attach very avidly to liver cells 

in comparison to the non-reconstituted surface antigen variants. This avidity may be 

explained by the high density of modified antigen subunits in these micelles due to the 

absence of lipids, which could be resulting much higher number of preSl[21-47aa] 

domains per unit surface area compared to intact HBS-TS particles.

There are two main disadvantages to the use of such micelles as delivery agents. On a 

macromolecular level, the core of these micelles (which will be composed of the 

hydrophobic S domain of the HBS-TS) would almost certainly be hydrophobic, rendering 

any DNA encapsulation unlikely. From a clinical application view point, the HBsAg 

micelles, with the higher density of targeting domains on their surface will, by the same 

token be more immunogenic to the recipient subject.

Immunogenicity in fact, would be the main issue in the application of HBS-TS as a liver 

targeting vector. Major immunogenic epitopes exist on both the S (e.g. the 2 a- 

determinant) and preSl (e.g. 21-47aa) proteins. Unlike preS2, neither S or preSl 

polypeptide domains are dispensable in construction of such hepato-tropic particles. A 

possible answer to this problem could lie in immune-escape mutants of hepatitis B virus.
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These mutants have emerged with the ability evade the immune response of the host and 

thus vaccines. Since these mutations have no apparent effect on morphology and 

infectivity of these mutants, it is conceivable that similar mutations can be engineered 

into the S and preSl sequences of HBS-TS in order to study their effect of particle 

morphology and immunogenicity.

Concluding remarks

What has been achieved here could help future development of liver-targeting vectors 

incorporating HBV surface domains. Although the identity of the hepatic receptor for 

HBV is still disputed, it is widely agreed that its is the surface elements, in particular the 

preSl domain of HBsAg which facilitated specific binding of HBV to the liver and the 

subsequent endocytosis which results in efficient delivery of viral DNA to the hepatocyte 

nucleus. The HBS-TS engineered surface protein was shown to be secretable from 

mammalian cells in vitro, morphologically intact and hepato-tropic. Questions remain 

over the ability of this protein (in its lipoprotein form at least) to be efficiently 

incorporated into composite vector systems such as HVJ-Liposomes. Short-term future 

work could concentrate on the electrostatic aspects and stoichiometry of such 

incorporation.

In the longer the term, perhaps a more effective use of HBsAg proteins in hepatic gene 

therapy would be development of ‘pseudotyped’ vectors incorporating hepato-tropic 

elements. Recently Kowolic and Yee (2002) have developed an HIV-derived 

pseudotyped with f-fusion protein of Sendai virus, while Sung & Lai (2002) reported a 

retroviral vector pseudotyped with preSl domain of HBV (Kowolik and Yee, 2002; Sung 

and Lai, 2002). Such vectors hold great promise as they would combine the efficient 

packaging, delivery and genomic integration properties of retroviruses and lentiviruses, 

while targeting the transgene specifically to the liver. However even with these vectors 

immuno-toxicity and possible vector neutralization in vivo remain as significant barriers 

to clinical application.
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Appendix I:

A)
Schematic restriction and ORF map of pMEP4 vector (Invitrogen)

I  : ^ û - Z : x ^ ^ x c / ) Q û  I

EcoRV

SphI

pMEP4
10.4kb

BstBI

StuI

310



B)

Schematic restriction and ORF map of pcDNA3.1/V5-His vector (Invitrogen)

V5 epitope & 6xHis

( C '

:D N A 3.1 /V 5-H isA :

pcDNA3.1/ 
V5-HisA, B, C

5.5 kb
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pcDNA3.1A/5-His C Multiple cloning site (Invitrogen vector data)

T7 promoter/priming site //m d III Kpn I
861 ATTAATACGA CTCACTATAG GGAGACCCAA GCTGGCTAGT TA AGC TTG GTA CCG AGC

Ser Leu Val Pro Ser

5am H I I Ec oR l  E c o R V  Bs tXl
918 TCG GAT CCA CTA GTC CAG TGT GGT GGA ATT CTG CAG ATA TCC AGC ACA GTG

Ser Asp Pro Leu Val Gin Cys Gly Gly lie Leu Gin lie Ser Ser Thr Val

Xho I V5 epitope
9 81 GCG GCC GCT CGA GGT CAC CCA TTC GAA GGT AAG CCT ATC CCT AAC CCT CTC

Ala Ala Ala Arg Gly His Pro Phe Glu Gly Lys Pro lie Pro Asn Pro Leu

Polyhistidine tag
1141 CTC GGT CTC GAT TCT ACG CGT ACC GGT CAT CAT CAC CAT CAC CAT TGA 
GTT

Leu Gly Leu Asp Ser Thr Arg Thr Gly His His His His His His ***

Pine I
12 01 TAAACCCGCT GATCAGCCTC GACTGTGCCT TCTAGTTGCC AGCCATCTGT



C)

Schematic restriction and ORF map of pFASTBACl vector (GIBCO/Invitrogen)

AvrW 4416 
Bci\ 4401 

Wpa I 4263 
Mun \ 4252

NgoA IV 127

m illip le  
c ia r irg  — 

site I 4032

5^ 1107  I 3882 
SnsB  I 3879

Bbs I 3750

Bi'p1407 I 3410

r ih ll l  I 3225  
£i'f>3l 3176

4137
f1 intergenic: 

SV40 region
polyadenylation 
signal

Polh promoter
B^aH I 835

Pvu 1004

 Fsp  I 1151p Fa stBac~ 1 
477 5  bp

Gsu I 1286

BsaR I 2946  
EcoR V 2823

Ssi II 2765 
BstX  I 2710

Msc I 2707

A/vvN I 1850

Sap  I 2386



Appendix II:

Qiasen^s OIActuick'^^purification system s

This commercial system utilises the silica gel membrane and spin-column technology, and 

was used in this project to obtain high quality DNA for cloning and transfection 

experiments. The silica membrane acts by adsorbing the DNA (in high salt conditions), 

allowing the removal of contaminants and in the case of PCR, the removal of nucleotides. 

Brief protocols of two of the kits used are given below. Chemical compositions of the 

supplied buffers are the intellectual property of the manufacturer.

Materials

QIAquick spin column (containing a silica gel membrane)

Buffer PB (DNA binding buffer)

Buffer PE (column wash buffer)

Buffer EB (DNA elution buffer)

Buffer QG (Gel extraction buffer)

A. PCR purification kit protocol

The completed PCR reaction (including the mineral oil) was mixed with 5 volumes of PB 

and vortex-mixed. The mixture was applied to a QIAquick column, which was in turn 

placed inside a 2 ml microfuge tube. The column was centrifuged for 1 minute to bind the 

DNA. After discarding the flow-through 0.75 ml of PE is added to the column and 

centrifuged again for 1 minute. After discarding the flow-through the column is spun for 

and additional 1 minute to remove all traces of wash buffer. The column was then 

transferred to a fresh 1.5 ml centrifuge tube and 50 pi of EB was applied to the silica gel 

membrane and the column centrifuged for 1 minute. The product was then analysed for 

yield and purity, using gel electrophoresis and optical density values respectively.
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B. Gel extraction kit protocol

The desired DNA fragment was excised from the agarose gel under UV light using a clean 

scalpel. The excess gel was carefully stripped away from the DNA band. The band was 

then placed in a clean microfuge tube and weighed (typically 100-300 mg). To the agarose 

fragment, 3 volumes of buffer QG were added and the mixture was incubated in a 50° C 

water bath for 10 minutes in order to dissolve the gel at pH 7.5. A QIAquick spin column 

was placed within a 2ml centrifuge tube and the gel mixture was applied. To bind the DNA 

the column was centrifuged for 1 minute. After discarding the flow-through the membrane 

was washed by applying 0.75 ml of buffer PE to the column and centrifuging for 1 minute. 

Following an additional 1 minute spin to remove excess wash buffer, the column was 

placed inside a fresh tube and 50 pi of buffer EB was added. The DNA was extracted by 

spinning the column for a final 1 minute. The product was analysed for yield and purity 

using gel electrophoresis and optical density value respectively.
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